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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Background 
At the U.S. Department of Energy @OE) Hanford Site, the Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) is 
being constructed to immobilize both high-level waste (IUW) for disposal in a national 
repository and low-activity waste (LAW) for onsite, near-surface disposal. The schedule- 
controlling step for the WTP Project is vitrification of the large volume of LAW, current 
capacity of the WTP (as planned) would require 50 years to treat the Hanford tank waste, if the 
entire LAW volume were to be processed through the WTP. To reduce the time and cost for 
treatment of Hanford Tank Waste, and as required by the Tank Waste Remediation System 
Environmental Impact Statement Record of Decision and the Hanford Federal Facility Consent 
Agreement (Tn-Party Agreement), DOE plans to supplement the LAW treatment capacity of 
the WTP. Since 2002, DOE, in cooperation with the Environmental Protection Agency and 
State of Washington Department of Ecology has been evaluating technologies that could 
provide safe and effective supplemental treatment of LAW. Current efforts at Hanford are 
intended to provide additional information to aid a joint agency decision on which technology 
will be used to supplement the WTP. A Research, Development and Demonstration permit has 
been issued by the State of Washington to build and (for a limited time) operate a 
Demonstration Bulk Vitrification System (DBVS) facility to provide information for the 
decision on a supplemental treatment technology for up to 50% of the LAW. 
In the Bulk Mtrification (BV) process, LAW, soil, and glass-forming chemicals are mixed, 
dried, and placed in a refractory-lined box, Electric current, supplied through two graphite 
electrodes in the box, melts the waste feed, producing a durable glass waste-form. Although 
recent modifications to the process have resulted in significant improvements, there are 
continuing technical concerns, described below. 
0 During the melting process, some of the technetium (Tc) in the waste feed deposits 
in the refractory material as a soluble salt. In the performance assessment, this salt 
has the potential to create a Tc concentration peak in the groundwater extracted 
from a 100-meter down-gradient well. Although this peak is below drinking-water 
standards, DOE desires to reduce the amount of soluble salt in the BV waste 
package and reduce the resulting groundwater peak to the extent possible to further 
enhance the performance of the BV product and improve regulatory acceptance of 
the technology. 
0 Metal inclusions have been observed in the resulting glass product. It is unknown 
whether these inclusions will have a deleterious effect on the long-term perfonnance 
of the waste form. 
Although the vitrified waste form is a borosilicate glass, similar to that currently 
being produced at the Savannah River Site and planned for production at Hanford’s 
WTP, there are questions about whether the BV product is comparable to referenced 
borosilicate glasses. 
iv 
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The DOE Office of River Protection (OW) requested technical assistance from subject matter 
experts to address the above three technical concerns. Funded by DOE EM-20's Technical 
Expertise Program, an expert panel, comprised of Dr. Frank Woolley, retired Corning Glass, 
Dr. David Shuh, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and Dr. Ian Peg& Catholic 
University, was convened for a three-day workshop in Richland, Washington in January 2006. 
Prior to the workshop, the panel was sent a limited set of existing publications related to the 
project for review. At the workshop, the panel was given technical briefings, as well as 
additional written materials, by BV project stalT, It is noted that, given the level of effort 
budgeted for this technical review, the scope of this project is limited to addressing the three 
issues outlined above; comments provided do not represent a full review of the BV technology, 
project status, and plans. At the conclusion of the workshop, the panel provided an out-briefing 
to DOE, CH2MHill Group, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) staff. A draft 
report of findings and recommendations was then prepared by the panel, reviewed by BV 
project stafT, revised by the panel, and then reviewed again by project staff. Appendix C 
contains panel responses to comments that have not been incorporated into the final report. 
This appendix does not contain information regarding comments where edits were made in the 
report, but addresses areas where a consensus opinion could not be reached. A summary of 
Comment and Team Responses i s  included as Appendix D. 
The panel was tasked with the following actions: 
assess and provide recommended refinements to existing methods and/or new 
methods to reduce the amount of soluble Tc salts that form in the BV waste package 
and provide comments regarding the Tc mass balance; 
0 assess impact of metal inclusions on glass product quality and recommend potential 
process improvements that would mitigate their impact; 
0 evaluate potential performance of BV product with respect to reference borosilicate 
glasses and glass quality standards, and recommend potential process improvements 
that would enhance product durability and leach propedes. 
Technetium 
Tc presents challenges and uncertainties for high-temperature vitrification processes, including 
BV, because of its volatility, mobility, and longevity. For BV some of these challenges have 
changed, because the BV process was fundamentally altered from a top-down to a bottom-up 
melting process. The volatility of Tc determines its level of incorporation in the glass product 
and the corresponding amount in the off-gas, which is captured in  the off-gas treatment system 
and recycled. Major factors controlling its volatility include oxidation-reduction conditions in 
the melt and vitrification process operational factors, such as temperature. In addition to the 
volatility challenge, Tc is soluble in potential salt phases and can deposit in the refractory liner. 
Current knowledge of Tc chemistry in the LAW waste feed is sufficient to predict that Tc will 
primarily be present as the pertechnetate species, but the feed may also contain some fraction of 
V 
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lower oxidation-state species. However, gaps in our knowledge of Tc chemical and physical 
propedes pertinent to BV and other vitrification processes remain. In particular, there is 
limited information on Tc solution chemistry in highly alkaline solutions, Tc species in 
vitrification off-gas, and mechanisms for Tc immobilization in borosilicate glasses. In terms of 
mitigation of Tc loss, the best approach is to implement improvements in the BV system to 
reduce Tc volatility, and thereby, improve the percentage of Tc immobilized in the primary 
waste package. For example, it is well known that Tc volatilization is greatly dependent upon 
the temperature of the melt and nature of the cold cap. Recycling of Tc from the off-gas filter 
system will change the amount and possibly the form of Tc in the melter feed; this effect has 
not yet been studied. 
It is important to fully understand the fate of Tc within the BV process, including the 
significant losses of Tc from the melt. This is especially important for BV, because soluble 
forms of Tc could reside outside the glass, but within the waste package, and the task of 
sampling the glass and other parts of the package is much more challenging. In the ES 32B 
engineering-scale test, 24% of the Tc was unaccounted for, possibly due to an underestimate of 
the amount of Tc volatilized into the off-gas system. (Note that ES-32B is the only test of the 
bottom-up melting process on which a full material balance was performed. The problem is not 
so much the fact that 24 f 17% of the Tc was not accounted for in this test, as that this was the 
only test to date on which a full material balance was performed.) 
The panel recommends in future tests I )  addition of a removable filter material, such as glass 
wool, in a filter assembly in front of the HEPA filter (easily analyzed for Tc), or 2) an off-gas 
sampler in combination with a liquid scrubber. Because Tc is a ppm-leve1 trace constituent, 
there are significant dificul ties in achieving closure on the Tc mass balance. Reliable 
conclusions depend on obtaining analyses of both glass and non-glass portions of the waste 
package to ensure that leachable Tc is not present at unacceptable levels. 
Because the sintered metal filters (Shw in the off-gas system have not been used for this type 
of application, uncertainties regarding SMF performance remain; the SMF should be tested 
prior to full-scale startup. The planned operating temperature for the ShfF, 3OO0C, is close to 
the boiling point of a volatile Tc207 species (3 1 1°C). 
Rhenium (Re), the best surrogate for Tc, has been used appropriately in the BV cold testing. 
However, there are recognized differences in the chemical behavior of these two elements in 
vitrification processes, which have been observed during BV testing. This requires that results 
using Re be interpreted and adjusted to reflect Tc behavior, followed by “hot” validation using 
feed containing Tc. 
Recommendations to mitigate the loss of Tc can be categorized as: 1) reduce vaporization of 
Tc species from the top surface of the melt, 2) reduce the penetration of Tc into the refractory 
liner, and 3) promote a faster reaction in the cold cap of the waste feed material. Reduction of 
vaporization of Tc species from the top surface of the melt can be accomplished through 
maintaining a constant cold cap thickness with a cool top surface and improving the uniformity 
. 
vi 
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of the feed distribution over the melt surface. Specific methods to accomplish each of these 
improvements are provided in Section 2.3. 
Reducing penetration of Tc into the refractory liner is a very difficult problem; the panel had 
the opportunity to review only a fraction of the work done to address it. Thus, the panel 
recommends that further efforts be made to identify an alternative lower-permeability liner 
material as the preferred approach. Various methods are suggested, some of which may 
already have been considered for coating the existing liner as a backup approach. Recent 
efforts by PNNL to alter the composition and hence the mobility of the molten salts that carry 
Tc into the refractory liner by sequencing boron additions are considered promising. The panel 
recommends further testing of the mixeddryer operation to optimize feed reaction time. Raw 
materials and the order of addition in the dryer can be tailored to produce faster-reacting, 
pelletized feed. 
Metal Inclusions 
Test results have shown that the metal inclusions formed in the vitrified product contain higher 
concentrations of Tc (and the Re surrogate) than the glass. Because the metal phase, which is 
predominantly iron, is more soluble than the glass in the expected disposal environment, its 
presence may significantly impact glass performance by increasing the rate of release of Tc 
from the waste package. Accordingjy, it is essential that the extent of this impact be 
understood and minimized. 
In addition, the total mass fraction of metal in the product and its distribution within the 
product are also key factors in performance. It seems reasonable to expect that the overall rate 
of release of Tc would decrease as the Tc enrichment factor decreases; as the total mass 
fraction of metal decreases; and as the distribution of the metal phase moves from large ingots 
near the bottom of the glass product towards finely divided inclusions uniformly distributed 
throughout the glass phase. The effects of process chemistry and operating conditions on these 
factors need to be better understood, Efforts to date have reasonably focused on minimizing 
the total mass fraction of metal in the product. 
The primary objective should be to eliminate all evidence of metal production during melting, 
Unless operating conditions that normally result in a complete absence of metal inclusions are 
identified, it is likely that inclusions will occur, sometimes in large amounts, as the result of 
normal variations in conditions from melt to melt. 
Large reductions in the amount of metal inclusions produced in a largescale test, 38-B, have 
recently been achieved by reducing the amount of graphite in the starter path, and by tighter 
control of current density and bath temperature. This demonstrates the potential for further 
reduction or possible elimination of these inclusions, The panel recommends that an effort be 
made to determine the mechanisms by which metal inclusions are formed, as the fastest and 
most economical way to leam how to eliminate them. 
vii 
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Two fundamental processes probably account for most of the reduction of iron and other metals 
to their elemental state during melting: carbothermic reduction, both by starter-path materials 
and by electrodes, and electrochemical reduction on the electrodes. With improved knowledge 
of the relative importance of these fundamental processes and their sensitivity to temperature 
and iron content of the bath, actions intended to counter them (Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) can be 
prioritized, leading to further reductions in the amount of metal inclusions. Labscale testing is 
recommended to quantify the rate of formation of inclusions by each hndamental mechanism, 
because the effects of each mechanism cannot be separated in largescale tests, where it is 
impractical or impossible to control and measure local conditions adequately, 
Anticipating the results of this recommended testing, and assuming that the dominant 
mechanism by which metal inclusions are formed is carbothermic reduction at the hot surface 
of the graphite electrodes, the panel recommends that serious consideration be given to the use 
of externally-cooled plate electrodes in place of the uncooled cylindrical electrodes, which are a 
legacy of the AhEC technology. Although difficult to implement, it may be easier than the 
option discussed below. 
If none of the above measures can be developed into a viable approach to eliminate metal 
inclusions, the plan to use native soil as a raw material should be reconsidered and other low- 
cost raw materials, such as low-Fe clays, sands and volcanic ash, or conventional glass-forming 
chemicals should be considered. The lab-scale testing described above should provide 
guidance on the iron content below which the reduction mechanisms are ineffective and metal 
inclusions are unlikely to form. The recommended iron content would probably be -0.1 wt. % 
Fe@3 to obtain the best compromise between low raw-materials cost and high infrared 
transmission in the melt (better heat transfer). In any electric glass-melting process, there are 
numerous process advantages to a low-iron glass, all resulting from the improved heat transfer 
within the melt. These include: a) better radiative cooling of the electrodes, which lowers the 
temperature at the graphite interface and hence lessens the tendency to form metal inclusions, 
b) less tendency to coring (hot channels in bath), which increases melter stability during 
startup, c) higher melting rate, which increases processing rate, and d) more uniform 
temperature throughout the melt volume, which provides a larger safety margin against the 
possibility of devitrification in edges and comers, For the DBVS, an iron content somewhat 
higher than 0.1 wt. % Fez03 may be a better compromise when the issue of product 
performance (discussed below) is considered. 
A considerable disadvantage of moving towards a low-iron glass composition, however, is the 
relative paucity of data and the departure from the "main-stream'' waste vitrification experience 
around the world, which is dominated by iron-containing glass compositions. Although the 
magnitude of the composition change is relatively small, it will result in significant changes in 
properties, such as infrared absorption and redox chemistry in the melt. Consequently, it . 
should be expected that such a change, while likely beneficial in the long run, will require its 
own learning curve in terms of how it impacts the process. In addition, there may be a variety 
of subtle consequences, such as effects on the behavior of Tc in the absence of iron, which need 
to be considered. While it should be expected that there will also be changes in product 
properties, there is no reason to believe that these cannot be compensated, such that acceptable 
viii 
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product quality can still be achieved, If metal inclusions cannot be eliminated, a 
comprehensive testing program is recommended to demonstrate that their impact on product 
performance is acceptable over the full range of operating conditions. 
ix 
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Product Performance 
The BV process produces a relatively complex waste package. In addition to the glass, in 
which there may be crystals and metal inclusions, the waste package is currently expected to 
contain a salt phase plus the container, refractory lining, graphite electrodes, and the lid 
structure with associated ports and fittings. Issues associated with contributions of each of 
these components to the overall performance of the waste package are discussed below. 
In many respects, the glass represents the simplest part of the overall waste package. The glass 
testing program appears to be reasonable and results to date support the contention that the 
homogeneous glass phase is capable of providing acceptable performance. However, the full- 
scale process will likely be subject to additional complications from effects, such as glass 
homogeneity (given the size of the waste package), thermal history, and redox state. 
The graphite electrodes create a reducing condition in the melt, the magnitude of which is 
unique among current radioactive waste vitrification processes. As a result, there are few 
product leach test data available for such highly reduced glasses. Because the redox state may 
have significant effects on glass properties, its impact should be determined, and appropriate 
redox control ranges established for the process. 
Depending on composition and thermal history, varying amounts and types of crystalline 
can serve to complicate the assessment of product performance. While mufti-phase materials 
may meet all of the product quality requirements, additional data may be required to 
demonstrate that product quality requirements are met, even though there is no current 
because of the large sire of the BV container, the representativeness of samples collected to test 
product quality needs to be understood. In view of the large size and appreciably different 
aspect ratio of the BV container (as compared to traditional vitrification facilities), it is not 
clear that container centerline cooling (CCC) heat-treatment approach provides a worst-case 
bound for the BV product. 
I 
phases can form during cooling within the amorphous glass; this process, called devitrification, I 
I 
requirement to measure or report crystal content for WTP LAW or BV glasses. In addition, I 
The presence of a higher-solubility metal phase, with preferential incorporation of Tc, exhibits 
further complications in the assessment of the overaIl performance of the waste package. In 
addition, test data indicate that a molten sulfate salt phase, which may incorporate various 
heavy metals and radionuclides and has higher solubility in water, forms on top of the glass 
melt Efforts to minimize the presence of both of these phases should continue. The reducing 
character of the BV melt promotes sulfur volatilization (2040% retained in the melt). The 
sulfur species in the off-gas, depending upon its form, may be captured by the ShlF and then 
recycled, along with Tc, back into the feed for the melt. Concentrations of sulfur in the feed 
may increase as the recycle is included in the waste feed, further promoting formation of the 
salt phase on top of the silicate melt surface. Further testing is recommended to assess the 
extent of this issue and to support development of appropriate mitigation strategies. 
X 
I 
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The balance of the waste package consists of various materials, including the outer steel 
container, the internal engineered refractory lining, the lid structure and associated fittings and 
flanges, and the graphite electrodes. While this diversity of materials and components makes 
this more complicated that the prototypical nuclear-waste glass package composed of glass in a 
stainless steel canister, the more crucial difference stems from the fact that the glass is melted 
in the container rather than simply poured into it. The potential impact of generation of dust, 
transient molten salts and gas during the BV feed and melting process needs to be understood, 
because key contaminants of concern (e.g., Tc, other radionuclides, heavy metals) may be 
present in the waste package in a non-vitrified form that could potentially be available for 
release to the environment. A considerable amount of testing to assess the likely fate of Tc 
within the waste package and the fraction that might be leachable has been performed. None of 
the tests to date have, however, included the recycle stream. Tc recycle will likely increase the 
Tc deposits in the refractories and on the lid. The uncertainty in estimates of leachable Tc 
fraction is considered to be significant issue, not only for qualification of the product, but also 
for developing a reliable flow sheet for the process. 
Other Recommendations 
The panel recommends a large number of small-scale tests. As with any process development, 
it is important to maintain a balance between large-scale testing, which is often the best way to 
reveal the effect of unforeseen interactions between complex processes, and small-scale testing, 
with which the details of the critical processes and mechanisms can be economically and 
rapidly discovered. 
In addition, the panel believes that provisions should be made for more non-radioactive full- 
scale testing than is presently planned. In view of the decommissioning liabilities and the 
general complications presented by radioactive testing, such testing should only proceed once 
the remaining technical risks have been appropriately mitigated. The panel does not believe 
that full-scale radioactive testing is the appropriate vehicle for mitigating the majority of the 
remaining risks, but rather, should be viewed primarily as confirmation testing. The review 
team fully recognizes the value of and need for hot testing, but believes that too many issues 
have not yet been investigated with simulants to justify starting hot testing now. We are 
concerned that plans are based primarily on the hope that all will go well with the hot tests, 
making the simulant testing unnecessary, and not on solid results showing that success is likely 
with full-scale hot tests. This seems to us imprudent. 
The report also provides general comments on the test program, focusing primarily on data 
gaps and recommendations for future testing, the SMF, the flow sheet model, maximum 
achievable control technology (MAC") compliance, fate of cesium, confirmation of Tc 
distribution, feed preparation, and melter enhancements. 
xi 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.I Problem 
At the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Site, the Waste Treatment 
Plant (WTP) is being constructed to immobilize both high-level waste (HLW) 
for disposal in a national repository and low-activity waste (LAW) for onsite, 
near-surface disposal. The schedule-controlling step for the WTP Project is 
vitrification of the large volume of LAW, current capacity of the WTP (as 
planned) would require 50 years to treat the Hanford tank waste, if the entire 
LAW volume were to be processed through the WTP. To reduce the time and 
cost for treatment of Hanford tank waste, and as required by the Tank Waste 
Remediation System Environmental Impact Statement Record of Decision and 
the Hanford Federal Facility Consent Agreement (Tn-Party Agreement), DOE 
plans to supplement the LAW treatment capacity of the WTP. Since 2002, DOE, 
in cooperation with the Environmental Protection Agency and State of 
Washington Department of Ecology has been evaluating technologies that could 
provide safe and effective supplemental treatment of LAW. Current efforts at 
Hanford are intended to provide additional information to aid ajoint agency 
decision on which technology will be used to supplement the WTP. A Research, 
Development and Demonstration permit has been issued by the State of 
Washington to build and (for a limited time) operate a bulkvitrification @V) 
facility to provide information for the decision on a supplemental treatment 
technology for up to 50% of the LAW. 
In the BV process, LAW, soil, and glass-forming chemicals are mixed, dried, 
and placed in a refractory-lined box. Electric current, supplied by two graphite 
electrodes in the box, melts the waste feed, producing a durable glass waste- 
form. Although recent modifications to the process have resulted in significant 
improvements, there are continuing technical concerns. 
During the melting process, some of the technetium (Tc) in the waste 
feed deposits in the refractory material as a soluble salt. In the 
performance assessment. this salt has the potential to create a Tc 
concentration peak in the groundwater extracted from a 100-meter down- 
gradient well. Although this peak is below drinking-water standards, 
DOE desires to reduce the amount of soluble salt in the BV waste 
package and reduce the resulting groundwater peak to the extent possible 
to hrther enhance the performance of the BV product and improve 
regulatory acceptance of the technology. 
Metal inclusions have been observed in the resulting glass product. It is 
unknown whether these inclusions will have a deleterious effect on the 
long-term performance of the waste form. 
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0 Although the vitrified waste form is a borosilicate glass, similar to that 
currently being produced at the Savannah River Site (SRS) and planned 
for production at Hanford's WTP, there are questions about whether the 
BV product is comparable to referenced borosilicate glasses. . 
1.2 Objectives 
The DOE Ofice of River Protection submitted a request for technical assistance 
to DOE EM-21 for provision of Subject Matter Experts in the areas of glass 
science, melter technology, refractories, and Tc chemistry to: 
assess and provide recommended refinements to existing methods and/or 
new methods to reduce the amount of soluble Tc salts that form in the BV 
waste package and provide comments related to the overall Tc m'ass 
balance; 
assess impact of metaI inclusions on glass product quality and 
recommend potential process improvements that would mitigate their 
impact; 
0 evaluate potential performance of the BV product with respect to 
reference borosilicate glasses and glass quality standards, and 
recommend potential process improvements that would enhance product 
durability and leach properties. 
The technical assistance request is provided in Appendix A. 
1.3 Approach 
A panel of Subject Matter Experts was convened for a threeday workshop at 
Richland, Washington in January 2006. The technical experts were Dr. Frank 
Woolley, Coming Incorporated (retired), Dr. David Shuh, Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory, and Dr. Ian Peg& Catholic University. The panel was 
facilitated by Dr. Dawn Kaback of Geomatrix Consultants. Prior to the 
workshop, the expert panel was provided selected background materials (a subset 
of existing reports, meeting minutes, etc.) for review. At the workshop, 
additional written materials were provided to the panel. The materials provided 
for review include the following: 
0 General Background Information 
0 
o 
RPP-17403, Demonstration Bulk Vitrification System 
Specification 
Engineering Scale In-container Vitrification Test Results - Final 
Repoq 8/ 03 
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0 Soluble Technetium in Refractory 
o PNNL15126, Rev. 1, PierceEM, et.al. Laboratory Testing of 
Bulk Vitrified Low Activity Waste Forms to Support the 2005 
Integrated Disposal Facility Performance Assessment, June 2005 
RelTc ES Test Summary Table (Preliminary Draft- 12/9/05) 
P"L-15193, Hrma P, et.al. Bulk Vitrification Castable 
Refractory Block Protection Study, Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Richland, WA, 5/05 
PNNL-15131, Kim D-S., et.al., TcReductant Chemistry and 
Crucible Melting Studies with Simulated Hanford Low-Activity 
Waste, March 20 
35004-RT-0001, Rev. 1, Engineering-Scale Quantitative Test 
Report, Test ES-32B Final Report, AMEC Earth & 











Meeting Minutes - Recommendations for Mitigating Negative 
Effects Fe Metal in BV Melts (4/29/05) 
Summary: Estimate of Iron Metal Decrease for AMEC Test 
LS3 8B 
AMEC-TP-06-01, Rev. 0, Test Plan: AMECDBVS Project - No- 
Iron Glass Formulation Crucible Tests 
4661 1-2005-01, Rev. 0, Test Plan: Durability Measurements on 
Metal Inclusions Found in Bulk Vitrified Glass Using the Single- 
Pass Flow-Through (SPFT) Test Method 
Glass Performance 
o 35004-RT-0004, Rev. 0, Matrix Crucible Testing of Bulk 
Vitrification Glasses for Hanford Low-Activity Waste (Series 21 
Test Report), AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc., Geohleltm 
Division, Richland, WAS June 2005 
e Information Provided at the Workshop 
o AMEC 34005-PL-0010, Rev. 0, Demonstration Bulk Vitrification 
System @BVS) Series 38 Testing, Large Scale Test 38B, Test 
Plan, October, 2005 
AMEC 34005-TI-001 1, Rev. 0, Demonstration Bulk Vitrification 
System (DBVS) Series 38 Testing, Large Scale Test 38B, Test 
Instruction, November, 2005 
PNNL-15 107, Testing of Largescale ICV Glasses with Hanford 
LAW Simulant, March, 2005 
o 
o ' 
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o 
o Miscellaneous materials, including copies of presentation I 
Table Summarizing Current Best Estimates of Tc and Re 
Distribution and Mass Balance Data from Engineering-Scale 
Tests, 1/16/06 
materials, bulk vitrification system process-flow diagram, and 
schematics of SMF units. 
This review did not include review of the report on the latest largescale test, 
38-B; however, the Test Plan and Test Instructions were provided for review at 
the Workshop. 
At the workshop, the panel was given technical briefings by BV project s t a .  It 
is noted that, given the limited time available for the panel to review background 
materials and hold discussions with Hanford sta!T, the scope of this project 
addressed the three issues previously identified; comments provided do not 
represent a full review of the BV technology, project stabs, and plans. At the 
conclusion of the workshop, the panel provided an out-briefing to DOE, 
CHZMHiIl Group, and Pacific Nonhwest National Laboratory (PNNL) s tad  
This report of findings and recommendations was then prepared by the panel. 
Workshop participants are shown in Appendix B. A draft report of findings and 
recommendations was then prepared by the panel, reviewed by BV project staff, 
and revised by the panel to complete a final report. Additional comments were 
received after the period of performance of the expert panel. The panel does not 
agree with the majority of the comments but did agree that they should be 
included as an appendix. 
The report contains a number of findings and recommendations made by the 
experts. An attempt was made to prioritize the recommendations in order of 
appearance, with the easiest to implement and most likely to succeed first. 
However, because of limited time, the panel was not able to prioritize all 
recommendations. Some of the recommendations listed last are presented as a 
first step in brainstorming new solutions to problems that have surfaced during 
the development efforts to date. Appendix C contains panel responses to 
comments that have not been incorporated into the final report. This appendix 
does not contain information regarding comments where edits were made in the 
report, but addresses areas where a consensus opinion could not be reached. A 
summary of Comment and Team Responses is included as Appendix D. 
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2.0 TECJINETJUM 
2.1 Chemistry 
2.1.1 Tc Challenges During BV 
Tc presents challenges and uncertainties for any high-temperature 
vitrification process, including SV, because of its volatility, mobility, and 
longevity. For BV, some of these challenges may have changed as the 
BV process was modified from a top-down to a bottom-up process. 
During vitrification, the major Tc concern relates to its volatility, which 
determines its level of incorporation into the glass product and the 
corresponding amount in the off-gas sent to the off-gas treatment system 
for recycle. Another challenge for the BV process has been limiting the 
deposition of soluble Tc in the refractory liner. 
Tc volatility is affected by: 
the oxidation-reduction conditions of the melt 
vitrification process operational factors, such as temperature and 
the nature of the cold cap. 
Current knowledge of Tc chemistry in the LAW waste stream feed is 
suficient to predict that Tc will primarily be present as the pertechnetate 
(TcOs3 species, but may also contain a fraction of tower valent Tc 
species. There are limited data regarding the thermochemical properties 
of Tc species, which make it dificult to quantitatively predict its 
behavior in glass melts and off-gas produced during vitrification. This 
situation is further complicated by the incomplete knowledge of how Tc 
is immobilized in borosiIicate glass waste forms regardless of the method 
of synthesis (Lukens, 2004; Anonini, 1985, and Lanza, 1992). Recent 
studies have demonstrated that Tc can be incorporated in a complete 
range of oxidation states, including metdlic inclusions with iron and 
rhenium (Re) (Lukens et al., 2006). However, the actual speciation of Tc 
is not the critical factor; its leaching characteristics provide the final basis 
for performance assessments. 
2.1.2 Tc Volatilization 
It has been recognized that Tc residence time at the melt surface, prior to 
being wetted and incorporated in the melt, is the time when it is 
extremely volatile. Tc volatilization diminishes sharply once limited by 
viscosity and diffusivity of Tc to the surface of the glass melt (Darab, 
1996). The results from Kim et d. (2005) show that Tc is clearly 
volatilized from the glass meIt in addition to being volatilized prior to 
incorporation in the melt. The melt conditions in the BV process may be I 
. I  
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sufficiently reducing so that Tc, once in the melt, is reduced to a lower 
oxidation state. Hence, Tc volatilization is greatly dependent on the 
temperature of the melt, glass viscosity, and the nature of the cold cap. 
It has been previously believed that the oxidation state of Tc in the waste 
feed could have a significant effect on Tc volatility during vitrification. 
Reducing the oxidation state of the Tc species from Tc(VI1) to Tc(IV), 
might result in reduced Tc volatility. However, this has been shown to be 
dependent on the exact conditions of vitrification and effective Tc 
reducing agents to be added to the feed have not been identified (see 
Section 2.2.3). 
The volatile species during BV are likely one or some combination of the 
metal-Tc04 species (MTc04): NaTc04, KTcO4, and CsTcO4. The 
boiling point of KTc04 is IOOOOC; other MTc04 species have similar 
boiling points and all are believed to have appreciable vapor pressures 
above their melting points (Rard et al., 1999). Cold finger experiments by 
Kim et al. (2005) identified KTc04 as an evolved product, which is 
reasonable, as it is the most stable of the MTc04 species. The most 
volatile of the Tc oxides, Tc207, has a generally recognized boiling point 
of 3 1 IoC (Rard et al., 1999). At the BV melt surface, rapid off-gassing of 
nitrates and sulfates could result in bubbling in the bottom-up melting 
process. This is likely to substantially contribute to Tc volatilization. 
Local hot spots, as at the electrodes in the current configuration, may also 
enhance volatilization of Tc. 
Current plans call for the volatilized Tc to be transported to the off-gas 
system, where it will be recycled from a particulate filter and/or a 
secondary liquid. This recycling will effectively increase the Tc load in 
the waste stream to a level that depends upon the amount of Tc 
incorporated into the glass. Consequences of Tc recycling on the overall 
BV process are addressed in Section 3.3,4.3,4.5, and 4.6. 
2.1.3 Rhenium (Re) as n Tc Surrogate during BV Cold Testing 
Re has been employed as a cold-test surrogate for Tc in most of the tests 
conducted to date, whereas the ES-13 test utilized Re and Tc 
simultaneously to determine the validity of Re as a surrogate. Although 
their chemistry is similar, there are differences in chemical speciation and 
thermodynamic properties under the range of conditions used for 
vitrification. The panel believes that Re is the best surrogate for Tc in the 
cold BV tests; however, results must be validated in hot tests with Tc, 
prior to full-scale radioactive testing in the DBVS. 
Prediction of Tc behavior through direct correlation with measured Re 
behavior needs to be done with care, due to differences in oxidation state 
between the two during incorporation into glass (Lukens, 2006). Re ' 
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starting materials can disproportionate and be incorporated as both the 
Re(V1I) and metallic droplets in the glass. In addition, the relative 
leaching behaviors of Re and Tc from borosilicate glasses is generally not 
well known. This is compounded by the lack of knowledge of Tc 
speciation in borosilicate glasses (Marples, 1991; Ebert 1996; Ebert, 
1997). In this respect, care must be taken when performance assessments 
of the BV glass product are made. . 
The panel recommends that research-scale experiments be conducted to 
verify the continued validity of the surrogate relationship in glass or to 
establish a new relationship, if substantial BV process changes that could 
modify Tc or Re speciation in the glass are implemented. 
When comparing Tc and Re volatility under the same conditions during 
BV, close parallels can be established and relative behavior assessed 
accurately. However, if conditions are changed markedly (e.& melting 
temperature or redox conditions), the relationship between the two in 
I 
researcn-sme meit expmmenis ut: eireciivny uxu LW c : b ~ ~ u i r ~ r :  
boundaries or re-establish correlations to map to the larger scale tests 
when needed. 
In addition, chemical interactions with the refractory will be different for 
Re and Tc, based on the large number of differences between the 
chemical behavior of the two elements. However, the use of Re as a 
surrogate for Tc, with surrogate testing preceeding hot testing remains the 
best approach. 
2.2 Fate of Technetium 
It is imperative to understand the fate of Tc within the BV process, including 
significant Tc losses from the melt. This information is needed so that the 
overall impact of Tc fate on the BV process can be properly assessed and steps 
taken to mitigate the impact of the Tc not incorporated into the glass product. 
The overriding priority should be to incorporate as much non-leachable Tc as 
possible into the glass product (limit volatilization ofTc species) in a form 
and/or manner compliant with satisfactory performance assessments. 
Recommendations for Tc mitigation are contained in Section 2.3. 
2.2.1 Mass Balance 
Early BV engineering-scale studies were performed in a top-down 
manner, which resulted in excellent retention of >90% Tc in the waste 
package. In contrast, the switch to a bottom-up melt process resulted in 
retention of about half of the Tc in the BV product in the ES-12 
engineering-scale test (where a full quantitative material balance was not 
performed) and 35% of the Tc in the glass product in the BV product in 
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the ES-13 engineering-scale test. In ES-13 (ES-32B) where mass balance 
measurements were attempted, 24% of the Tc was unaccounted for. Of 
particular concern is the 2% Tc on the container lid (ES-13), which could 
impact the performance assessment and/or require either cleaning or 
replacement at the completion of vitrification. A very small fraction is 
found in the refractory; there are active efforts underway to identify 
alternatives to further minimize this issue. 
The most probable fate of the Tc unaccounted for in the bottom-up tests 
is volatilization into the off-gas system. However, the total amount of Tc 
in HEPA filters can be problematic to ascertain; substantial under- 
estimates may result from the analytical measurements. The panel makes 
two suggestions to alleviate this difficulty: 1) addition of a removable 
filter material, such as glass wool, in a filter assembly in front of the 
HEPA filter to provide a more easily measured material. 2) an off-gas 
sampler with the gas run through a liquid scrubber (or mass filter) 
system for calculation of the Tc load. 
Although not likely, it is also possible that some portion of the 
unaccounted for Tc may actually reside in the glass product, but has not 
been measured because of possible inhomogeneity (Le. metal inclusions) 
within the glass product. Hence, the panel recommends that additional 
tests of Tc distribution within the glass be conducted. 
If the unaccounted for Tc is found to be volatilizing into the off-gas 
system, this would present additional challenges for the overall BV 
system in terms of increased demands on the off-gas system and lid 
contamination. The current plan to reduce the impact of low Tc retention 
and increased off-gas load is to recycle the material removed from the 
off-gas and collected on the filter (see Section 2.3). 
Off-gas Recycle 
A major component of the proposed off-gas system is the sintered metal 
filter (ShlF), which is the main particulate barrier limiting the 
downstream loading of the HEPA filter and the secondary waste stream. 
The SMF is designed to capture ejected particulates and return them to 
the feed of the BV dryer upon application of a sonic pulse, but is yet to be 
tested. 
The current SMF is a stainless-steel design meant to operate at a 
temperature of about 3OOOC under normal conditions. Particulates 
containing Tc in several chemical forms could reach the SMF and 
become lodged in the filter material. To minimize volatilization of Tc 
that might arrive in particulate form and/or by in-situ oxidation in the 
fiIter, the SMF must be operated well below 3 1 1 OC, the generally 
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recognized boiling point of Tc207. (The DBVS project team has noted 
this and made flowsheet adjustments to decrease the SMF operating 
temperature to -23OOC). Furthermore, it is likely that Tc will combine 
with Cs to form the species CsTc0.1, which has vapor pressure 
characteristics similar to other MTcO4. As Tc is a known corrosion 
inhibitor, it is possible that solid-state or vapor-phase materials may not 
cause degradation of the SMF. However, the catalytic properties and 
activity of a 3 1 6-stainless steel surface in contact with several solid- state 
and/or gas-phase Tc species is not known. Further discussion of the SMF 
is contained in Section 5.2. 
2.23 Chemical Feed Considerations 
The pre-treatment of the waste stream to reduce Tc(VI1) to a lower 
valence Tc(1V) species is an initially attractive approach to possibly limit 
the vaporization of Tc and enhance its incorporation in the glass. 
However, there are no known Tc reductants, which can accomplish this. 
because of rapid re-oxidation of Tc in the waste stream feed above pH 10. 
Tc(1V) under these conditions has been shown to be thermodynamically 
unstable (Kim et al., 1999; Darab, 1996; Rard et al., 1999). A strategy to 
reduce Tc(VI1) under the conditions that exist in the waste stream must 
be kinetic in nature, similar to the reason for the stability of Tc(l) in 
certain Hanford waste tanks (Lakens et al., 2004). A kinetic process 
would utilize an inorganic metal oxide or hydrous oxide matrix with a 
metal with the same ionic radius as Tc(IV), Ti(IV), or Fe(II1) fi4uller, 
1964). However, initial attempts a! kinetic stabilization have proven 
ineffective under waste-stream conditions, Furthermore, it is not clear 
that reduction to a Tc(IV) species, particularly the hydrous oxide, is 
desirable, because it could be rapidly oxidized to extremely volatile 
Tc207 or possibly disproportionate into two Tc species, one of which 
may be volatile, when introduced. 
Another approach to control Tc volatilization might include addition of 
specialized materials to the feed in the dryer to control the chemical 
and/or physical nature of the melt cap. Section 2.3.4 provides 
recommendations related to forming more reactive pellets, which could 
minimize Tc losses. 
Recommendations for Mitigation of Tc Loss 
The panel prefers to make concrete actionable recommendations for process 
improvements to the BV system. However, the limited information available to 
the panel makes this impractical. Instead, the recommendations that follow are 
intended to stimulate discussion. Although these ideas are known to work in 
apparently similar glass melting processes, the panel recognizes that some of 
them may be impractical in the DBVS, for reasons that may be unknown to us, 
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and that others may have already been considered and tried or rejected for valid 
reasons. With these caveats, our recommendations are listed in the order in 
which the panel suggests they be considered. In each case, some of the 
advantages and potential pitfalls are described. 
2.3.1 
2.3.2 
Increase Tc Retention in the Melt 
Direct incorporation of Tc into the borosilicate melt occurs in the heating 
and dissolution processes that take place in and just above the fusion 
layer on the lower part of the cold cap. If the Tc goes into a liquid 
silicate phase (and not into a separate molten salt phase) at that point, 
then it is more likely to be retained in the glass. Three different categories 
of process changes are proposed to: 1) reduce Tc vaporization from top 
surface of the melt, 2) reduce Tc penetration into the refractory liner, and 
3) promote faster reaction of waste feed pellets. 
Reduce Vaporization of Tc Species from Top Surface 
2.3.2.1 Quantify ratecontrolling parameters of Tc (and Re) loss from 
fusion layer of cold cap 
A good empirical quantitative understanding of the rate of loss of 
Tc (and Re) as a function of bath temperature, cold cap thickness, 
Tc concentration in feed, raw materials (and their effect on initial 
liquid composition), and reductants is needed to design and 
prioritize tests aimed at reducing vaporization. Because of the 
difficulty of making measurements inside large melters, and of 
producing and controlling all the key process parameters, it is 
much more practical to do this testing on a lab or engineering 
scale rather than in full-scale equipment. 
2.3.2.2 Maintain B constant cold cap thickness with a cool top surface 
Anticipating the results of the testing recommended in the 
previous paragraph, it is safe to say that maintaining complete 
coverage of the melt surface by a cold cap having a top surface 
close to mom temperature is the surest way to limit Tc loss by 
vaporization. In addition, insulating the melt surface allows the 
bulk melt temperature to be increased. which would result in 
I 
increased prodessing rates. 
In a cold cap of constant thickness, a condensation layer will 
develop just above the fusion layer. The concentration of Tc in 
that condensation layer will quickly equilibrate at whatever (high) 
level is necessary to cause the Tc concentration in the molten 
glass to equal that in the feed. The inventory of condensate in the 
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cold cap depends critically on its thickness. Two conditions are 
necessary to maintain that condensation layer: the melt must be 
held at a constant temperature and its surface must be cooled 
continuously by the incoming feed stream. Under these 
conditions, the cold cap thickness and its inventory of condensates 
will remain constant. The following options can be considered to 
maintain constant cold cap thickness, thus mitigating Tc loss. 
They are listed in order of decreasing desirability. Comments 
provided describe ease of implementation. 
0 Maintain a constant bath temperature. 
Constant thickness and Tc inventory of the condensation layer 
depend on maintaining a constant temperature gradient through 
the cold cap. This is best accomplished by holding bath 
temperature constant and adjusting feed rate to maintain a 
constant cold cap thickness. 
0 Feed continuously and never melt the cold cap 
It is very important that feeding not be interrupted, because that 
allows the cold cap to melt, releasing its inventory of condensed 
Tc and other volatile radionuclides (Cs, I). The following 
approaches to continuous feed might be feasible in the proposed 
DBVS. 
Add a second dryer/ mixer (in parallel). 
This is the most desirable method of maintaining constant 
cold cap thickness, because it provides redundancy as well 
as continuous feed under normal conditions. 
Add a feed surge tank between the dryer and the melter. 
This introduces another feed transfer step, which increases 
the risk of plugging, 
hlix and dry continuously, not batchwise. 
This requires either continuous weighing of each component, or 
addition of a batchwise dry mixing step prior to continuously 
adding liquid waste and drying, followed by continuous feeding 
of the boron source only. This is a complicated approach, and is 
suggested for consideration, only if a second dryer or surge tank is 
truly impractical. A reviewer’s suggestion for semi-continuous, 
partial dryer batch additions at higher frequency deserves 
consideration. 
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0 Cool the melt surface aggressively when feed is not 
available. 
Although no product is being'made when there is no feed, it may 
be possible to retain most of the Tc in the melt and in the layer of 
condensate that forms in the cold cap, if the surface is kept cool. 
Reducing electrical power and introducing a strong flow of 
cooling air may provide adequate cooling, but if not, aidwater 
mists could be used to extract much more energy. There should be 
less of a safety issue with water mists than with slurry feeding, 
but the uniformity of cooling required to maintain the cold cap 
makes cooling with water mists difficult to implement. 
2.3.2.3 Improve uniformity of feed distribution over the melt surface 
Three options for improving the uniformity of feed distribution 
over the melt surface are suggested in order of increasing 
technical difliculty. 
0 Add a third fill port or angled chutes through the two 
existing ports. 
0 Distribute feed laterally below each port, using deflector 
plates or cones, rotating sweeper arms, or a rotating angled 
chute. All of these devices are prone to fouling and would 
require significant development effort. 
Convert the feed into hard round pellets in the mixer/ 
dryer. 
0 
This last approach can be extremely difficult, but it has the 
potential to also address the refractory problem, so it is discussed 
in Section 2.3.4 below. 
2.3.3 Reduce Tc Penetration into the Refractory Liner 
hligration of volatile species of Tc through a refractory liner containing 
connected porosity can occur by vaporizatiodcondensation mechanisms 
or by liquid flow. Based on the test results presented, it appears that the 
principal mechanism for migration of Tc into the porous refractory liner 
is the capillarity-driven flow of Tc-containing molten salts having 
melting temperatures as low as 300OC. At such a low temperature, 
molten salts react slowly or not at all with the porous refractory; hence, 
salts continue to penetrate rather than forming a viscous glassy phase that 
prevents further penetration into the refractory. 
The most robust solution to this problem is obviously to find a refractory 
with no porosity or only closed porosity. The amount of material needed 
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to line the entire melter, the need for good resistance to corrosion by 
molten glass, and the economic constraint imposed by the short life of the 
melter, severely limit the choices. This panel did not have the oppomnity 
to review the considerable information that has been produced by the 
project on this issue, but suggests consideration (or reconsideration) of 
the following approaches to limit penetration of Tc-containing molten 
salts and vapor species into the castabfe refractory block (CREl) in 
contact with molten glass. The preferred approach to reduce Tc 
penetration should be to find a refractory material that has lower 
permeability in its as-received condition. The various options to make 
only the surface of the refractory lower in permeability will always result 
in a material that is more complicated and more prone to faiIure than a 
homogeneous refractory of intrinsically lower permeability. 
2.3.3.1 Substitute sintered amorphous silica for the mullite CRB 
Sintered amorphous silica, a material commonly used in the 
specialty glass industry and in metal melting, may have a lower 
permeability for both vapors and molten d t s  containing Tc than 
the mullite CRB. It may be possible to either substitute silica for 
the mullite or to clad the mullite CRB with sintered fused silica 
plates, if an adequate bond could be obtained. Because of its high 
thermal shock resistance, silica can be used in thinner layers than 
most other refractory materials. In the presence of alkalies, 
amorphous siIica slowly crystallizes, losing its structural integrity; 
it probably would last long enough in this application, because of 
the short melt-cycle time. The silica can be made impermeable by 
flame- or arc-glaring, a process that would need to be applied 
before it is installed in the melter. Vesuvius is one manufacturer 
of sintered amorphous silica. 
2.3.3.2 Trap  Tc in ;I thick layer of porous refractory 
If a material that is both corrosion resistant and impermeable to 
Tc-containing vapors and molten salts cannot be found, then a 
strategy to separate the functions of corrosion resistance and 
impermeability might be considered. A liner with adequate 
corrosion resistance (like the mullite CRB presently used) could 
be installed, then coated or clad with a sacrificial inner liner. This 
inner lining would be designed to absorb molten salts and vapors 
at low temperature as the cold cap approaches and contacts it. 
preventing penetration into the corrosion-resistant liner. As the 
cold cap rises above the Tc-containing sacrificial layer, it would 
dissolve in the melt at high temperature, perhaps taking most of 
the Tc into solution in the melt. This inner liner needs to be 
reactive toward the Tc-containing saIts and vapors, and have a 
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high solubility for sulfates and chlorides, but be totally soluble in 
the alkali alumino-borosilicate melt. 
A suggested starting point in the search for a suitable material 
would be a low-temperature insulating brick with a high silica 
content and high internal surface area, either armanufactured or 
saturated with compounds designed to react with the Tc- 
containing species to form a low-melting glassy phase. The inner 
lining might be placed as panels or gunned on as a continuous 
liner. 
' 
The work currently underway to add sodium silicate to the current 
CRB material to cast a low- durability, inner liner with a high- 
durability outer layer seems promising. 
2.3.33 Coat mullite CRB with high-silica frit 
Because addition of silica to alkali silicate melts increases their 
viscosity dramatically, it may be possible to stop the penetration 
of Tc-containing molten salts and alkali vapors by coating or 
impregnating the mullite CRB with silica in the form of a high 
surfacearea powder. A binder would be needed to keep the 
powder in place until it reacts with vapors or salts, forming a 
high-viscosity surface layer of reduced permeability. 
Promising work currently under way at PNNL is  based on a 
similar idea, but adds fine silica materids to the batch to react 
with the molten ionic salts (MIS) at lower temperatures, 
preventing its movement into the CRB wall. If successful, this 
approach would be much simpler and more reliable. 
Because this fundamentally changes the sequence of reactions in 
the cold cap, Tc retention will certainly be changed and will need 
to be determined by small-scale tests. 
2.3.3.4 Coat refractory wills with molten glass 
If the above measures do not reduce Tc penetration to an 
acceptable level, it may be worth considering coating the interior 
walls of the CRB with molten glass, which will penetrate the 
porous refractory, effectively sealing against subsequent 
penetration by both molten salts and vapors. If a glass 
composition that has a thermal expansion coefficient close to that 
of the refractory is chosen, it should be possible to seal the 
refractoly prior to introducing feed. Other than the thermal 
expansion, there are few constraints on the glass composition. A 
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glass with a very low viscosity curve would be easier to apply. 
One that exhibits a strong increase in viscosity as refractory 
dissolves in the glass would remain near the surface and provide 
better protection against penetration. 
Five methods for applying hot gfass to the refractory are offered 
for consideration. Four of these methods coat the refractory 
before any feed is introduced; the last method uses the molten 
glass in the melter during waste processing as a coating. These 
ideas might be best treated as starting points for brainstorming, 
because each of them have serious practical issues that need 
inputs from those more familiar with the BV process than this 
panel. 
Fuse frit onto refractory panels before assembly. 
The simplest approach would be to have the refractory supplier 
coat the panels before shipping them to the assembly site. A good 
thermal expansion match is required to prevent spalling during 
shipping and assembly, and a thinner layer would increase the 
chances of survival of the panels. 
Melt glass frit held with a binder in the assembled melter, 
Fine-particle size distribution (PSD) frit, held in place by a binder 
that hardens at room temperature, could be melted and allowed to 
penetrate the refractory. Hear could be supplied with burners 
inserted through the fill holes before feed is started. (Heat from 
the melting process would not be adequate to h s e  the frit before 
vapor and salt penetration had occurred.) Cooling or thermal 
shielding may be needed to protect the electrodes from oxidation, 
unless electrodes could be inserted after the coating process is 
completed. 
Blow fiit blown hot refractory in the assembled melter. 
It may be easier to coat the refractory by first preheating it with 
gas burners, then blowing coarse frit against the hot walls, where 
frit particles will stick and fuse into a continuous layer before 
soaking into the refractory. 
0 Puddle molten frit on the refractory. 
While the melter is still in its assembly location, it may be 
possible to heat the refractory interior with gas burners and allow 
a shallow pool of molten frit to soak into the refractory bottom. 
By rotating the melter nearly 90 degrees onto each long side, the 
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sides could be similarly coated. It is impractical to coat the ends 
in this fashion. 
Tilt the melter during operation 
The container walls could be coated with hot glass during the 
melting cycle. If the melter were placed on a tilting platform, it 
should be possible to tilt it slowly on its long axis, allowing the 
walls just above the melt level to be coated. Inclining the melter 
about 20 degrees would coat the wall about one foot above the 
melt level. This would have to be repeated about every 6 inches as 
the melt level rose, to keep the wall coated at least 6 inches above 
the fusion zone. This implies 10-12 tilting operations in each 
direction per melter cycle, not a very attractive proposition. 
2.3.4 Limit Tc Loss with Faster Reaction in Strong Feed Pellets 
The combination of strondy alkaline liquid and fine particle-size 
refractory components in the feed presents an ideal situation for 
producing a feed form that will react quickly, incorporating the Tc in a 
molten silicate phase, before it can vaporize or segregate as a MIS. A 
major goal of the mixer/ dryer should be to produce strong pellets, with 
each pellet having essentially the same composition as the overall feed. 
The close proximity of the fluxes to the fine refractory components in 
each pellet wilt ensure that the glass-forming reactions occur faster and at 
a lower temperature than would occur in loose (unpelfetized) feed. This 
should result in less Tc vaporization, less molten salt penetration of 
refractory, less segregation of slow-dissolving components, and faster 
melting. 
Hard round pellets should have a consistently low angle of repose, 
allowing them to be distributed more uniformly over the melter surface. 
The panel recommends testing operation of the mixeddryer to make 
strong feed pellets. Littleford Day should be able to provide assistance 
and perhaps test facilities to be used to determine how to operate the 
mixer/ dryer as an efficient pelletizer. It may be necessary to select raw 
materials of different surface characteristics (particle size and shape) and 
to add materials that act as binders to give good mechanical properties at 
low dying temperatures. Organic binders may play a dual role, acting 
afso as reductants. As one reviewer pointed out, any organic added must 
be compatible with the nitrate salts at dryer temperatures to avoid 
uncontrolled exothermic reactions in the dryer. 
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23.41 Tailor raw materials and order of addition 
To produce uniformly-sized, hard, round pellets at a low dryer 
!emperamre, some of the materials must have a very fine particle 
size and be quite reactive toward the alkaline waste solution. 
Clays, other fine refractory raw materials, and organic and 
inorganic binders may be helpful. The order of addition is 
frequently important, as it determines which components have the 
greatest contact with other components. 
2.3.4.2 Quantify melting behavior o f  strong pellets 
During heat up of the feed in the cold cap, a liquid phase is 
formed by reactions between components of the feed. This liquid 
then incorporates other soluble components. These reactions 
usually begin at low temperatures in pellets formed by reaction 
between alkali solutions (e.g., liquid waste) and fine oxides. The 
melting rate and the rate of Tc vaporization should be measured 
on a smalf scale before full-scale tests are undertaken. 
3.0 METAL INCLUSIONS 
3.1 Impact on Glass Performance 
Test results have shown that the metal inclusions formed in the vitrified product 
have higher concentrations of Tc (and its Re surrogate) than the glass. The 
enrichment factor, the ratio of the concentration of Tc in the metal to that in the 
host glass matrix, has been measured to be on the order of 100-fold. Because the 
metal phase, which is predominantly iron, is more soluble than the glass in the 
expected disposal environment, its presence may increase the rate of release of 
Tc. Accordingly, if metal inclusions are present, it is essential that the extent of 
this impact be understood and minimized. 
In addition to the Tc enrichment factor, the total mass fraction of metal in the 
product and its distribution within the product are also key factors in determining 
the overall rate impact on performance. It seems reasonable to expect that, other 
things equal, the overall rate of release of Tc would decrease as the Tc 
enrichment factor decreases, as the total mass fraction of metal decreases, and as 
the distribution of metal phase changes from large ingots near the surface of the 
glass product towards finely divided inclusions uniformly distributed throughout 
the glass phase. At present, the effects of process chemistry and operating 
conditions on these factors are not totally understood. Efforts to date have 
focused on minimizing the total mass fraction of metal in the product. Recent 
tests have indicated some success in reducing the total amount of ingots at the 
bottom of the product. While this emphasis is reasonable in terms of prioritidng 
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the testing efforts, the potential for mitigation focused on Tc enrichment and 
metal distribution should not be overlooked. 
Earlier tests (done on non-oxidizing feed with the test objectives for thermal 
loading of the ICV) have shown that the majority of the metal was in the form of 
ingots at the bottom of the product; more recent test results (with feed materials 
including oxidants) have shown progress in reducing the amount of metal in the 
form of ingots. However, several test conditions were changed at once to 
maximize the likelihood of ”success.” While this permits a form of empirical 
progress, it complicates subsequent optimization steps, because the relative 
effects of the earlier changes are not known, nor is it known which changes were 
essential and which were redundant. Thus, while the progress is encouraging, the 
panel recommends that subsequent testing should seek to separate the effects of 
these changes. 
The test data indicate that the glass product also contains inclusions of metal 
particles of various sizes distributed through the glass phase. For a given total 
amount of Tc, the surrounding glass phase is depleted in proportion to the Tc 
enrichment in the metal panicles. Then, in terms of release, if it is assumed that 
the surrounding glass phase must be dissolved before a metal particle becomes 
available for dissolution, one could arbwe that the rate of Tc release is still 
dominated by the rate of dissolution of the glass phase. While such a simple 
model of this kind is a start, the importance of this issue warrants a more 
sophisticated analysis and supporting testing. A number of complicating factors 
need to be considered: 
0 metal particle size and distribution in relation to the ultimate mean 
fractured glass particle size (because the thermally stressed glass product 
will fracture into chunks); 
effects on glass fracturing of differential thermal expansion and potential 
presence of crystals formed by devitrification of the glass phase during 
cooling; 
0 potential for agglomeration and sedimentation of the metal inclusions. 
because it provides a mechanism to bring Tc-enriched metal phase to the 
bottom surface, thus eliminating the dependence on dissolution of the 
glass matrix as the rate-controlling parameter. 
3.2 Recommendations for Design and Operation to Eliminate Metal Inclusions 
This section of the report covers recommended actions to eliminate metal 
inclusions. Total elimination of all metal inclusions may not be possible, but 
these approaches are suggested as ways to minimize the amount of metal 
produced. Because the reactions that produce metal inclusions are very sensitive 
to small changes in temperature and concentrations in the melt, they should not 
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be expected to occur uniformly throughout a large melter or consistently from 
melt to melt. The panel recommends that, considering this inherent variability, 
the goal should be total elimination of metal inclusions. 
Large reductions in the mass of metal inclusions produced in largescale tests 
have recently been achieved (in Test 38-B) by reducing the amount of graphite in 
the starter path, and by better control of both start up and operational 
temperatures in the melt pool through tighter control of current density and bath 
temperature. This demonstrates the potential for further reducing or even totally 
eliminating these inclusions. 
The panel recommends that an effort be made to determine the details of the 
mechanisms by which metal inclusions are formed as the fastest and most 
economical way to learn how to eliminate them. 
3.2.1 Determine hleclianisms 
Two fundamental processes probably account for most of the reduction of 
iron and other metals to their elemental state during melting: 
carbothermic reduction, both by starter-path materials and by electrodes, 
and electrochemical reduction on the electrodes. With better knowledge 
of the relative importance of the fundamental processes, and of their 
sensitivity to temperature and iron content of the bath, actions intended to 
counter them (discussed below) can be prioritized, leading to further 
reductions in the mass of metal inclusions. 
The panel recommends lab-scale testing to quantify the rate of formation 
of inclusions by each fundamental mechanism, because the effects of 
each mechanism cannot be separated in largescale tests, where it is 
impractical or impossible to control and measure local conditions 
adequately. 
3.2.1.1 Formation of metal inclusions on graphite flake starter path 
Tests should be designed to quantify the effects of the key 
Parameters: iron concentration in the glass phase, melt 
temperature along the starter path, and the graphite surface area 
available for reaction. 
3.2.1.2 Formation of metal inclusions on graphite electrodes 
Tests should be designed to quantify the effects of key 
parameters: 
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for unpowered graphite electrodes in the melt, the key 
parameters will be iron concentration in the glass phase 
and temperature at the graphitdmelt interface; 
for powered electrodes, iron concentration in the glass . 
phase and interface temperature will be the key 
parameters, along with current density at the electrode 
surface, DC bias, and frequency of the power supply. 
Note that the melt is very non-uniformly heated with cylindrical 
electrodes, as the melt adjacent to the electrode is sometimes 
several hundred degrees hotter than the bulk melt. This 
overheating is directly related to the current density. DC bias 
arises when there is an asymmetry (geometric or thermal) 
between the two electrodes. Current density and frequency 
together determine the total charge transferred each half cycle per 
unit area of electrode surface, and hence, the extent to which 
metal inclusions are produced by a process sometimes referred to 
as Faradaic rectification. 
3.2.2 Reduce Role of Starter Path in Production of Inclusions 
The steps that have already been taken to reduce the size of the starter 
path have been successful. The panel recommends the following actions, 
with the most promising listed first, to continue this progress. 
3.2.2.1 Eliminate iron in starter path and first batch of feed 
Because the graphite introduced in the starter path probably 
remains in the melt for some time before it bums OK the first 
portion of the feed should be low-iron. Substituting low-iron raw 
materials for Fe-bearing soil in the first complete batch of feed 
may provide enough time for most of the graphite to be 
eliminated, before it can contact iron-containing glass. At the 
time of this review, this action was planned. 
3.2.2.2 Substitute small graphite plates 
The graphite is oxidized either by reaction with reducible metal 
ions in the melt (clearly undesirable), or with molten salts 
(nitrates, sulfates) in the fusion layer of the cold cap, or with 
oxygen in the atmosphere above the cold cap. Thus, it is helpfut 
if the graphite used to create a conductive path floats quickly to 
the melt surface. Substituting plates for at least part of the fine 
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3.2.2.3 Use graphitcfree starter path 
It may be possible to start the process with a paste of ionic salts, 
which would form a conductive path for initial heating, then 
decompose or dissolve in the melt that forms around the path. 
The panel considers this to be the least likely approach, and has 
no specific materials to propose. 
3.2.3 Reduce Rote o f  Electrodes in Production o f  Inclusions 
It seems likely that carbothermic reduction at the surface of the electrodes 
is the major source of metal inclusions. Anticipating the results of the 
testing recommended above to quantify the rate of production of 
inclusions, it is reasonable to assume that the key parameter will prove to 
be interface temperature, which is driven by current density. The 
following actions are recommended, subject to results of the mechanism 
testing recommended above. The approaches are listed with the easiest to 
implement first. 
3.2.3.1 Lower power input 
Current density is the most important parameter, because higher 
current densities directly cause electrochemical reduction, and 
indirectly cause carbothermic reduction by raising the interface 
temperature. The simplest way to lower current density is to 
lower the total power fed to the melter. The obvious disadvantage 
is the resulting reduction in melting rate. 
The most critical period is the initial part of the cycle, when a 
small volume of melt contacted by avery limited electrode area is 
providing the energy to raise the temperature of the entire melter. 
3.2.3.2 Increasing electrode area 
A better, but more difficult, way to lower current density on 
electrodes throughout the melt cycle is to increase the surface area 
of the electrodes. Two approaches are proposed, both well beyond 
the AMEC technology base, but the first is well established in 
commercial electric melters: 
Plate electrodes 
Covering the entire ends of the melt chamber with graphite plates 
improves the design in two ways: 
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The effective surface area of each electrode would be 
increased by about 3 times, and plate electrodes would be 
much easier to cool. (The back third of a vertical rod 
electrode is usually considered to be inactive because of 
the longer current pathway.) Electrical connection to the 
plates could be through the top or through the end walls, 
with metal-to-graphite connections cooled by air or water. 
Inverted-T electrode. 
A horizontal graphite bar, placed across the full width of the 
bottom under each cylindrical electrode, would greatly increase 
the electrode area during the initial part of the melting cycle. The 
vertical and horizontal electrodes could be connected etectrically 
with graphite paste. The panel is unaware of such an electrode 
configuration in commercial electric melters, but this would 
require fewer design changes than the preferred plate electrode 
configuration. 
3.2.3.3 Cool the electroddmelt interface 
Because the glass is quite electrically conductive well below bulk 
melt temperatures, reactions at the electrode surface can be 
slowed or nearly stopped by cooling the electrodes. Although it 
would be possible to install cooling inside the cylindrical 
electrodes, it is more practical to cool plate electrodes on the ends 
of the melter. A high-conductivity electrical-insulating refractory 
(e&, alumina) would conduct heat out of plate electrodes to the 
air-cooled steel shell. Graphite paste could be used, if necessary, 
to improve thermal contact between the alumina and graphite 
plates. 
3.2.3.4 Prevent eleclrochernicnl reduction 
Although most of the production of metalk inclusions is 
probably carbothermic, there may be some electrochemical 
reduction, especially early in the process, when current densities 
are typically higher. Two approaches are available to counter this 
mechanism: 
Applying a DC bias 
If each electrode is connected to a small graphite plate electrode 
on the bottom in the center of the metter, a DC potential can be 
applied to offset the tendency, to some extent, to reduce ions to 
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the metallic state on the cathodic half cycle. The feasibility of this 
approach would need to be demonstrated on a lab scale. 
Powering at a higher frequency 
Electrochemical reduction with an AC power supply occurs when 
the metal produced on the cathodic half cycle moves out of 
electrical contact with the electrode, before it has a chance to be 
re-oxidized on the anodic half cycle. The amount of metal 
produced depends on the mobility of the metallic inclusions and is 
directly proportional to the amount of charge transferred on each 
half cycle. Increasing the frequency of the AC power reduces the 
charge transferred in inverse proportion to the frequency. 
Moderately-high frequency (e.g., 1000 Hz) power suppIies of the 
capacity needed for this process are used in some induction- 
heating applications. 
3.2.3.5 Preferred approach to eliminate metal inclusions 
Assuming that testing shows that carbothermic reduction at the 
surface of the electrodes is the major source of metal inclusions, 
the most likely way to unequivocally eliminate metal inclusions is 
to employ externally-cooled plate electrodes. Technically, the 
most important parameter to control is the interface temperature, 
and this approach gives direct and powerful control over that 
parameter. This is a major change from the present technology, 
but the issues are likely to be almost entirely technical and 
economic. Alongside the alternative discussed next, where the 
issues are technical, economic, and especially regulatory, it may 
not be an unreasonable approach. 
3.2.4 Develop a Low-iron Glass Composition 
If none of the above measures eliminate metal inclusions, the plan to use 
native soil as a raw material should be reconsidered. Other low-cost raw 
materials, such as low-Fe clays, sands volcanic ashes, and conventional 
glass-forming chemicals are reasonable alternatives to the proposed Fe- 
rich soil. Their use would give additional benefits of ffexibitity in the 
Si/AI ratio (which impacts the maximum waste Ioadiny) and in tailoring 
the feed for better pelletizing in the mixed dryer to obtain a non-caking, 
free-flowing feed, which would react more rapidly during melting. 
The total iron content of the glass should probably be around 0. t wt. % 
Fe203, to obtain the best compromise between low raw materials cost and 
high infrared transmission in the melt (better heat transfer). Process 
advantages of a low-Fe glass, all resulting from the improved heat 
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transfer within the melt, include: a) better radiative cooling of the 
electrodes, b) less tendency to coring (hot channels in bath), c) higher 
melting rate, and d) more uniform temperature throughout the melt 
volume (less tendency to devitrification in cooler regions). 
3.2.4.1 General considerations and schedule implications 
The inherently reducing environment created by the graphite 
electrodes and the high local temperature around the electrodes as 
a result of the rod geometry potentially can drive the more 
reducible species present in the feed to their metallic states. 
Because iron is both sufficiently reducible and abundant in the 
feed, it dominates the composition of the metallic phase that is 
observed. While a variety of potential mitigating approaches are 
possible, one of the more obvious and effective approaches is to 
simply remove most of the iron from the feed. Because iron has a 
very low solubility in the caustic supernate, there is very little iron 
in the LAW material. Essentially all of the iron (totaling around 4 
to 4.6 w&% as F ~ 0 3  in the final glass) originates in the soil that is 
used as a glass-forming feed material. It is worth noting that in 
addition to iron, the Hanford soil also contains a significant 
amount of sodium (about 3 wt% as NatO), which necessitates a 
reduction in waste loading for the high-sodium LAW material, the 
cost of which probably will far outweigh any savings on raw 
material costs. Thus, for process and cost reasons it may be worih 
considering either alternative soils that are low in iron (and 
preferably also low in sodium) or, preferably, switching to more 
standard glass-forming materials that would also provide better 
process control and flexibility. 
An important disadvantage of changing to a low-iron glass 
composition, however, i s  the relative paucity of data and the 
departure from the "main-stream" waste vitrification experience 
around the world, which is dominated by iron-containing glass 
compositions. Although the magnitude of the composition 
change is relatively small (amounting to just a few weight 
percent), this results in significant changes in properties, such as 
infrared absorption and redox chemistry in the melt. 
Consequently, it should be expected that such a change, while 
likely beneficial in the long run, will require its own learning 
curve in terms of how it impacts the process. This includes a 
variety of subtle possible consequences, such as effects on the 
behavior of Tc in the absence of iron, which need to be 
considered. While it should be expected that there will also be 
changes in product properties, there is no reason to believe that 
these cannot be compensated, such that acceptable product quality 
I 
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(as well as melt properties such as viscosity, electrical 
conductivity, and phase stability) can still be achieved. This is 
supported by results of preliminary studies performed on low-iron 
glasses for the BV Project. 
The panel recommends that efforts to eliminate metal inclusions, 
as outlined in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3, should be the preferred 
strategy. While the low-iron glass strategy (Section 3.2.4) has 
lower technical risk and a higher probability of success in terms 
of total elimination of the separate metal phase, it is likely to take 
longer to implement and is also subject to risks related to 
acceptance (Section 3.2.4.1), which are difficult to quantify at this 
time. Consequently, it is recommended that the low-iron glass 
strategy be pursued in parallel, while these risks are evaluated. 
3.2.4.2 Efl‘ect on Tc chemistry and Tc loss from the cold cap 
By changing to a low-iron glass, overall redox conditions of the 
melt would most likely change, but the resulting effect on Tc fate 
and transport is uncertain. Given the current reducing conditions, 
the redox change may not be significant with respect to Tc 
speciation. Possible chemical interactions between iron and Tc 
may affect Tc volatility, thereby affecting Tc retention, If a low- 
iron glass is adopted, the lab testing proposed above to quantify 
the rate-controlling parameters in Tc vaporization from the 
surface would need to be expanded to the low-Fe compositions 
under consideration. 
3.2.4.3 Recommendations for low-iron glass 
As a result of the above discussion, the following 
recommendations are made. These recommendations do not 
preclude starting the DBVS test facility, because they can be 
investigated in parallel with the planned DBVS operations. 
hlodifications resulting from these recommendations could be 
implemented later i n  the test program. 
In the long run, the potential advantages of employing a 
low-iron glass composition are sufficiently great that 
testing should be continued to support a change to a low- 
iron composition. It may be easier to gain acceptance of 
this change in composition, if a serious effort is made first 
to find the highest iron content at which metal inclusions 
are no longer formed in the process. 
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While there are obvious data needs in terms of supporting 
an appropriate glass composition-property envelope to 
support process operations, the impacts on the behavior of 
the process should not be neglected. Surticient 
engineering and full-scale testing should be allocated to 
support understanding and re-baselining the "normal" 
process behavior and the revision of acceptable operating 
parameter ranges for the low-iron flow-sheet. 
0 In view of its importance and complexity, potential 
chaiges in the behavior of Tc in a low-iron flow-sheet 
should be assessed. ' 
Recoinmendation 
e It is not recommended that a low-iron composition be 
implemented for the next full-scale test. because changes 
in several variables are already planned. Testing of the 
low-iron composition should be conducted as part of a 
full-scale test program once the recommended supporting 
lab- and engineering-scale data become available. . It is 
recognized that crucible-scale glass testing data that have 
already been collected support the viability of such an 
approach to achieve suitable glass properties. 
to Control Formation of RIetal Inclusions 
The panel believes that the primary strategy with respect to metal inclusions 
should be to eliminate them totally, if possible. If the methods recommended in 
Section 3.2 to entirely eliminate metal inclusions in the glass, either by design 
and operational changes or by a change to a low-iron composition, are found to 
be untenable, the following recommendations are offered to assess and minimize 
the negative impact of metal inclusions on product performance. 
Additional testing should be performed to determine the key factors that 
influence and control: (i) enrichment of Tc in the metal phase; (ii) mass 
fraction of metal that is formed; and (iii) size and spatial distribution of 
the metal phase within the product. The results should be used to 
determine the preferred combination of process changes to best mitigate 
the impacts of metal inclusions. Based on this information, the process 
operating envelope could be defined to ensure that only "acceptable" 
inclusions (in terms of, eg., amount, sizes, distribution, enrichment) are 
produced. 
e Testing should be performed to determine the effects of including the 
projected Tc recycle stream into the feed on the Tc enrichment in the 
metal phase. 
I 
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Modeling should be performed to address the expected impact on Tc 
release of a glass phase with Tc-enriched metal inclusions. While it is 
possible that a bounding model may be suficient, the effects of particle 
size (metal vs. fractured glass), differential thermal expansion, and the 
presence of crystals, should be assessed. 
Leach testing should be performed on prototypical product material 
composed of glass, metal inclusions, and crystals, The potential for 
enhanced glass dissolution rates in the presence of metallic iron alloy 
should be addressed. Tests using actual metal samples obtained from the 
engineering-scale test, ES-32B, are already planned. 
4.0 PRODUCT PERFORRWNCE 
In comparison to the products from other nuclear waste vitrification processes (e.g., the 
Immobilized Low Activity Waste [ILAW] product to be produced at the WTP, glasses 
produced at the West VaIley Demonstration Project [WVDP] in New York, and the 
Defense Waste Processing Facility [DWPF] at the SRS in South Carolina), the BV 
product is considerably more complex. In addition to the glass, in which there may be 
crystals and metal inclusions, the waste package is currently expected to contain a salt 
phase plus the container, refractory lining graphite electrodes, and possibly the lid 
structure with associated ports and fittings. Issues associated with the contributions of 
each of these components to the overall performance of the waste package are discussed 
in this section. 
4.1 Glass 
In many respects, the glass represents the simplest part of the overall waste 
package. The glass testing program appears to be reasonable and results to date 
suppoft the contention that the homogeneous glass phase is capable of providing 
acceptable performance. Simple comparisons of the compositions with known 
compositions and properties of similar glasses are also consistent with this 
expectation. However, the full-scale process may be subject to additional 
complications from effects, such as glass homogeneity (given the size of the 
waste package), thermal history, and redox state. Such factors must be addressed 
through appropriate testing and their effects or lack thereof dispositioned 
accordingly. 
The graphite electrodes create reducing conditions in the melt. Test data indicate 
that redox ratios as high as Fe2'/(Fe2'+Fe'*) = 0.80 have been found in glass 
product samples from large-scale tests. Such high redox ratios are considerably 
above the testing and operating experience base of other nuclear waste 
vitrification processes (eg, WVDP, DWPF, WTP LAW, WTP HLW, German, 
French, UK, and Japanese HLW). As a result, there are few product leach test 
data available for such highly reduced glasses. Because the redox state is, in 
many respects, also a composition variable (i.e., in the sense of determining the 
! 
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relative proportions of, e.g., Fez03 vs. FeO, which have quite different effects on 
glass properties), its impacts on glass properties must be determined, and 
appropriate redox control ranges established for the process. Because the 
electrodes create a localized reducing condition, there may be substantial redox 
gradients or inhomogeneities across the glass product. Sampling and product- 
quality and performance-assessment testing of full-scale products should be 
suffciently extensive to address this issue. 
4.2 Crystals 
Depending on their composition and thermal history, varying amounts and types 
of crystalline phases can form during cooling within the amorphous glass; this 
process is called devitrification. In addition, the melts can separate into two or 
more amorphous phases of differing compositions; this process is called 
amorphous phase separation. These processes complicate the assessment of the 
performance of the resulting mulliphase materia!, as compared with a single 
homogeneous glass phase. While it is possible that multi-phase materials may 
meet all of the product-quality requirements, demonstration that that is, indeed 
the case, typically requires significantly more data. Despite the fact that there i s  
no current requirement to measure or report crystaf content for WTP LAW or 
BV glasses, it is required by the LAW product-acceptance specifications that 
their impact on product quality be determined. In this respect, their presence is 
undesirable. This issue is particularly acute in view of the large size of the BV 
container and the multitude of local environments within it. These environments 
can arise compositionally, for example, due to dissolution of the refractory, or 
because of the reducing environment near the electrodes, or thermally as 
different regions of glass in the container cool at different rates. The challenge is 
that this complex, spatially diverse, multi-phase assemblage must meet all of the 
product quality requirements over the full range of likely process variations. 
Clearly, minimizing the amount and diversity of non-glass phases reduces the 
magnitude of this issue. 
While there are relatively extensive data on the amounts and types of phases 
present in the products from the engineering-scale tests, considerably fewer data 
were presented from the full-scale tests. Limited data from the full-scale tests 
indicate crystal contents of only a few percent. 
hluch of the glass development and testing work has employed the traditional 
container centerline cooling (CCC) heat treatment profile in an effort to include 
the potential effects of thermal history on product properties. The logic behind 
the CCC approach, which has been employed in the United States HLW 
programs at WVDP and SRS, as well as for WTP HLW and LAW products, is 
that in a glass container that is essentially a right circular cylinder of large aspect 
ratio (-0.6 m diameter by -3 m high), glass near the centerline will experience 
the slowest cooling rate. Because slower cooling typically induces a larger 
degree of devitrification, heat treatment according to the CCC-profile is assumed 
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to produce the greatest extent of devitrification and, therefore, provides a 
sensible bounding thermal treatment for the purposes of testing. In view of the 
much larger size and appreciably different aspect ratio, it is not clear that CCC 
heat treatment necessarily provides a worst-case bound for the BV product. The 
sheer size could make the effects of the cooling process more susceptible to 
perturbations, due to differences in the external environment at different 
locations throughout the container. In addition, the much larger horizontal 
cross-section suggests that the BV container would likely support multiple 
convection cells, potentially allowing a given volume of glass to experience 
non-monotonic cooling, and perhaps thermal cycling. Such heat treatment 
schedules can facilitate rapid nucleation on cooling followed by rapid growth on 
reheating, leading to increased crystallization, a process widely exploited in the 
production of glass ceramics. These aspects of the cooling process could be 
usefully addressed by applying fluid-flow models, such as has been done with 
the TEMPEST code for the melting process. This, in combination with thorough 
andysis of the full-scale melts, can be used to help determine if the CCC 
approach is adequate or if alternate cooling cycles are required to use crucible 
scale tests to predict devitrification at full scale. 
4.3 Metal: 
The presence of a metal phase presents complications in the assessment of the 
overall performance of the waste package, many of which were discussed in 
Section 3. Although there is potential for interaction of the dissolution of the 
metal phase with the glass dissolution process, the principal concern stems from 
the fact that Tc is strongly enriched (-1OOx) in the metal phase. The presently 
available test data, none of which include the effects of Tc recycle, suggest that 9 
to 14 wt% of the total Tc was present in the metal phase. The present emphasis 
on minimizing the amount of metal that is produced i s  therefore reasonable and 
appropriate. However, this must be combined with data to support the 
contention that some minimum level of metal is acceptable and that process 
controls have been identified and implemented to ensure that that level is not 
exceeded. 
4.4 Salt Phase 
In some tests a molten sulfate salt phase has been observed on top of the glass 
melt. Such salt phases may incorporate various heavy metals (particularly 
chromium) as well as various radionuclides (cesium [Cs], strontium, Tc), which 
are relatively soluble in water. Accordingly, the presence of such a salt phase, if 
undesirable. Efforts have therefore been undertaken to minimize its extent in the 
noted, however, that the “cost” of this TopOEbatch is that one batch in nine 
waste sodium-oxide loading in the product. Based on the test data reviewed and 
I 
it contains significant quantities of regulated constituents, in the final product, is 
final product, including the use of a final “Top Off’ feed batch, It should be 
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the Test Plan and Test Instructions for the 32-B large-scale test, the nominal foful 
sodium-oxide loading in the target glass composition is 20 wt%. However, when 
the non-waste sodium from the Top-Offbatch, the starter batch, and the soil is 
subtracted, the actual waste sodium oxide in the product is about 1’7.2 wt%. 
Reducing conditions, due to the graphite electrodes and the high melt 
temperature, will increase sulhr volatilization (test data indicate that about 20- 
40% is retained). Some test data indicate about 20% is retained, but more than 
40% retention was observed on the most representative engineering-scale me1 t, 
ES-32B. Much of the sulfur may be captured as alkali metal sulfates in the SMF. 
Because these filters are intended to capture Tc, the solids from these filters are 
recycled to the feed, As a result, the concentration of sulfur in the feed will 
increase (at steady state, to 2.5-5 times its nominal value based on 20-40% 
retention and assuming all of the sulfur is recycled; to the extent that some of the 
sulfur is present as sulfur dioxide, it will pass through the metal filters, reducing 
the feed sulfur level). The tendency for sulfate salt formation i s  strongly 
dependent on the sulfur concentration in the feed and, therefore, salt formation is 
likely to be exacerbated once the recycle stream is included. Further testing 
should be performed to assess the extent of this issue and to support the 
development of appropriate mitigation strategies. 
4.5 Balance or Waste Package 
The balance of the waste package consists of various materials, including the 
outer steel container, the internal engineered refractory lining, the lid structure 
and associated fitting and flanges, and the graphite electrodes. While this 
diversity of materials and components make this significantly more complicated 
than the prototypical nuclear waste glass package composed of glass in a 
stainless steel canister, the more crucial difference stems from the fact that the 
glass i s  nreffcdirr the container rather than simply poured into it. The glass 
melting process is vastly “dirtier” than the process of pouring pre-melted glass 
into a container. The melting process involves the generation of dust during the 
process of feed introduction; generates a variety of transient molten salts and 
other intermediate phases; and generates substantial volumes of gas and various 
vaporized and entrained feed constituents. These processes provide multiple 
opportunities for infiltration, condensation, plating, and deposition of feed 
species into the balance of the waste package. This is facilitated by the relative 
complexity of the waste package, which has multiple materials, layers, and 
seams exposed to the process. The impact of these phenomena needs to be 
understood, because they may provide mechanisms whereby the key 
contaminants of concern (e& Tc, other radionuclides, heavy metals) are present 
in the waste package, but are not vitrified and, therefore, are potentially available 
for rapid release to the environment. In addition, distribution of high specific 
gamma activity radionuclides, such as Cs (which is very volatile), to non-glass 
locations within the waste package can potentially compromise shielding 
estimates. As such, it should be noted that the data available show small 
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fractions of Tc deposits in the CRB, higher amounts on the lid (where it can be 
handled if necessary), and much smaller amounts on the glass surface and sand. 
Accordingly, data pertaining to these issues are considered to be a crucial 
component of the effort to qualify the waste package and will have to be 
obtained at fuil-scale. 
A considerable amount of testing to assess the likely fate of Tc within the waste 
package and the fraction that might be leachable has been performed. The 
current best estimate (based on engineering-scale tests) is that 0.37 wt% of the 
total Tc resides in the waste package (excluding the lid) in a leachable form. 
However, because the estimate is derived from tests that did not include the Tc 
recycle stream, it is likely underestimated by about a factor of two, assuming that 
about 50% of the Tc is volatilized (as is indicted by the present test data) and that 
all of it is captured by the SAIF. The best estimate of leachable Tc on the lid is 
approximately 2+ wt% of the total, based on tests that did not include the Tc 
recycle stream; applying the same assumptions as above, it is likely 
underestimated by about a factor of two. Therefore, a more likely estimate of the 
total fraction of the Tc in a leachable form in the waste package is about 4- 
5 w%. 
The above estimates are based on the Tc (or the Re surrogate) that was recovered 
in various locations. A significant complication, however, is the fact that about a 
quarter of the Tc was not recovered in the engineering scale test with S-109 
actual waste and remains unaccounted for, It is recognized that a mass balance 
for a ppm level trace constituent in a bench scale test that produces several 
hundred kgs of test materials is difficult. The difficulties associate with the Tc 
mass balance will require analyses of the non-glass portions of the waste package 
to ensure that leachable Tc is not present at unacceptable levels. This is 
considered to be a crucial issue for qualification of the product. 
The review team believes that this is an especially important issue for this mode 
of vitrification , because soluble forms of Tc could reside outside the glass and 
the task of sampling other parts of the package after it i s  made could be much 
more challenging. We consider it a problem that ES-32B is the only test to date 
of the bottom-up melting process on which a full material balance was 
performed, The problem is not so much the fact that 24 f 17% of the Tc was not 
accounted for in this test, as that this was the only test to date on which a full 
material balance was performed. 
I 
4.6 Product Performance Recommendations 
The panel makes the following recommendations regarding product 
performance: 
The potential ranges of compositional inhomogeneity, redox-state 
inhomogeneity, and thermal histories of glass distributed throughout the 
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full-scale container need to be established. Test data need to be collected 
to show that the entire volume of glass meets the requirements. In 
particular, based upon the limited data set that was reviewed by the panel, 
it is not clear that glass samples that are representative of the most 
reduced state found during process tests have been tested. 
0 Interactions of the glass product during leaching should be assessed for 
all of the waste-package materials, including the refractories, metal 
inclusions, and graphite electrodes. Because of the complexity of the BV 
waste package, this issue is likely to be greater than that required for 
more conventional waste packages (eg, canistered vitrified HLW, WTP 
LAW). 
0 The apparent disparity between the amount of crystallization seen in 
samples from engineering-scale and full-scale tests needs to be resolved. 
The expected range of crystal contents and types of phases need to be 
determined and the dependence on process conditions assessed. Based 
on these results, appropriate operating parameter ranges need to be 
established to ensure that the impact of crystallization on product quality 
i s  properly bounded with respect to likely process variations. 
The appropriateness of the CCC heat treatment as a realistic worst case 
needs to be evaluated. Fluid flow modeling of the waste-package cooling 
process may be helpful in making this assessment and in identifying 
representative bounding heat- treatment schedules. 
0 The composition of the recycled solids from the ShlF needs to be 
determined, with particular emphasis on sulfur content, as well as halides 
and Tc. The impact of inclusion of this stream into the feed and the 
tendency for salt formation needs to be addressed and mitigation 
strategies developed. 
The amount of leachable Tc in the waste package needs to be better 
understood and the effects of Tc recycle need to be included. Confidence 
in the estimates of the amount of leachable Tc would be increased if a 
higher fraction of the Tc were accounted for. 
The distribution of high specific gamma activity radionuclides, such as 
Cs (which is very volatile), to non-glass locations within the waste 
package needs to be determined, because this can potentially compromise 
shielding estimates that assume that these species are confined to the 
glass. 
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5.0 PROCESS INTEGRATION AND RELATED ISSUES 
5.1 Test Program 
The test program performed to date appears to have been well executed, and 
much useful information has been collected. At the same time, the extent of 
"new discovery," with consequent changes in the base process, apparently has 
been greater than was anticipated. As a result, while the process itself is still 
evolving in relatively major ways, the present schedule has only three additional 
full-scale cold tests planned before the startup of a series of 50 full-scale 
radioactive tests at the DBVS. 
The panel does not believe that full-scale radioactive testing is the appropriate 
vehicle for mitigating the majority of the remaining risks, but rather, should be 
viewed primarily as confirmation testing. The importance of radioactive testing 
is fully appreciated, but the decommissioning costs and the general 
complications presented by radioactive testing demand that such testing be 
preceded by a more extensive effort to understand the causes of the potential 
problems and to test proposed solutions. The limited number of test runs that 
have been performed to date, coupled with the technical issues that have been 
discovered, has resulted in several test variables being changed concurrently 
from one test to the next. Often, the key variables with respect to mitigating a 
given issue remain unidentified. This situation is much less desirable with 
respect to being abIe to identify key process-control variables and set 
corresponding operating ranges for the process, In cases in which a particular 
issue appears to have been mitigated, it is often unknown whether the fix is 
tenuous, in the sense of being very sensitive to process variations, or robust. 
The panel is unaware of adequate test data using simulant feed for the following 
key unit operations and process sub-systems: 
SMF- This is a key component with respect to the fate of Tc and the 
disposition of secondary waste. 
Integrated off-gas system - All tests performed to date have employed a 
non-prototypic off-gas system. No tests have been performed on the 
baseline off-gas treatment system. 
Integrated feed system - While vendor testing of the dryer has been 
performed, all of the vitrification tests to date have been performed with a 
non-prototypic feed system. 
Prototypical feed material - All full-scale tests performed to date have 
been performed with a chemical simulant of the feed material produced 
by mixing the requisite chemicals as opposed to drying a wet LAW 
simulant with soil and adding glass-forming additives, as will be the case 
for the production system. The differences in physical form and 
I 
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properties are likely to produce significantly different material flow and 
feed-melting behavior. 
0 Recycle- None of the tests performed to date has included the projected 
recycle stream from the SMF. Because this stream is likely to be rich in 
Tc and sulfur, both crucial process constituents, this represents an 
important omission. 
0 Fully-integrated system - No tests have been performed to date on a 
prototypical fully-integrated system as per the baseline design. 
Instrumentation and controls - In view of the considerable differences 
between the test systems employed to date and the baseline design, 
prototypical instrumentation and control systems need to be developed 
and tested. 
In view of these rather extensive information needs, the panel recommends 
sufiicient non-radioactive testing (from small-scale through full-scale at the 
DBVS) be conducted prior to initiation of radioactive testing. Radioactive 
testing should only proceed when the remaining technical risks have been 
appropriately mitigated. We also suggest that because few of the subsystems 
have been tested, adequate time should be allowed between tests to implement 
system changes and modifications that are likely to be necessary. 
Because the DBVS appears to be intended to function as both a test system and a 
production process demonstration system, it is recommended that an evaluation 
be performed to ensure that the somewhat disparate needs of these functions are 
fully met by the design. For example, a test system may include more extensive 
instrumentation than would a production system and might also include 
allowances for working around system failures that would shut down a 
production system in order to be able to complete the other objectives of a given 
test. 
5.2 Sintered Metal Filters 
The off-gas stream from the BV container is passed through two stages of a 3 16- 
stainless steel SMF, which are planned to be operated at 300°C. The filter 
elements are of a tube-type geometry and the process flow is from outside in. 
The elements are cleaned by applying a sonic- gas back-pulse of low volume, but 
high pressure. While these are commercially available filters, no testing has 
been performed in this specific application. The gas stream exiting the filters 
flows through a wet quencher-scrubber system, the liquid emuent from which is 
directed to the site liquid emuent treatment facility. Accordingly, the scrubber 
effluent must meet the waste acceptance criteria (WAC) for that facility, Thus, 
there is a crucial process reliance on the performance of the SMF to: 
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0 decontaminate the off-gas stream of radionuclides and hazardous metals 
to sufficiently low levels to ensure that the liquid eflluent from the 
scrubber meets the necessary WAC; and 
capture Tc (as well as other radionuclides and hazardous metals) in a 
form that can be recycled to the feed in order to compensate for the 
relatively low fraction of Tc (-50 %) that may be retained in the glass 
product. 
In view of the importance of these functions, we consider the fact that no process 
testing has yet been performed to represent a considerable technical risk. The 
ability to reliably blow-back or Rush and recycle the deposits collected from the 
off-gas is obviously crucial. 
The nominal operating temperature of 3OO0C has been deliberately chosen to be 
high in order to minimize the chances of condensation in the filters. 
Condensation can lead to blinding of the filters, which is not easily blown-back 
and can provide a means of transport of soluble species (such as Tc and Cs) 
through the filters. In addition, because the LAW materials can contain 
significant amounts of chlorides, which will produce HCI gas and alkali 
chlorides that will deposit on the filters, any moisture can lead to rapid corrosion 
of the filter elements. The high soluble salt content of the material that will 
collect on the filters will also significantly increase the boiling point of any 
absorbed moisture, necessitating temperatures of significantly above 100’C. 
However, there are also potential issues associated with operation at high 
temperature. In view of the high contents of sodium, sulfur, halides, boron, 
nitrates, etc., it is not inconceivable that low melting eutectic salt mixtures could 
be formed on the filters. Such molten salt would almost certainly present a 
considerable corrosion issue 
The panel recommends consideration of an alternative ShlF material, such as one 
of the lnconels or I4astelloys, if available to address the concerns above. In 
addition, the spectrum of potential Cs and Tc compounds should be reviewed to 
ensure that none are sufficiently volatile at 300°C to present a significant means 
of transport through the filters (as noted in Section 2.2.2 the proposed operating 
temperature is disturbingly close to the Tc~07 boiling point of 3 1 IOC). 
5.3 Flow-Sheet Model 
An integrated flow-sheet model, which includes all secondary waste and recycle 
streams needs, to be developed. Although such a model is apparently under 
development, in view of the lack of prototypical process test data discussed 
above, the necessary decontamination factor (DF) data for each of the unit 
operations are not available. However, such a model can be used to support 
assessments of what DFs are required for each unit operation. It should be noted 
that some fraction of volatile species, such as chromium and selenium, may pass 
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through the SMF; thus, the impact on the ability of the scrubber emuent to meet 
the necessary WAC should be assessed. 
Maximum Acliievable Control Technology Compliance 
The BV system will be required to meet the maximum achievable control 
technology (MACT) standards. Based on the results of extensive testing 
performed to investigate MACT compliance for the WTP vitrification systems, it 
may be a challenge for the present DBVS design to meet the MACT requirement 
for 99.99% deshuction-removal efficiency @RE) for organics. In the dryer, all 
of the allyl alcohol and a portion of the naphthalene will bypass the melter and 
be treated only by the carbon bed and the SCR. Consequently, the melter will 
contribute little to the overall DRE for the bypassed organics. The off-gas stream 
from the dryer currently bypasses the wet scrubber and there is no thermal 
catalytic oxidizer (TCO) in the DBVS off-gas train. As a result, much of the 
99.99% DRE requirement is borne by the carbon bed and the SCR. Because 
carbon units are typically utilized as polishing units rather than for bearing the 
entire load of organic absorption, it is recommended that the expected system 
performance be reviewed against the MACT requirements to ensure that the 
carbon bed is adequately sized and that provisions for replacement and disposal 
are in place as the material becomes exhausted. In addition, the available 
capacity of the units can be expended on a variety of compounds that are present 
in much greater concentration than are the target organics. Flow-sheet 
evaluations are either compteted (S-109) or underway to determine if the system, 
as currently designed, will meet MACT requirements, and if the carbon bed is 
adequately sized with provisions for replacement and disposal in  place. If these 
evaluations or DBVS MACT testing show that the off-gas design is not adequate 
as configured, the full-scale production operations will need to reconfigure the 
ofGgas system (e.g. flow the dryer outlet through the wet scrubber) or add 
additional unit operations (e.g. add a TCO). 
5.4 
5.5 Fate or Cesiuni 
Cs, a high specific-gamma activity radionuclide that is also relatively volatile, is 
quite readily incorporated into many aluminosilicate refractories, particularly as 
polucite-type phases (Buechele et al., 1998). Cs volatilized during the melting 
process will likely deposit in the cooler areas of the waste package. As 
previously indicated, there are well-known interactions of Cs with Tc, which 
result in enhanced volatility through the formation of Cs pertechnetate. The 
panel understands that Cs and Re (or Tc) have been used in tests since 2003 to 
ensure that the potential interaction is observed. PNNL has already conducted 
engineering-scale tests to determine the interaction of Cs with Tc in terms of 
potential for increased volatility. The results of this work should be reviewed, 
and if necessary, funher testing should be performed with both of these species 
present. The consequences of these interactions should be evaluated in terms of 
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their impact on the estimated dose from the waste package and the assumptions 
that are made with respect to shielding. 
I 
5.6 Confirmation of Technetium Distribution 
The present strategy with respect to demonstration of the fate of Tc and, in 
particular, the extent of leachable Tc species in the waste package, relies on a 
combination of engineering-scale and fuIl-scale tests in combination with 
radioactive tests with Tc and a Re surrogate. Data from engineering-scale tests 
that included both Re and Tc have been used to establish empirical ratios of the 
fraction of leachable Tc to that of Re. Full-scale tests have been performed with 
Re and extensively sampled to determine its distribution and, by use of the ratios, 
to infer the expected distribution of Tc. Finally, in the DBVS tests that will 
include Tc from the waste, a Re spike Will be added. A single core sample will 
then be taken from each of the 50 boxes that are produced and the distribution of 
Tc and Re will be used to validate the expectations based on the non-radioactive 
full-scale tests containing Re where more extensive sampling was conducted. 
While this logic is reasonable, the panel is unaware of a contingency plan to 
address the possibility that the single core samples from the radioactive tests do 
not validale those expectations. In one scenario, it may be necessaly to perform 
extensive core sampling of the radioactive boxes in order to properly disposition 
them. 
Finally, while the use of the ratio of Tc and Re leachable fractions is reasonable, 
it is an empirical approach. The underlying physicochemical explanation for the 
observed values of the ratios is lacking. The considerable disparity between the 
ratio of the retentions in glass and the ratio of the leachable fractions for Tc and 
Re further highlights this issue. Consequently, testing is recommended to provide 
a more fundamental understanding of the basis for the observed Ieachable 
fraction ratios, as noted in Section 2.1.3. 
6.0 OTHER RECORIRIENDATIONS 
6. I Feed Preparation 
6.1.1 Eliminate Zirconia Segregation 
Zirconia and Zr-containing minerals (e.g., zircon) tend to separate during 
the early stages of melting and settle to the bottom of the melt, often 
forming high-Zr sludge on the melter bottom. Their high densities and 
low solubility in silicate melts make them more prone to this melting 
segregation than most other feed materials, This tendency can be 
overcome by ensuring good contact with fluxes, by selecting compounds 
that dissolve more readily, and by selecting finer-grained materials. 
Some or all of these ideas either have been recently completed or are 
planned for 2006. 
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6.1.1.1 Add zirconia with soil in mixer 
The order of addition is important to the contact between fluxes 
and the more refractory components in the feed. Dry mixing the 
zirconia with the soil before adding high-soda liquid waste will 
cause the alkali to be uniformly distributed over the zirconia, 
ensuring that zirconia will dissolve quickly in the molten glass, 
which forms in the fusion layer of the cold cap. 
Only the hygroscopic boron source needs to be kept out of the dry mix to avoid making a 
gummy batch when the liquid waste is added. (Note that PNNL is currently pursuing this option 
and preliminary results look very promising.) 
6.1.1.2 Substitute fine zircon for zirconia 
Zircon (Zr silicate) dissolves faster in the silicate melt than 
zirconia because, in the presence of alkali, the zircon dissociates 
into very fine zirconia crystals dispersed in silica. These fine 
crystals dissolve faster than the larger zirconia crystals usually 
used as raw materials. The benefit of using zircon is even greater 
if the panicle size is small. (Note that the project has deployed 
this recommendation in the latest large scale test. 
6.1.2 Consider Gravity Feed froni hlixer/dryer into hlclter 
Pneumatic feeders have several well-known problems: segregation and 
particle-size reduction of the feed transported through them, excessive 
release of particulates into the off-gas, and abrasive wear-related 
maintenance problems. Because of these potential problems, a gravity- 
feed system is likely to be a more satisfactory design. 
6. t  RIelter 
6.2.1 Add Ground Fadt Detection System 
Electric melters can fail suddenly if conductive paths are created between 
the bath and the steel shell in two or more locations. Heat generated by 
current flowing through such a path is difficult to dissipate, so the area 
heats up quickly. The process is exacerbated by the fact that the electrical 
conductivity of the refractory (like theglass melt) increases with 
increasing temperature. The result is the rapid formation of a narrow 
channel hot enough to melt the refractory and steel. Typically a hole 
large enough to drain the melter in a short time is produced. Considering 
the complexity of the refractory lining, it is not unlikely that minor 
leakage of hot glass into joints could produce at least two electrical 
leakage points in a melter. 
Technical Asscssmcnl uf nulk Vivification Itoccdhodud for Tank Waste Trenlmd al h e  Ikpulmenl of h e r g y  llanfurd Silo 38 
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Fortunately, the process described above can be detected in its early 
stages by a decrease in the electrical resistance between the power circuit 
and the steel shell. This normally provides sufficient warning to allow 
the hot spot to be located and cooled from the outside, or at least to turn 
off the power. A ground fault detection system should be in place on any 
electric melter. 
6.2.2 Place a Curb Around the Melter 
In spite of the use of a ground fault detection system, it is possible to 
have a hot spot develop so quickly that it burns through before action is 
taken. This type of failure causes both the primary refractory containment 
and the secondary steel box containment to be penetrated at the same 
time. Curbing could be installed sufficiently high to contain the entire 
melt within an area where the molten glass will cause minimum damage 
and can be cleaned up efliciently. The panel recommends that 
consideration be given to the tradeoff between the difficulty of providing 
curbing or a trench (as suggested below) and the possibly greater time 
and expense to clean up an unconfined spill. 
6.2.3 Consider Placing the nleltcr in a Ramped Trench 
This would provide both leak containment and shielding to the melter, 
and would lower the height of the mixeddryer, reducing radiation 
exposure from that equipment. 
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REQUEST FOR TECIIXICAL SOLUTION 
Tracking Number: 
Request Title: I Technical Assessment of Bulk Vitrification ProcesslProduct I 
-1 (assigned by EM-HQ) 
Office of River Protection - Hanford Site 1 
Contacts: I Billie Mauss(ORP), (509) 373-5113: fax: (509) 372-1215, . .  
Billie M Mauss@oi.doe.aov I Steve Schaus (CHPMHILL Hanford). (509) 372-1 149: . .  . I fax: (509) 373-3833 
Paul S Steve Schaus@rI.aov 
PK Brockman (CH2MHILL Hanford). (509) 376-9942; I fax: (5091 372-2871 
Scope of Work 
What is the problem that needs to be addressed? 
In the bulk vitrification (BV) process, low-activity waste, soil, and glass forming 
:hemicals are mixed, dried and placed in a refractory lined box, Electric current, 
supplied by two graphite electrodes in the box, melts the waste feed and produces a 
jurable glass waste form. Although recent modifications fo the process have resulted 
n significant improvements, there are continuing technical concerns regarding the bulk 
lritrification process: 
During the melting processing. a small quantity of the Tc in the waste feed 
deposits in the refractory material as a soluble salt. fn the performance 
assessment, this salt creales a Tc concentration peak in the groundwater 
extracted from a 100-meter down gradient well. Although this peak is below 
drinking water standards, Hanford would like lo reduce the amount of soluble 
salt in the BV waste package and the resulting groundwater peak to the extent 
possible to further enhance the performance of the BV product and improve 
regulator acceptance of the technology. 
Metal inclusions have been observed in h e  resulting glass product. It is 
unknown at whether these inclusions will have a deleterious effect on the long- 
term performance of the waste form. 
Although the vitrified waste form is a borosilicate glass, similar to that currently 
I 
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being produced at Savannah River and planned for production at Hanfords 
Waste Treatment Plant, there are questions about whether the product 
resulting from the Bulk Vitrification process is equal to. or better than, the 
reference borosilicate glasses. 
How Is this problem Impeding site closure? 
The Waste Treatment Plant WTPl is under construction and will immobilize both hish- 
level waste (HLW) for disposal in national repository and low-activity waste (LAWffor 
onsite, near-surface disposal at Hanford. Vitrifying the high volume of LAW is the rate 
limiting step in the WTP. and would result in a 50-year project duralion, if the entire 
LAW volume were to be processed through WTP. If accepted by regulators, Bulk 
Vitrificalion is a supplemental treatment technology that could be used to treat 404'0% 
of the LAW, thereby significantly reducing the project duration and accelerating site 
What is the current baseline approach and estimated cost and schedule? 
The current baseline approach is to process all LAW lhrough the WTP melter. The 
current life cycle cost for cleanup has been estimated at nearly $50 billion over a 50 
year period. 
What are the potential benefits of solving this problem (cost, schedule, safety, 
etc.)? 
Regulator acceptance of the BV supplemental technology would result in a 25 year 
reduction in Vle project schedule and a life cycle baseline cost reduction of $1 7.2 
billion. 
What type of assistance is requested (analysis and report, developlmodlfy , technoiogy, etc.)? 
The River Protection Project is requesting a technical assessment from Subject Matter 
Experts in the areas of high temperature technetium behavior, long-term glass 
performance, and waste form qualification to: 
Recommend refinements to existing methods and/or new methods to reduce 
the amount of soluble technetium salts that form and deposit in the BV waste 
package 
Assess impact of metal inclusions, and recommend potential process 
improvements that would mitigate their impact 
Eased on glass chemistry, evaluate potential performance of BV product with 
respect to reference borosilicate glasses and recommend potential process 
improvements that would enhance product durability and leach properties. 
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What are the anticipated major taskdactivities, startlend dates, milestones, 
andfor deliverables? 
Technical Assistance Tasks 
Malor TaskslActivities: This task will convene a panel of 3 - 5 of Subject Manner 
Experts who will address the identified technical issues related to Bulk Vitrification. 
This expert panel will spend approximately one week of in-depth investigation of the 
issues (technical briefings by Bulk Vitrification project staff, review of test results, etc.). 
Based on their findings, they will formulate and document a set of recommendations 
that would result in procesdproduct improvements. 
StarUEnd Dates: 1/1/06 lo 3/31/06 
Milestones: 
Hold workshop - 1/17 - 19/06 
Draft recommendation -2/15/06 
Review recornmendations with BV project and finalize report - W10106 
Deliverables: The deliverable for this task will be a written report which includes 
recommendations related to each of the three technical issues described above. 
I 
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EXECUTIVE SU,\l.\lAHY 
Background 
At the U.S. Departmcnt of Energy (DOE) llanford Site, the Waste Trcatmcnt Plant ( W P )  is 
being constnrcted to immobilize both high-level waste (IILW) for disposal in a national 
rcpository and low-activity waste (LAW) for onsite. ne=-surface disposal. The schedule- 
controlling stcp for t h e w "  Project is vitrification of the large volume of LAW, current 
capacity of the WIT (as planned) would requirc 50 years to k a t  the llanford tank waste, if the 
entire LAW volume were to be proccsscd through the WTP. To reduce the time and cost for 
tmtmcnt of lianford Tank Waste. and x required by the Tank Waste Rcmcdiation System 
hvironmcnlal Impact Statement Record of Decision and the Ilanford Fcdcnl Facility Consent 
hgrecmcnt (Tri-Party Agrccmcnt), DOE plans to supplemcnt the LAW trcatment capacity of 
the WTP. Since 2002, DOE, in coopcration with the Environmcnlal Protection Agency and 
State of Washington Department of Ecology has been evaluating technologies that could 
providc safe and cKcctive supplcmental trcatmcnt of LAW. Cumnt efforts at llanford am 
intcndcd to provide additional information to aid a joint agcncy decision on which technology 
will bc used to supplement the WTP. A Research, Devclopmcnt and Dcmonstntion pcrmit has 
bccn issued by the Statc of Washington to build and (for a limited timc) operate a 
)lemonstration Bulk Vitrification System (DBVS) ~ ~ c i ! I ! y . ! o , ~ ~ v I d ~ . ~ n ~ o ~ ~ ! ~ ? n . f ~ ~ . ! h ~  _..._______.. 
decision on a supplemental trcatment technology for up to 50%of the LAW. 
In the bulk Vitrification kBV> pccss, .  LA\'. spj.!. . a . n d . g ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ! c m j c a ! s  !E .??!?.dt.. . . _. ._. . -' rGM [mrlz chs@ 
dried, and placed in a rcfmctory-lincd box. Electric cunmt, supplied through two graphite 
clcctrodcs in the box, mclts the waste feed, producing a dunble glass waste-foim. Although 
m n t  modifications to the process have rcsulted in significant impmwmcnts, t h m  arc 
1 
continuing technical Jchallengcsb~csc~!bcd.bc!Ow: ____. ~ .. .  ~ ___._______....___ ~ __ _....____________......~ .e' 
During thc melting P ~ C S S  a bdrtion~f!!!e!ec!!n.~iu.m.~c~.In.!he.w~~!e.f~~d ________.... /.(bmmant[msl:nsd 1 
deposits in the rcfractory matcrial as a soluble salt. In the performance asscssmcnt, 
cxtnctcd from a 100-mctcr down-gradient wcll. Although this peak is bi&fic&itly[--.,.-. 
this salt has the potential to crcate D Tc conccntntion p a k  in the groundwater 
below drinking-wata standards, DOE dcsircs to reduce the amount of soluble salt in 
the BV waste package and reduce the multing groundwater peak to the extent 
possible to further enhance the pcrforrnance of the BV product and improve 
regulatory acccplance of the technology. 
Mctal inclusions have bccn obscrvcd in the resulting glass product. It is unknown 
whethcr these inclusions will have a dclct,%ous eflccton the long4f" pcr[o-np?ce 
of the wastc form. r o  date mmpOsilc glass samples analyied from cnginccr scale 
arid full Scalc'o~mtions, have produccd complaint glass in accordance~with w-.-.-.==' .. 
Although the vitrified waste form is a borosilicate glass, similar lo that currently being 
produccd at the Savannah River Site and planned for production at Ilanford's WTP, 
there are questions about whcthcr the BV product is comparable to kfcrcnccd 
V 
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borosilicate glasscs. )t is noted that t6 date composite glass samples balykd  from 
en&mr-scale and full scale operations. have produced complaint glass in accordand; 
from subject matter experts to address the above ~ o t e d ~ ~ h n ~ c a l ~ c o n c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u n d c d . b y ~ . .  
DOE EM-20’s Tcchnical Expcnise Program. an expert pancl, comprised of Dr. Frank 
Woolley. r c t i d  Corning Glass, Dr. David Shuh. Lawrcnce Berkeley National 
Labomtory, and Dr. Ian P e g ,  Catholic Univcaity, was convcncd for a thrceday 
workshop in Richland, Washington in January 2006. Prior to the workshop, the pancl 
was scnt a limitcd set ofexisting publications rclatcd to the project for rcview. At the 
workshop, the pancl was givcn tcchnical briefings, as well as additional written 
materials, by BV projcct staK It is noted that, given the lcvcl of effort for this technical 
rcvicw. the scope of this project is limited to addrcssing the issucs outlined above; 
commcnts providcd do not rcprcscnt a full revicw of the BV tcchnology. project status, 
and plans. At the conclusion of the workshop, the panel provided an out-briefing to 
DOE, CIfZMllill Group, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) shf f .  A 
dnn rcport of findings and recommendations was thcn prcpmd by tlie panel. reviewed 
by BV project staff, and rcviscd by the pancl to complete a final rcport. 
with m:!!?.r>.?E.o.E?eof R!!C!XE!~F!:?s!?.P%~. . ~ u ~ ~ ! c d . ! ~ h n ~ ~ ~ ! . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? n c . . - . .  
l h e  pancl was tasked with the following actions: 
assew and provide mmmcndcd  rcfincmcnts to cxisting methods a d o r  new 
methods to rcduce the amount ofsoluble Tc salts that form in tlie BV waste package 
and provide comments rcgarding the Tc mass balance; 
assess impact of metal inclusions on glass product quality and recommend potcntial 
pmccss impmvcmcnts that would mitigate their impact; 
evaluate potential performance of UV product with respect to rcfcrcnce borosilicate 
glasses and glass quality standards, and rccommend potential procas improvcnicnts 
that would cnhance product durability and lcach propcrtics 
Trehncliurn 
Tc prcscnts challcngcs and uncertainties for high-tempenturn vitrification processes. including 
vi 
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lower oxidation-state species. Ilowcvcr. gaps in our knowledge o f  Tc chemical and physical 
propcnics ninent to BV and othcr vitrification proccsscs rcmain hue to limitsof analytical 
In pafliculaq there is limited information on Tc solution chcmisty in hi.hb ................. capabi l i t i r  
alkaline solutions, Tc species in vitrification off-gas, and mechanisms for Tc immobilization in 
borosilicate glasses. In t a m s  of mitigation of Tc loss, the bcst approach is to implcmcnt 
improvements in the RV system to reduce Tc volatility. and thcrcby. improve the perccntagc o f  
Tc immobilized in the primary waste package. For example. it is well known that Tc 
volatilization is grcatly dcpcndcnt upon the tcmpcnturc of the melt and nature of the cold cap. 
Recycling of Tc from the off-gas l i l t a  system will change the amount and possibly the form of 
Tc in the melter feed; this effect has not yet been studied bzthe BV $5&s%r.othe? DO8 
................................................................................................ 
.... 
rc1ated vitrification ...................................................................................... 
It isfmp&%?obndcrstand ............. the ....-.............. fate ofTc within ...............-.. the BVpmccss, .................................................. including the significant ..... ~~Cunmmt[mll]:ehanpd J 
losses ofTc from the mcldl In h e  ES 32B cneinecrine-scale test 24% of the Tc wa5 ~~ ~~ 
unaccollnted f o r l ~ ~ ~ . i b ! ~ d u e  .o-.nde.~..!~of.~amo~~.ofTc..!.ti!i~ed.i~.?.~.o. ........... 
6 s  s Y ~ t ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . a d d . ” O ! e d f ~ . ~ . e . m ~ ! . ~ ~ ~ ! b ~ . T o ~ . B ~ ” ~ . ~ P N N L o n ~ ~ . E - W ~ d ~ . . ~  .................. 
expcricnce onTc mass balance as this will balance the slatement.hcpanc!.IFSomme.nds.jn. ...... 
future tests I )  addition of a removable filtcr matcrial, such as glass wool, in a filtcr assembly in i 
front of thc IIEPA filtcr (easily onalyzcd for Tc). or 2 )  an OK-gas samplcr in combination with \, 
a liquid scrubbcr. jIowevcr, a m&i b d a k c  for a pprn level tnce constituent in a bench scale \ 
t a t  that produces several hundmd kgs of test materials is dimcult The dificdtics associate \ 
with the Tc mass balance will require analyses of the non-glass portions ofthewaste pachgi \ 
to ensure that leachable Tc is not present at unacceptable I e v e l ~ , ~ . w ~ t h ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ b ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ! ! ~ ~ ~ ~  \, 
rcniain 
8; : 
Because the sintcrcd mctal filters (SMF) in the off-gas syslcm have not been used for this type i \ 
\. 1 \ of application, uncertaintics rcgarding SMF performance rcmain; the SMF !should k.!~!cd...... 
prior to full-scale stanup. The planncd operating tcm crature for the SMF, 30ooC, is close to : ., : 
mctal filer is c k n t l y  scheduled for the initial cold box test which commence approximatcli : ’. 
.......... 
. I  . .  
I .  . .  -  
. .  
, I  . .  
. I ,  . .  
. I   
the boiling point of a volatile T Q O ~  spccics (31 IT). pt is’;idcd that testin$of th&.sint<ied 
90 days afterwmplction of facility c o n s ~ c t i o n l  .................................................................. .:’ 
. I  .  .. , 
Rhenium (Re), the bcst surrogate for Tc, has bccn used appropriately in the BV cold testing. 
I lowcver. tlicre are rccognizcd diffcrcnccs in the chcmical bchavior of these two clcmcnts in 
vitrification DTOCCSSCS. which have been observed durinc BV tcstine. This rcauires that results 
using Re be hcrprctcd and adjusted to rcflcct Tc behavior. followc~ by “liot*’validation using 
feed containin T d  This activity is currcntfy’pIa&Zdwithin hcOV&all Lcsichpaign for Sq 
Im iiieltsl 
. commcnt [nWlo1: not c h a w  - ..-- toodemibd brhbsummay ................................................................................................................ 
Rccommcndations to mitigate the loss ofTc can be categorized as: I )  rcduce vaporization of 
Tc spccics from the top surface of the melt, 2) rcduce the pcnctration ofTc into the refractory 
liner, and 3) promote a faster reaction in the cold cap of the waste feed matcrial. Reduction of  
vaporization ofTc species from the top surface of the melt can be accomplished through 
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of the fccd distribution ovcr the mclt surface. Spccific mcthods to accomplish cach of thcse 
improvcrncnts arc provided in Section 2.3. 
Reducing penetration of Tc into tlie rcfnctory linct is a very dificub problem; the panel had 
the opportunity to review only a fraction of the work done to address it. Thus, the panel 
recommends that furthcr efforts be made to identify an altcrnative lower-pcrmcability lincr 
material as tlie preferred approach. Various methods are suggested, some of which may 
already have been considcrcd for coating the existing lincr as a backup approach. Rcccnt 
efforts by PNNL to alter the composition - . . . . - . . and hcnce the mobility of the molten salts that carry 
TC into tIic refractory Iincr by sequencing bdron-~itiorioiis~~.cony~c.~d~.mmI~~ng -.T!!e pan!....-e-( ~ a m n l 1 ~ 2 1 1 r b ~  
mommcnds further testing of the mixerldrycr operation to optimize fccd reaction time. Raw 
matcrials and the order of addition in the dryer can be tailored to produce faster-reacting. 
pcllctizcd feed. 
Metal  Inclusions 
Tcst rcsults have shown that the metal inclusions formcd in the vitrilicd brbduct have highG 
concentrations of Tc (&d the.Re s t k g t e )  than he'glass, ~ ~ u s c ~ h e ~ m c ~ ~ l ~ p h ~ c , ~ w l ~ i c h ~ j s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  .....' [bmmmt W Z Z I : c h . * l e d  
pdominaiitly imn, is mom soluble than the glass in h e  cxpcwtcd disposal cnvironmcnt. its 
pmcncc may significantly impact glass pcrformance by incrcasing the rate of rclcau of Tc 
from the waste package. Accordingly, it is essential that tlic extent of this impact be 
understood and minimized. 
In addition. the total mass fmtion o f  mctal in the product and its distribution within the 
product arc also key factors in performance. It seem rcawnable to expect that the ovcnll me 
of rclcase of Tc would dccrci~~c its h e  Tc cnrichrncnt factor decreases; as the total mass 
fiction of metal dccrcascs; and as the distribution of the metal phase movcs from large ingo& 
near the born I?!!?. s ! ~ . ~ ~ ~ u c ! . ! o w a ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ! ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ c d . ~ ~ ~ ! u ~ i o n s ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ! ~ . ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ b ~ ! c d .  . . . ._.---*- I -*nt [mal: &*led 1 
throughout tlie glass phac. At p m n t .  tlie effects of pmccu clicmistry and opcrating 
conditions on these facto&ave nit  bccti f i~ l i re4.~. f f~~~cad~!chavc.~?son~bI~focu~cd.on- . . - . - - . - - . .~-~ daknnl wnmg [ 241 : -wm J 
minimizing the total mass fraction of metal in the product. 
Unlcss opcrating conditions that normally mult in absence of metal inclusions are idcntificd, 
it is likely that inclusions may occur. sometimes in large amounts. as the rcsult of normal 
variations in conditions from mclt to mclt. 
I 
. _ _ .  
3 
Thc primary objcctive should be to ~ ~ i m i n a t ~ ~ c ~ ~ d c n ~ e o f m ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ d u ~ ~ j o n ~ d u n n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c I ! : l n k , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ - - ~  lormamnrerplahe4hlhah.rspoh 
m b s r ~ h  @?dshoukJ ha b 
elinhab mlak hclucjons. not just 
large reductions in the amount of mctal inclusions produced in a large-scale test, 38-B, have 
mcntly bccn achieved by reducing the amount ofgraphite in tlic startcr path, and by tighter 
control of currcnt dcnsity and bath tcrnpcraturcs Hurinp start-up and opcntio~-Thjs ___.___._.._._._.. 
pancl rrmmmcnds that an cffort be made to dctcrminc the methanisms by which mctal 
inclusions am formed,  IS the fastest and most cconomical way to learn how to eliminate them. 
dens*, and barn bmpsrsbn omor 
- -. - . . . 
demonstrates the potential for funhcr reduction or possible climination of these inclusions. The 
viii 
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Two fundamcntal proccsscs probably account for most of the reduction o f  iron and othcr metals 
to thcir clcmcntal state during mclting: carbotlicrmic reduction, both by surtcr-path materials 
and by clcctdcs, and clcctrochcmical rcduction on the clcctrodcs. With improved knowlcdge 
of he relative importance of lhcse . . - _. fundamental -. - . - processes and thcir scnsitivity to temperature 
and iron content of the bath have been realiz~.~ctions~nt~dcd-!ocoun!c~~h.~. ~S.~!~on3~2..2-.....-.'. (bmmsnt [RIYZl lr  nad 
and 3.2.3) can be prioritized. leading to funhcr reductions in the mount  of metal inclusions. 
each fundamcntal mechanism, because tlie crreCts of each mechanism cannot be scpmted in 
largescale tests. w h c ~  it is impmctical or impossible to control and measure local conditions 
adcquatcl y. 
1 
dab ahmd a\ rspan(SIy ldsnMykg 
ma eflscl d each mechanim on b 
~~ . .~ ~ ._ . . 
bdditional, labscale testing is. rccommcndcd ~ o ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ h e . ~ ~ e o f f o ~ ~ ~ ~ o n ~ o f ~ n ~ ~ u s ~ o n s . b ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . - - ~ ~  
Anticipating the resulu of this rccommcndcd testing. and assuming that the dominant 
mechanism by which mcml inclusions arc formed is carbothermic reduction at the hot surface 
of the graphite clcctdes. tlie p a d  rccommcnds that Serious consideration be givcn to the use 
of cxtcrnally-cooled plate electrodes in place of tlie uncoolcd cylindrical clcctrodcs, which arc a 
legacy of the AMEC tcchnology. Although diflicult to implcmcnt, it may be easier than the ,.a' (bmmant [Fw291I changsd I 
option diswsml lxfovlc .............. ~ .......................................................................................... e-=- 
If none of the above measures can be dcvelopcd into a viable approach to tninimirc~.!F!?!..........  ....- Comnmlt[mw]lmcch.ngsd- 
goal should M bebnhatd hCL8IOIU inclusions. the Dlan to usc native soil 3s a raw material should be reconsided and othcr low- 
cost raw matcri'als, 
the iron bntcnt I w hi?!! 
chcmicals should be considcrcd. The labscale 
advantagcs to a low-iron glass, all resulting from the improvcd heat transfer within the melt. 
Thcsc includc: a) bcttcr radiative cooling of tlie clcctrodcs. which lowcrs the tcmpcmture at the 
graphite intcrface and hence lcsscns the tcndcncy to form metal inclusions, b) lcss tcndency to 
coring (hot channels in bath). which increases mcltcr stability during startup. c) highcr mclting 
rate, which incrcases processing nte. and d) more uniform tcmpcmture throughout the melt 
volumc, which providcs a l q c r  safcty margin against the possibility of dcvitrification in d g c s  
and comcrs. For thc DBVS, an iron content somewhat higher than 0. I wt. % FQOJ may be a 
bcttcr compromise when the issue of product performance (discussed 
A considcmblc disadvantage of moving towards a low-iron glass composition, however, is the 
rclative paucity of data and the departure from the "main-stream" waste vitrification cxpericncc 
around tlie world. which is dominated by iron-containing glass compositions. Although the 
magnitude of the composition change is relatively small, it will result in significant changes in 
properties. such as infmrcd absorption and mlox chemistry in the melt. Conscqucntly, it 
should be cxpcctcd that such a change, while likely bcncficial in the long nm, will rcquire its 
own learning curve in terms of how it impacts the pmccss. In addition, there may be a varicty 
of subtle conscqucnccs, such 3s CITCCLS on the behavior of Tc in thc absence of iron, which nccd 
to be considcrcd. While it should be cxpectcd that thcre will irlso bechangcs in product 
properties, there is no reason to believe that thcse cannot be compcnsatcd, such that acceptable 
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Product Pcrformance 
l h c  BV process produces a rclativcly . complex - waste package. In addition to tlie glass, in 
which there may b e b w w n e  rtructurcs~ndrnc. ~!.inc!us~on~.!he-w~te . ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ C . ~ ~ . C U - ~ C ~ ! ! Y . . . - . . . . . - - . ~  C-nmWm3711 
expcctcd to contain a salt phase plus thccontaincr. rcfmtoty lining, graphite clcctrodcs, and 
the lid ~trncturc with ;Issociatcd porn and fittings lssues associated with contributions of each 
of thcse components to the overall pcrformance of the waste package are discussed below. 
In many respecr~, the glass r c p m n t s  the simplest part of che ovcmll waste package. ... .__. The .~glass 
homogeneous glass phase that meets acceptable glass pcrfomance s t a n d a r d g ~ ~ ~ o w c ~ c ~ , ~ h ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
as glass homogeneity (givcn the size of the waste package). thcrmal history, and redox state. 
lhe graphite clcctrodcs crcate a reducing condition in the melt. thc magnitude of which is 
unique among currcnt radioactive waste vitrification proccsscr As a result, thcrc are few 
product lcach test data availabk for such highly rcduccd glssses. Bccausc chc redox state may 
have significant cffccts on glass propcnia, its impact ~hou ld~-~c !c rm~ncd  ,.~nd-p~~fl?!~-........... ( m m ~  [RVIIIl duIK).d 
redox control rangcs cstablishcd for tlie process. 
Dqxnding on coniposition and thermal history, varying amounts and t 
phases can form during cooling within the amolplious glass; thisbmfaT?n-sfrve!o 
complicate the assessment of producf pcrformancc/. I i o w e v ~ ,  none have bccn obsayed during 
quality rcquircmcnk, additional data may be rcquircd to demonstrate that product quality 
rcquircmcnts arc mct, even though tltcrc is no cument rcquircmcnt to measure or rcport crystal 
content for WTP LAW or BV gIasses. In addition, bcfause of the large size of the BV 
container, tlie rcprcscntativcncss of samples collected to test product quality nccds to be 
understood. In view of tlie large size and appmiably difcrcnt aspect ntio of the BV container 
(as compared to traditional vitrification facilitics), it is not clear that container ccntcrline 
cooling (CCC) heat-treatment approach provides a worst-case bound for the BV product. 
The prcscncc of a highcr-solubility metal phaw, with prcfcrcntial incorporation of Tc. exhibits 
furtha complications in the asscsmcnt of the ovcnll pcrformance of the waste package. In 
addition, test data indicate that a molten sulfate salt plmx, which,may incorporate various 
heavy metals and radionuclides and has highcrsolubility inkatcr (no'watcr in thedt f  
prcscncc of bolh of tlicsc phases should continue. The rcducing cliaracter of the BV mclt 
1 
testing program appears to be reasonable .- and rcsults .. .. . to .- date ._ support . -_- the - bV pmcss  produc&{ 
full-scale process IhGchzpotential to ~ ~ u b j r r t ! p . d d i a ! . c o . m ~ ! ~ c ~ ~ ~ o n s . f ~ m c ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ u c h - . - - . .  
I 
s of crystalline 
h e  scale testing PCrfoGd to datc.l.Whi!c.m.!!l_p.hase.maccna!~.m?~.me~!ill!ofll~ 
mImlevantb~rdhcuubndmb 
aampbd - I b ridkubus (and brew 
parapmph. ud pmbabb heceunm u 
lh0 hrpr rab baD m)R Props* 
~ .... 
omunslaML)whkhIh.pmduclwtl 
tM range b supported by Ih. aaBu 
fl'isha OlfCklY in *e P ~ ~ ? ) , ~ ~ ~ ? . o n ! o ~ o f ! h c I j ! a s s . m c ! ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . m ~ n j m ~ ~ i z c ! h ! :  ..-_.__._..-. - 
promotes sulfur volatiliwtion CP@h.rcta!ncd.i?.!!!c m~!! ll.r!!c.su!~~r~~!~~n.!h~.o~~~~~.......-.- 
dcpcnding upon its form. may be cnpturcd by the SMF and then myclcd, along with Tc. back 
into the fccd for the melt. Conccntntions of sulfur in the fccd may incmse as the rccycle is 
X 
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includcd in the waste fccd, funlacr promoting formation of tlie salt phase on top of the silicate 
melt surface. Furtlicr testing 4s rccommcndcd ~ o ~ ~ s ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h i ~ ~ i s s ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ o ~ ~ u p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  ...,.. (comment t w ~ :  ch.ngsd 
dcvclopmcnt of appropriatc mitigation stntqics. 
Tlie balance of the waste package consists of vm'ous materials, including the outer stccl 
containcr, the intcmal engincered rcfnctory lining, the lid structurr and associated fittings and 
1 
1 
stainlcss stccl canister, the more crucial difkrcncc stcms from the fact that the glass is mcltcd 
in the containcr ralhcr than simply pourcd into it. The potcntial impact of gcncnlion ofdusl, 
tnnsicnt molten salts and gas during the BV fccd and mclting proccss nccds to be understood. 
bccause key contaminants ofconcern (e.&. Tc. othcr ndionuclidn, heavy mctafs) may be 
prcscnt in the waste package in a non-vitrilicd form that could potentially be available for 
rclcase to the environment. A considerable amount of testing to assess tlie likcly fate of Tc 
within the waste package and the fraction that might be leachable has bccn performed. None of 
Tc dcposits in tlie rcfnctorics and on the lid. The unccrtainty in estimates of lcachible Tc 
fraction is considcrcd to be significant issue. not only for qualification ofthe product, but also 
for dcvcloping a rcliable flow shcct for the proccss. 
Other Rccommcndations 
the tests ko date k?!??. howe ~ . ~ ~ .  jnc!udcd l! ~-~y~!e-~t.~m~.-T~.-~c~~!e.w~!!.!jkc!y~ncreer!!~...- . .- ,- .  [comment [me]: eha* 1 
The pancl m m n i c n d s  a large number of small-scale tests. As with any proccss devclopmcnt. 
it is imponant to niaintain a balance bctwccn large-scale testing, which is  oltcn the b a t  way to 
rcvcal the effect of unforcsccn intcractions bctwccn complcx processes, and small-scale testing, 
with which the dciailsofthe critical processes and mechanisms can be economically and 
rapidly discovcml. In addition, the pancl bclievcs that provisions should be made for more 
non-radioactive full-scale testing illan is prcscntly planncd. ~ ~ R e ~ s n o . ~ o o d ! h ~ ~ l ~ o w . ~ O . w e . .  ... .,,.' 
resolve the Tc volitiwtion issue without going hot? Recommendations contradict thcmselves.1.-)--. 
The report also provides general comments on the test prognm, focusing primarily on data i 
gaps and recommcndations for future tcsting, ~ I K  SMP. the flow sheet modcl. maximum 
achievable control technology (MACT) compliance, fate of cesium, confirmation of Te 
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1.0 INTK0I)UC'~ION 
E*sculivr Sumay and he bxlyof 
me mpott bharm ta mmpiete. 
bELETE - REDUNDANT.WlTt1 BACKGROUND NOTED ABOVEREDUNDAYT WITH1 
OBJECWES IflTROl!. _............. ~ .............................................. -- ...................................................... ..e 
The DOE Oflicc of River Protcction submitted a reauest for technical assistance to DOE EM-21 
mm of the Uceelhood Uul thaywl 
me ~ O f h i l  r s v b w ~ e a  10 
shorlsnfhsmprdbyaliltlsovarav 
page. mil roggealad delelion mvld ucawmly ba meda. mpsned t raaden. n-w. w for provision of Subject Matter Experts in the arcas bfglass science, mcltcr teehnology, rcfractories, and Tc chemistry to: asscss and providc mommended rcfincments to cxisting methods andor new 
mahods to reduce theamount of soluble Tc salts that form in the BV waste package 
and provide commcnts rclatcd to the ovcrall Tc mass balance; 
assess impaa of metal inclusions on glass product quality and m m m c n d  potential 
process improvemcnts that would mitigate their impact; 
evaluate potcntial pcrfomnce of the BV product with respect to refcrcnce 
borosilicate glases and glass quality standards, and rccommcnd potcntial pruccss 
improvements that would enhance product dunbility and lcach propcnics. 
... b m r M n t I F W 5 3 > ~ l h . W -  ,.... do rot- y hmnrblosncy P c v h  &ove blJllc~ C0&4int with i n 4  ___........ . .... ..._._.._.._.. .. .... ............ ... ... 
The technical assistance requcst is provided in Appendix A. 
1.2 AFI'HOACII 
A panel of Subjcct Matter Experts was convcncd for a three-day workshop at RichIand, 
Washington in January 2006. "he technical experts wcrc Dr. Frank Woollcy, Corning 
Incorporated (rciircd). Dr. David Shuh, Lawrence krkclcy National Labontory, and Dr. Jan 
Pcgg, Catholic Univcrsity. Vie panel was facilitated by Dr. Dawn Kaback of Gcomatrix 
Consultants. Prior to the workshop, the cxpert panel was providcd sclcctcd background 
materials (a subset of existing rcports, meeting minutcs, ctc.) for review. At the workshop, 
additional wrincn matcrials were provided to the panel. The matcrials providcd for review 
include the following: 
Ccncral Background Information 
o RPP-17403, Dcmonstntion Bulk Vitrification System Specification 
o Enginccring Scale In-containcr Vitrification Test Results - Final Rcport, 8/ 03 
o PNNLlS 126, Rev. I, Pierce EM, c(.al. Labvratory Tmfing of Biilk Vitn9ed Lrnv 
Activity Waste Fornis fo  Sicpprf tlie 2005 hitegratcd Disposal Faeility 
Pe~fomancc Asscssnmt, Jum 2005 
o RdTc ES Test Summary Table (Preliminary Draf! - 12/9/05) 
o PNNL15193, llnna P, et.al. Bulk Yitrficulion Castable Rifractory Bloek 
Prorectiun StutQ. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, WA, 5/05 
o PNNL15131, Kim D-S.. ct.al.. Tc Rn/iictanl C/ieniisl~and Crucible Melfing 
Stucfics wirh Sinirilatcd Ifan/rd Loiv-Activity IYustc, March 20 
Soluble Tecbnefiurn in Refractory 
1 
I 
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35004-RT-0001, Rev. I. Enginccring-Scalc Qwirirurila Tfsl Rcpurt, Test ES32B 
F i d  Report, AMEC Earth & Environmcntal, Inc., GcoMcII'~ Division, Richland, 
WA, June 2005 Mctal Inclusions 
o Meeting Minutes - Recommendations for Mitigating Negative Effccts Fe Mctd 
in BV Melts (4/29/05) 
o Summary: Estimate of Iron Metal Decrease for AMEC Test LS38B 
o AMEC-TP-06-01, Rev. 0, TEST PLAN: AMEUDBVS Projcct - No-Iron Glass 
Formulation Crucible Testi 
o 4661 1-2005-01, Rev. 0, TEST PLAN: Durdbility Mcasurcments on Mctal 
Inclusions Found in Bulk Vitrificd Glass Using the S ing laPw Flow-Through 
(SPFT) Test Mcthod 
o 35004-RT-0004, Rev. 0. Matrix Crucible Testing of Bulk Vitrification Glasses 
for Itanford Low-Activity Waste (Scrics 21 Test Report), AMEC Earth & 
Environmcntal, lnc., G C O M C I ~ ~  Division, Richland. WA, June 2005 
0 Information Provided at the Workshop 
o AMEC 34005-PLOOIO, Rev. 0. Demonstration Bulk Vilrification System 
(DBVS) Scrics 38 Testing, Large Scale Tcst 380, Tcst Plan, Octobcr, 2005 
o AMEC 34005-TI-001 I ,  Rev. 0, Demonstration nulk Vitrification Syslcm 
(DBVS) Scrics 38 Tcsting, Largc Scale Test 38D, Tcst Instruction, November, 
200s 
o PNNL15107, Testing of Lmge-Scale ICV Glasscs with llanford LAW 
Simulant. Maffih, 2005 
o Table Summarizing Currcnt B a t  Estimatcs ofTc and Re Distribution and M a s  
Balance Data from Engineering-Scale Tests, 1/16/06 
o Miscellaneous materials, including copies of prescntation matcrials, bulk 
vitrification system process-flow diagram, and sclicmatics of SMF units. 
0 Glass Fcrformance 
This p n c l  review did not include a revicw of tlic report on the latest large-scale test. 38-0; 
howevcr, the Tcst Plan and Test Instructions wcre providcd for rcvicw at the 'workshop. 
At the workshop, the pancl wiu given tcchnical briefings by 11V projcct stam It is noted that. 
givcn the limitcd time avaihble for the pancl to rcvicw background materials and hold 
discussions with llanford staff, the scope of this projcct addmscd the t h m  issues previously 
idcntificd; comments providcd do not rcpmcnt a full review of the BV technology, projcct 
status, and plans. At theconclusion of the workshop, the pancl providcd an out-bricfing to 
DOE. CII2Mllill Group, and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) staK This rcporl 
of findings and rccommcndations was thcn prcparcd by the pancl. Workshop panicipants are 
shown in Appcndix B. 
The rcport contains a numbcr of findings and recommendations made by the cxpcrts. An 
attcmpt was made to prioritize the recommendations in ordcr of appcannce. with the easiest to 
implcmcnt and most likcly to succccd fin% Ilowcvcr, because of limitcd time, the pmcl was 
hbmded wt@ctb%t# prbriUl0 Vm 
not able 10 prioritize all r c c o m m m ~ o n s .  I ......................................................................... 
7no1?ow 
2 
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2.0 TECllNETlUM 
2.1 CllEIIlSTHY 
2.1.1 Tc Challcngcs During BV 
Tc presents challenges and unccitainties for any high-temperature vitrification process, 
including BV. because of its volatility, mobility, and longevity. For BV, some of these 
chatlcngcs may have changcd as the RV process was rnodificd from a topdown to a bottom-up 
proccss. During vitrification. the major Tc concern rclatcs to its volatility. which determines its 
lcvcl of incorporation into the glass product and the corresponding amount in the off-gas sent to 
the Off-gaS matmcnt system for recycle. Another cha lhgc  for the BV process has bccn 
limiting the deposition of soluble Tc in the rcfractoly liner. 
Tc volatility is affected by: 
0 the oxidation-rduction conditions of the mclt 
0 vitrification proccss operational factors, such as tcmperaturc and the nature of the 
cold cap. 
Cumnt knowlcdgc of Tc chcmistly in the LAW waste strcam fccd is sufficient to predict that 
Tc will primarily be present as the paicchnctate (TcO,? spccics, but may also contain a fraction 
of lower valcnt Tc spccics. lhcre  are limited data rcganling the thermochemical properties of 
Tc spccics, which make it dillicult to quantitativcly prcdict its behavior in glass melts and off- 
gas produccd during vitrification. This situation is furhcr complicatcd by the incomplete 
knowlcdge of how Tc is immobilizcd in borosilicate glass waste forms regardless of the method 
ofsynthcsis (Lukcns, 2003; Anonini, 1985, and Lanza, 1992). Recent studies have 
dcmonstntcd that Tc can be incorporated in a complclc range of oxidation slates. including 
metallic inclusions with iron and rlicnium (Re) (Lukcns et al.. 2006). IIowcvcr. theactual 
spcciation ofTc is not the critical factor, its lcaching characteristics provide the final basis for 
pcrformance asscssnicnts. 
2.12 Tc Volatilization 
It has bccn recognized that Tc residcnce time at the mclt surface, prior to being wcttcd and 
incorpontcd in the mclt, is tlie time wlicn it is extmncly volatile. Tc volatilization diminishes 
sharply once limited by viscosity and dilTusivity ofTc to the surface of the glass mcll (Danb, 
1996). The results from Kim ct al. (2005) show that Tc is clcarly volatikcd from tlie glass mclt 
in addition to bcing volatilizcd prior to incorporation in thc mclt The mclt conditions in the BV 
process may be sullicicntly rcducing so that Tc, once in the mclt, is reduced to a lower 
oxidation state. IIence, Tc volatilization is grcatly dcpcndcnt on the tcnipcrature of the mclt. 
glass viscosity. and the nature of the cold cap. 
It has bccn previously bclievcd that the oxidation state of Tc in the wiwe fccd could have a 
significant cffcct on Tc volatility during vitrification. Rcducing the oxidation state of the Tc 
spccics from Tc(VII) toTaIV), might result in rcduccd Tc volatility. Ilowcvcr, this has bccn 
J 
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shown to be dependent on the exact conditions of vitrification and effective Tc rcducing agents 
to be added to the feed have not bcen idcntificd (see Section 2.2.3). 
llie volatile specics during BV are likcly one or some conibination of the mctal-TcO4 specics 
(MTcOl): NaTcOd, KTcO+ and CsTcO4. The boiling point of KTcO4 is 1000°C; o tha  MTcO4 
species have similar boiling points and ail are bclievcd to have apprcciable vapor pressures 
above their mclting points (Rwd ct a!., 1999). Cold finger experiments by Kim et at. (2005) 
identified KTcO, as an evolved product, which is reasonable, as it is the most stable of the 
MTcO, spccics. Tlu most volatile of the Tc oxides, Te2O7. has a gcncrally recognized boiling 
point of 31 1°C (Rard ct al., 1999). At the BV mclt surface, npid o f f - w i n g  of nitrates and 
sulfates could result in bubbling in the bottom-up melting process. This is likcly to substantially 
contribute to Tc volatilization. Local hot spots, as at the electrodes in thecurrent configuration. 
may also cnltance volatilization of Tc. 
Current plans call for the volatilized Tc to bc transported to the off-gas systcm, w l m  it will be 
recycled from a particulate filler andlora sccondiuy liquid. This mycling will cffcctively 
increase the Tc load in tlie waste stream to a Icvcl that depends upon the amount ofTc 
incorporated into the glass. Consequences of Tc recycling on the ovenll BV process are 
addrcssed in Section 3.3,4.3,4.5,md4.6. 
2.1.3 
Re has bccn employed as a cold-test surrogate for Tc in most of tlie tests conductcd to dale, 
whereas the ES-13 test utilized Re and Tc simultaneously to dctermine the validity of Re as a 
surrogate. Although their chemistry is similar, there arc diFTcrcnccs in chcmical speciation and 
thcrmodynamic propcrties under the range of conditions used for vitrification. The pancl 
bclieves that Re is tlie best surrogate for Tc in the cold BV tcsts; however, results must be 
Rhenium (Re) as a Te Surrognte during 1IV Cold Testing 
hnolme purpose of Ihb m v h  Io 
v a w t e d  kmd.m Pl~cd)li~.!!ol!es!swl!h.T~i~or!oul!!!~~~a! era~~~.!es!l?.~.inlhe..........- -
DBvsI  ..._.._.._. ~ ..... ...................................................................................................... .. 
Piediction ofTc behavior through direct correlation with measured Re behavior nccds to be 
done with carc. due to diffcrenccs in oxidation state bctwecn the two during incorporation into 
glass (Lukcns. 2006). Rc starting materials can disproportionate and be incorporated as both the 
RL!VII) and metallic droplets in tlie glass. In addition, the rclative leaching bchavion of Re and 
Tc from borosilicate glasxs is gcncnlly not well known. This is compounded by the lack of 
knowledge ofTc speciation in borosilicate glasscs (Marplcs, 1991; Ebcrt 1996; Ebcrl, 1997). In 
this rcspcct, care must be taken when performance assessments of the BV glass product br my 
oficr n d i o a c t i v c g 1 ~  r o d u c t b . ~ ! C :  .................................................................................. .** 
The pancl rccommcnds that research-scale cxperimcnts be conductcd to vcri fy tlie continucd 
validity of the surrogate rclationship in glass or to cstablish a new rclationship. ifsubstantial l3V 
process clungcs that could modify Tc or Re speciation in the glass are implcmcntcd. 
When comparing Tc and Re volatility under the same conditions during BV, claw parallels can 
be established and relative behavior assesscd accurately. I lowever, if conditions are changcd 
markcdly (c.s., melting temperature or rcdox conditions), the rclationsliip bctwccn the two in 
4 
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tcnns of volatility may change. Once again, tlie pancl rccommcnds research-scale mclt 
cxpcrimcnts be effcctivcly uscd to establish boundarics or rc-cstablish conrlations to map to tlic 
largcr scale ICSLS wlicn nccdcd. 
In addition. chcmical intcnctions with the rcfractory will be diffmnt f o r b  and~dallowe~.~,...:....-. 
tlie use of Xe as a sumgate for Tc, with surrogate testing prccccding hot testing remains the ... 
best approach 
2.2 FATE OFTEcllKETlUM 
It is imperative to understand die fate ofTc within the DV proccss, including significant TC 
losses from the mclt l h i s  information is nccdcd so that the overall impact of Tc fate on the BV 
proccss can be proprly asscsscd and stcps taken to mitigate tlie impact of the Tc not 
incorporated into the glass product The ovcniding priority shoutd be to incorporate as much 
non-leachable Tc as possible into h e  glass product (limit volatilization ofTc spccics) in a form 
anrVor rnanncr compliant with satisfactory pcrform;mcc assessments. Recommendations for Tc 
mitigation arc contained in Scccion 2.3. 
2.2.1 Mass Dulance 
Early 13V cnginccring-scale studics were performed in a topdown manncr. which rcsultcd in 
cxccllcnt rcqcntion of >90% Tc in the waste package; howcvcr, )1-2 percent~~.con?nincd.jntl!e..., .-.. [-me.( [m591: ch~nosd 
sand liner. In contrast, the switch to a bottom-up melt proccss muffed in rctcntion o f  
approximately 53% of tlic Tc in the l3V product in the IS-12 cngincering-scale test and 35% of 
thc Tc in the glass product . in . .. the . DV . . . product . - . in tlic ES-13 cnginccring-scale test, In B:f3 
particular concern is the 2% Tc on the containcr lid (ES-13). which~ouldl~.m~?c!thc ____.__.__....._. 
performance asscssmcnt andlor rcquire cithcr clcaning or rcplaccmcnt at thc completion of 
vitrification. A very small fmction i s  found in the rcfmctory; thcrc are active cfforts undcnvay 
to idcntify alternatives to furlher minimize this issuc. 
Tlic most probable fate of tlie Tc unaccounted for in the bottom-up tcsts is volatilization into thc 
off-gas system. Ilowcvcr. the total amount ofTc in IlEPA filters can be problematic to 
ascertain; substantial undcr-cstimatcs may result from the analytical rncasurcmcnts. Thc panel 
makes two suggestions to alkviate this diiliculty: 1) addition ofa rcmovable filtcr matcnal, 
such as glass wool, in a filtcr wcnibly in front of tlie HEPA lificr to provide a more easily 
mcasurcd material, 2) an off-gas samplcr with the gas run through a liquid scrubber (or mass 
filicr) systcm for calculation of thc Tc load. 
Although not likcly, it  is also possible that some portion of the unaccounted for Tc may actually 
rcsidc in the glass product, but bas not bccn mcasurcd bccausc of possible inhomogcncity 1i.e; 
Tc distribution within the glass be conducted. 
If tlic unaccountcd for Tc is found to be volatilizing into tlie or-gas systcm,#!hjs.w?u!d-..~.....-.-. _...-e [ ComnrcntfFWbf]: chaW 
prcscnts additional challcngcs for tlie ovcnll UV systcm in terms of increased dcmands on llie 
1 
where k s  balance mcasunmcnts were attemptc~24%.of!h~Tc.w;lsun~~~un!~.fo~~.~f. .~. . .  
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off-gas systcm and lid contamination. The currcnt plan to d u c e  the impact of low Tc rclcntion 
and incrcascd oll-gas load is to recycle the material m o v c d  from the off-gas and collected on 
the filtcr (scc Scction 2.3). 
2.2.2 om-gas Hrrycle 
A major component of the proposcd off-gas system is the sintercd metal filtcr (SMF), which is 
the main particulate bamcr limiting the downstrcarn loading of the HEPA filtcr and the 
secondary waste stream. The SMF is designed to capture cjcctcd particulates and rcturn than 10 
the fccd of the DV drycr upon application of a sonic pulse, but is yet to be tcstcd. 
The currcnt SMF is a slainlcss-stccl dcsign mcant to operate at a tcmpcrature of about 300°C 
undcr nom1 conditions Particulates containing Tc in scvcral chemical forms could reach the 
SMF and brcomc lodgcd in the filtcr marcrial. To minimize volatilization of Tc that might 
arrive in particulale form a d o r  by in-situ oxidation in the filtcr. the SMF must be opcratcd 
well bclow 3 1 1°C. kobscrvation noled by the DBVS project team and fl&sh&t adjushcn6 
have k made to dccrtase h e  SMF operating temperature IO :23OC)bhe ~cnc.1I!~.~~o$nized.-... .-(Cam- ~ ~ 6 4 1 :  &*led 
boiling point ofTc207. Rrthcrmore, it is likcly that Tc will combine with Cs to form the 
spccics CsTcOa, which has vapor prcssure characteristics similar to otlicr MTcO4. As Tc is a 
known conmion inhibitor, it is possible that solid-state or vapor-phase rnatcrials may not cause 
dcgradation of the SMF. Ilowcvcr, the catalytic properties and activity of a 316-stainlcss slccl 
surface in contact with scvcral solid- state and/or gas-phase Tc spccics is not known. Furthcr 
discussion of thc SMF is contained in Scction 5.2. 
3 
2.2.3 Chcmicul Fccd Considerations 
The pre-trcatmcnt of tlie waste stream to rcduce Tc(VII) to a lowcr valence Tc(lV) spccies is an 
initially attractive approach to possibly limit tlie vaporization of Tc and enhance its 
incorporation in the glass. I lowevcr, thcre are no known Tc rcductants, which can accomplish 
this. bccause of rapid rc-oxidation ofTc in the waste stwm fccd above pIl IO. Tc(1V) undcr 
~hcse conditions has bccn shown to be thermodynamically unslablc (Kim et al.. 1999; Darab, 
1996; Rard ct al., 1999). A stntcgy to d u c e  Tc(V1I) undcr theconditions that cxist in the 
waste strcam must be kinctic in nature, similar to the reason for the stability ofTc(1) in ccrtain 
llanford waste tanks (Lukens et d., 2004). A kinctic proccss would utilize an inorganic mctal 
oxide or hydrous oxide matrix with a mctal with the samc ionic radius as Tc(lV), Ti(IV), or 
Fc(1Il) (Muller, 1964). IIowcvcr, initial attcnipts at kinctic stabilization have provcn incffcctive 
undcr waste-stream conditions. Furthcnnorc, it is not clcar that rcduction to a Tc(1V) spccics, 
particularly the hydrous oxide. is dcsirable, bccause it could be rapidly oxidized to extrcmcly 
volatile Tc207 or possibly disproportionate into two Tc spccics. one ofwhich may be volatile, 
when introduccd. 
Another approach to control Tc volatilization might include addition of spccializcd rnatcrials to 
the fccd in the drycr to control the clicmical and/or physical nature of the melt cap. Scction 
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2.3 
The pancl prcfca to make concrete actionable recommcndations for process improvmcnts to 
the DV system. Ilowcvcr, the limitcd information available to the pancl makes this impractical. 
Instcad. the recommendations that follow are intcndcd to stimulate discussion. Although these 
idcas arc known to work in a p p m t l y  similar glass melting processes, the panel rccognizcs that 
some of tlicm may be impnctical in tlie DBVS, for masons that may be unknown to us, and that 
othcn may have already been considcd and iricd or rcjccted for valid masons. With these 
cavcats, our recommendations are listed in the order in which the pancl suggcsts thcy be 
considcrcd. In each case, some of the advantagcs and patcntial pitfalls arc described. 
2.3.1 
Dircct incorpomtion ofTc into the borosilicate mclt occua in the hcating and dissolution 
proccsscs that take place in and just above the fusion l a p  on the lowcr part of the cold cap. If 
the Tc gocs into a liquid silicate phase (and not into a scparatc moltcn salt phase) at that point, 
then it is mow likely to be rctaincd in the glass. Thrce diffcrcnt catcgorics of proccss changes 
are proposcd to: 1) rcduce Tc vaporization from top surface of the mclt, 2) rcduce Tc 
pcnctntion into IIIC rcfmctory lincr, and 3) promote fastcr reaction ofwaste f d  pellets. 
2.3.2 Reduce Vaporitation of Tc Species from Top Surface 
2.3.2 I Quanri/r rate-rorrtrolliir~ parameters of Tc (a id  Re) lossfiom fusion l a p  of cold 
cup 
A &god empirical quantitative undmtanding of the n t e  of loss ofTc (and Re) as a function of 
bath tcmpcnturc. cold u p  thickness, Tc conccntntion in ked, raw matcrials (and thcir cffcct on 
initial liquid composition), and rcductants is needed to dcsign and prioritize tests aimcd at 
rcducing vaporization. Bccause of the difliculty of making mcasurcmcnts inside largc mcltm. 
and of producing and controtling all tlle key process pammtca, it is much more practical to do 
this tcsting on a lab or cnginccring scale nthcr than in full-scale cquipmcnt. 
t3.22 rlfuintuirr a comtunt cold cap thickness nf#h o cool top surface 
Anticipating the rcsults of the t d n g  rccommcndcd in IIK previous paragraph, it is safe to say 
that maintaining complctc covcrap of the mclt surface by a cold cap with a top surface close to 
room temperature is tlie surcst way to limit Tc loss by vaporization. In addition, ~nsulating~h~.-..  ..-. (comment [m651rchsneed 
mclt surface allows the bulk mclt tcmpcnture to be incrcased, which would rcsult in incrcmcd 
processing ntcs. 
In a cold cap of constant thickness. a condcnsation laycr will dcvclopjust above the fusion 
l a p .  The concentration ofTc in that condcnsation laycr will quickly cquilibnte at whatcvcr 
(high) level is necessary IO cause the Tc concentration in the molten glass to equal that in rhc 
fccd. llie inventory ofcondcnsate in the cold cap dcpcnds critically on its thickness. Two 
conditions are necessary to maintain that condcnsation layer: the mclt must be hcld at a constant 
tcmpcnture and its surfacc must be cooled continuously by the incoming fxd stream. Under 
these conditions, the cold cap thickncss and its inventory ofcondcnsatcs will rcmain constant. 
The folIowingoptions can be considcrcd to maintain constant cold cap thickness, thus 
KECOXIMESDATTIONS FOR r\llTIGATION OF TC LOSS 
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mitigating Tc loss. llicy iue listcd in order ofdccrcasing desirability. Commcnts provided 
dcscribe case of implcmcntation. 
Muinfain a consfant burh feniperuriire, 
Constant thickness and Tc inventory of the condensation layer dcpcnd on 
maintaining a constant temperature gradient through the cold cap. This is bcst 
accomplislicd by holding bath tcmpcnture constant and adjusting fecd rate to 
maintain a constant cold cap thickness. 
Feed continirously and never melt the cold cop. 
It is vcry iniponant that f d i n g  not be intcrruptcd, because that allows the cold cap 
to mclt. rclcasinr! its invcntow of condcnscd Tc and other volatile ndionuclidcs [Cs. 
I). The.following approafhcsio continuous fecd might be fcasible in the proposed . 
DDVS. 
o Add u second dtyedniixcr (in purullcl). 
This is tlic most dcsinble mcthod of niaintaining constant cold cap thickncscr, 
bccausc it provides ndundancy as wcll as continuous feed undcr normal 
conditions. 
o Add a f i d  sirrgc tank bcnvcen die clryer nnd the nielfer. 
l h i s  introduces anotha fccd tnnsfcr stcp. which incrcascs the risk of 
pluging. 
o MLx undclry confinrrorrsly. nof butchwise. 
lhis rcquircs either continuous weighing o f w h  component, or addition o f a  
batchwise dty mixing stcp prior to continuously adding liquid waste and 
drying, followed by continuous feeding of the boron source only. This is a 
complicatcd approach. and is suggcstcd for considcntion, only if a sccond 
drycr or surge tank is h l y  impractical. A reviewer’s suggestion for semi- 
continuous. partial dryer batch additions at higher frcqucncy dcscrvcs 
considcntion. 
o Cool 11ic mdr siirjitcc nggresurivcly ivlicnficd is nut ar.ailablc. 
Altlrough no product is being made whcn thcx is no fccd, it may be possiblc 
to rctain most of the Tc in the mclt and in the layer of condensate that forms 
in the cold cap, if the surface is kcpt cool. Rcducing clcctrical power and 
introducing a strong flow o f c o o h g  air may provide adequate cooling, but if 
not, aidwatcr mists could be used to cxtnct much more energy. There should 
be less o f  a safcty issue with water mists than with s h y  feeding. but thc 
a 
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uniformity of cooling rcquircd to maintain thc cold cap makes cooling with 
watcr mists dilIicult to implcmcnt. 
2.3.2.3 Improve uni/ormiy ofJeed distribution over the mdt surfuce 
Tlirce options for improving the uniformity of fccd distribution over the mclt surface art 
suggcstcd in ordcr of incrcosing technical dificulty. 
A d l a  tliirdfillport or ungtcdchiites tlirough the five cxistingports. 
0 Distriburcjd taterati) bctow cuch port, using dcflcctor platcs or cones. rotating 
swccper m, or a rotating anglcd chute. All of thcx devices are prone to fouling 
and would rcquire significant devclopmcnt cffoh 
Conirri rltcficd into hurl round pellets in the mircrldtyr. 0 
This last approach can be cxtrcmcly dificult. but it hm the potential to also addrcss the 
rcfractory problcm, so it is discusscd in Scction 2.3.4 bclow. 
23.3 
Migration of volatile spccics ofTc through a rcfractory liner containing conncctcd porosity can 
occur by vaporizatiodcondcnsation mcchanisms or by liquid flow. Dad on the test rcliults 
prcscntcd. it appears that the principal mcclianism for migration ofTc into the porous rcfractory 
lincr is the capillarity-driven flow of Tc-containing moltcn salts having melting tcmpcnturcs ;IS 
low as 300T. At such a low temperature. moltcn salts rcact slowly or not at all with the 
porous rcfnctory; hcncc. salts continue to pcnctnte nthcr than forming a viscous glassy phase 
that prcvcnts fulthcr pcnctntion into the rcfnctory. 
lhe most robust solution to this problcm is obviously to find a rcfnctory with no porosity or 
only closcd porosity. l'lic amount of matcrial nccdcd IO line the cntirc mcltcr. the need for good 
resistance to cornsion by moltcn glass, and the cconomic constraint imposed by tlie short life of 
the mclter, scvcmly limit the clioiccr This pancl did not have the oppoltunity to rcvicw the 
consideriible information that has bccn produccd by the projcct on this issue, but suggcst~ 
considmtion (or rcconsidcration) of the following approaches to limit pcnctntion of Tc- 
containing moltcn salts and vapor species into the castable rcfractory block (CRB) in contact 
with moltcn glass. The prcfcrrcd approach to reduceTc pcnctntion should be to find a 
rcfractory matcrial that has lowcr permeability in its as-rcccivcd condition. The various options 
to make only the surface of the rcfractory lowcr in pcrmcability will always rcsult in a matcrial 
that is more cornplicatcd and more prone to failure than a Iiomogcncous rcfnclory of 
intrinsically lowcr permeability. 
2.3.3.1 Subtituie sintered amorpitorrs iilica for the mullite CRB 
Sintcrcd amorphous silica. a matcrial commonly used in the specialty glass industry nnd in 
mctal melting, may have B lowcr pcrmcability for both vapors and rnoltcn salts containing Tc 
than the mullite CRU. It may be possible to either substitute silica for tlie mullite or to clad the 
mullite CRB with sintered fused silica blatcs if m adequate bond could be obtaine4..B~~use.of.. ....--.(bmnmtImssp chnneed 
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its high tlicrmal shock resistance. silica can be. uscd in thinner laycrs than most other rcfnctory 
materials. In the prcscncc of alkalies, amorphous silica slowly crystallizes, losing its stmctural 
intcgritr, it probably wouId last 10116 cnough in this application, because of the short mclt-cycle 
time. The silica can be made impcrmcable by flame- or arc-glazing, a process that would nccd 
to be applied before it is installed in the mclta. Vcsuvius is one manufactum of s i n t c d  
amorphous silica. 
2.3.3.2 Trap Tc in a thick layer ofporous refractory 
If a material that is both corrosion resistant and impcrmcable to Tc-containing vapors and 
moltcn salts cannot be found, then a s~ntcgy to scpante the functions of corrosion mistance 
and impermeability might be considered. A lincr with adequate comsion resistance (like the 
mullite CRB prcscntly uscd) could be installed. then coated or clad with a sacrificial inncr liner. 
This inncr lining would be designed to absorb molten salts and vapors at low tcmpcrature as the 
cold cap approaches and contacts it, preventing pcnctntion into the corrosion-mislant lincr. As 
the cold cap rises above the Tc-containing sacrificial laycr, it would dissolve in the mclt at high 
tcmpcrature, perhaps taking most of the Tc into solution in :he melt. This inncr lincr nccds to 
be reactive toward the Tc-containing saltsand vapors, and have a high solubility for sulfates and 
chlorides, but be totally soluble in :llc alkali alumin&orosilicate mclt. 
A suggcstcd staning point in the scarch for a suitable material would be a low-tcmpcnturc 
insulating brick with a high silica contcnt and high internal surface arca, citlicr as-manufacturcd 
or s tun ted  with compounds designed to rcact with tlicTc-containing spcics to form a low- 
niclting glassy pli3se. lhe inncr lining might be placed as panels or gunned on as a continuous 
lincr. 
The work currently underway to add sodium silicate to the cuncnt CRB matcrial to cas% a low- 
durability, inncr lincr with a hi&-durability outcr laycr sccms promising. 
2.3.3.3 Coat mullite CRB ii*itli higli-.si!ica frit 
Bccause addition of silica to alkali silicate melts incrcascs thcir viscosity Jramatically, it niay be 
possible to stop the penetration of Tc-containing molten salts and alkali vapors by coating or 
imprcgnating the mullite CRB with silica in the form ofa high surfacc-arca powdcr. A bindcr 
would be nccded to keep the powdcr in place until it rcacts with vapors or salts, forming a high- 
viscosity surface laycr of rcduccd permeability. 
Promising work currcntly undcr way at PNNL is bascd on a similar idea, but adds fine silica 
matcrials to tfic batch to m with the moltcn ionicsafts (MIS)at lower tcmpcnturcs, 
preventing its movemcnt into the CRB wall. If sxcccssful. this approach would be much 
simplcr and more rcliiiblc. 
Bccause this fundamentally cliangcs the scqucnce of rcactions in the cold cap, Tc rctcntion will 
certainly be changcd and will nccd to be dctctmincd by small-scale tests. 
70a20m 
10 
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2.3.3.4 Cour rcfractoty ivaIIs with mullen glass 
If the above measures do not d u c t  Tc penchation to an acceptable lcvcl. it may be worth 
considering coating the interior walls of the CN) with molten glass, which will pcnarate the 
porous refractory, cffcctivcly scaling against subsequent penetration by both molten salts and 
vapors, If a glass composition that has a thermal expansion cocficicnt close to that of the 
refractory is choscn, it should be possible to seal the refractory prior to introducing fd. Olhcr 
than the thermal expansion, thcre are fcw constraints on thcglm composition. A glass with a 
very low viscosity curve would be casicr to apply. One that exhibits a strong increase in 
viscosity as rcfractory dissolvcs in thc glass would remain near the surface and provide bcttcr 
protection against pcnctration. 
Five methods for applying hot glass to the refractory a= ofkcred for consideration. Four of 
these mcthods coat the refractory before any fccd is introduced; the last mcthod uses tlie moltcn 
glass in the mclterduring waste proccssing as a coating. 'Thcse ideas might be bcst trcatcd as 
starling points for brainstorming, because each of them have scrious practical issues that nccd 
inputs from those more familiar with the BV pnxess than this panel. 
R a e  frit onto rqliractory panels bcfore assrnihly. 
The simplest approach would be to have the refractory supplier coat the pancls 
bcfore shipping them to the asscmbly site. A good thcrmal expansion match is 
rcquircd to prcvcnt spalling during shipping and asscmbly, and a thinncr layer would 
incrmce the chanccs of survival of the panels. 
Melt gIass frif Acld ivirli a hindcr in die asscmbledmeItcr. 
Fine-panicle size distribution (PSD) frit, held in placc by a binder that hardens at 
room tenipcrature, could be mcltcd and allowcd to pcnctnte the rcfractory. I lcat 
could be supplicd with burncn inserted through tlie fill liola before fccd is started. 
(I kat  from the mclting pmccss would not be adcquate to fuse the frit befom vapor 
and salt pcnctration had occurred.) Cooling or tltcrmal shielding may be ncodcd to 
protect the clcctrodcs from oxidation. unless clcctrodcs could be inscricd alter the 
coating proccss is complctcd. 
Blowfiil bluivn hot re/r.etuty in tbc assembled nieltcr. 
It may be easier to coat the refractory by first prehcating it with gas burncn. thcn 
blowing come frit against the hot walls. whcrc frit piuliclcs will stick and fuse into a 
continuous layer bcfore soaking into the rcfractory. 
Puikllc nioltenfiit un tlic rcfraclory. 
While the mcltcr is still in its asscmbly location. it may be possible to heat thc 
rcfractory intcrior with gas burncn and allow a shallow pool of molten frit to soak 
into the refractory bottom By rotating the mclter nearly 90 dcgrccs onto each long 
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side, tlie sidcs could be similarly coatcd It is impractical to coat the ends in this 
fashion. 
Till l e  nrclter cluriiig opcrufion 
The containcr walls could be coatcd with hot glass during the melting cycle. If the 
mcltcr were placed on a tilting platform, it should be possible lo tilt it slowly on its 
long axis, allowing the walls jus? above the melt level to be coatcd. Inclining the 
mcltcr about 20 dcgrccs would coat the wall about one foot above the mclt Ievcl. 
This would have to be repcatcd about evcry 6 inchcs as the melt level rose. to keep 
tlie wall coatcd at leas? 6 inchcs above the fwion mne. This implies 10-12 tilting 
operations in each dircction pcr rncltcr cycle, not a very attractive proposition. 
2.3.4 
The combination of strongly alkaline liquid and line pxticle-size refractory componcnls in the 
fccd prcscnts an idcal situation for producing a feed form that will m c t  quickly. incorponting 
the Tc in a molten silicate phase, bcforc it can vaporize or srgregate as a MIS. A major goal of 
tlie mixcd dryer should be to produce strong pcllcts, with each pcllct having eswntially the 
sanic composition as tlreovcrall feed. Theclose proximity of the fluxes to the fine rcfractory 
componcnls in cach pcllct will ensure that the glassforming tractions occur fmtcrnnd at u 
lower temperature than would occur in loose (unpcllctizcd) fccd. This should result in less Tc 
vaporization, less molten salt pcnctration of rcfractory, lcss scgrcgation of slow-dissolving 
components, and faster melting. 
Hard round pcllcts should have a consistcntly low angle of rcposc, allowing them to be 
distributed more uniformly over the mcltcr surface. 
The panel rccomrncnds testing operation of the mixcr/drycr to make strong fccd pcllcts. 
Littlcford Day should be able to provide assistance and perhaps test facilities to be uscd to 
determine how to operate the mixer/ drycr as an cnicicnt pcllclizcr. It may be ncccssary to 
sclcrt raw materials of diffcrcnt surface characteristics (padicle size and shapc) and to add 
matcrials that act as bindcrs to give good mechanical propcnies at low drying tcmpcratures. 
Organic binders may play a dual role, acting also as reductan&. As one revicwcr pointed out, 
any organic addcd mus: be compatible with the nitrate salts at drycr tcmpcraturcs to avoid 
uncontrollcd cxothcnnic mctions in the drycr. 
2.3.1 I 
To produce uniformly-sizcd. hard. round pcllets at a low drycr temperature, some of the 
rnatcrials must have a vcry fine particle size and be quite mctivc toward thc alkaline waste 
solution. Clays. other fine refractory raw matcrials, and organic and inorganic bindcrs may be 
helpful. The order ofddition is frcqucntly important, Y it dctcrmines which components have 
the greatest contact with other componcnts. 
Limit Tc Loss with Faster Reaction in Strong Fccd Pellets 
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2.3.4.2 Quatiti/p mritittg behavior of strong pellets 
During heat up of the fccd in tlie cold cap, a liquid phase is fonncd by rcactions bctwccn 
componcnts of the fccd. This liquid then incorporatcs otlicr soluble componcnts. These 
rcactions usuully begin at low tcmpcratures in pcllcts fonncd by reaction bctwccn alkali 
solutions (e.g., liquid waste) and fine oxides The melting mte and the rate of Tc vaporization 
should be mcasurcd on a small scale before full-scale tests (l(r undertakcn. 
Borne of these rccommcndatiom border on impri&al,.suggcSt'we eliminate lh& ahd.kduc4 
.~ .. . . -. -.. .. . . . - . .. . 
list o f ~ O ~ c n d a t i 0 - l  ................................................................................................ . 
3.0 METAL IKCLUSIOXS 
3.1 laip,ux ON CLASS PERFORMAKE 
Test results have shown that the mctal inclusions formcd -. - in the vitrificdbroduct have highG 
concentrations of Tc (id i6 Re&%&te) thair-the glassl-The.ennchmcntr?~~~~.!!!c, do.of-..... 
the conccntntion of Tc in the metal to that in the host glass matrix, has bccn mcasurcd to be on 
tlie order of 100-fold. Bccause the mctal phase, which is prcdorninantly iron, is more soluble 
than the glass in the expcctcd disposnl cnvironmcnt, its presence may increase tlie ntc of rclcase 
of Tc. Accordingly, if mc?al inclusions arc present, it is csscntial tliat tlic cxtcnt of this impact 
be undcrstood and minimized. 
In addition to the Tc cnrichmcnt factor. the total mass fraction of metal in the product and its 
distribution within tlie product are also key factors in dctcnnining the ovcmll rate impact on 
performance. It Seems rcasonable to expect that, othcr things cqual. the ovcrall rate of release of 
Tc would decrease as the Tc cnrichmcnt factor dccrcascs, as the total mass fraction of metal 
dccrcascs, and as the distribution of mctal phass cliangcs from large ingots near the surface of 
the glass product towards finely dividcd inclusions uniformly distributcd tliroughout the glass 
phasc. At present, the cNccts of proccss chcmisuy and operating conditions on tlicse factors are 
not totally undcrstood. Efforts to date have focuscd on minimizing the total mass fraction of 
mctal in the product. Rcccnt tests have indicatcd success in rcducin~climinating'mclal b,ngo!s.-..- 
at the bottom of tlie product. While this cniphasis is rca.wnablc in tcms of prioritizing tlie 
testing cffork. the potential for mitigation focuscd on Tc cnrichmcnt and mctal distribution 
should not be ovcrlookcd. 
I 
m i c r  tests 8avds!~wn~~!~!il lc.m~jo.n~.o~~h~.mc!?!.w~s.~~~~.~oormofjn~~!s3!~~.~ttomor,-.--. .  
thc product; morc recent tcst rcsufts have indicatcd succcss in rcducing the amount of mctal in 
the form of ingots. Ilowcvcr. scvcnl tcst conditions wcre cliangcd at once to maximize the 
likclihood of "success." While this w i t s  a form ofempirical progress, it comphcatcs 
subscqucnt optimization steps, bccause the rclativc cfkts of tlie carlicr changcs are not known. 
nor is it known which changes wcre csscntial and which wcre redundant. lhus, wliiIe tlie 
progress is cncouraging, the panel rccommcnds that subscqucnt testing should scck to scparate 
tlie eflccts of thae changcs. (spccify what sequencing is suggested) 
:., 
'*.. 
The test data indicate that the glass product also contains inclusions of mctal particlcs of various 
size distributed through the gIass phase. For a givcn total amount ofTc, tlic sumunding glass 
13 
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phse is deplctcd in proportion to the Tc cnrichmcnt in the mchl particles. Thcn, i n  tcrms of 
rclci~sc, if it is asumcd that the sumunding glass phase must be dissolvcd bcfore a mctal 
particle becomes available for dissolution, one could argue that the rate ofTc  rclcase is still 
dominatcd by the nte of dissoiution of the gIass phase. While such a simple model of this kind 
is a start, the importance of this issue warrants a more sophisticated analysis and supporting 
testing. A number ofcomplicating factors need to be considcd: 
mctal particle size and distribution in rclation to the ultimate mean fncturcd glass 
panicle size (bccause the thermally strcsscd glass product wil l fracture into chunks); 
c f f~cc l~  on glass fracturing of dilfcrcntial thermal expansion and potcntial prescnce of 
crystals formcd by devitrification of the glass phase during cooling; 
potential for agglomcntion and sedimentation of the metal inclusions, bccause i t  
provides a mechanism to bring Tc-cnrichcd metal phase to the bottom suriace. thus 
eliminating the dependence on dissolution of the glass matrix os the nte-controlling 
parameter. 
3.2 
l h i s  scction of the rcport covers rccommcndcd actions to climinate m9al inclusions. Total 
but thcsc approachcs are suggcstcd as ways to minimize rhe amount o f  mctal produced. 
Because the rcactions that produce mclal inclusions are vcry sensitive to small changes in 
tcmpcnture and conccntntions in the mclt, thcy should not be cxpectcd to occur uniformly 
throughout a large meltcr or consistcntly from mclt to mclt. l h e  pancl rccommcnds that, 
considcnng this inhcrcnt variability, the goal should be total elimination of mctal inclusions. 
Large reductions in the mass of mctal inclusions produccd in large-scale tests have recently 
bccn achicvcd (in Tcst 3843) by rcducing the amount ofgraphite in the swrtcr path. and by 
bctter control of both start up and opentional tcmpcnturcs in the mclt pool through tightcr 
control of cumnt dcnsity and bath temperature. This dcmonstntcs the potential for furthcr 
rcducing or cvcn totally climinating these inclusions. 
The pancl recomnicnds that an eKort be made to dctcnnine the dctailr of the mechanisms by 
which mdal inclusions are formcd os the fastest and most cconomical way to lcarn how to 
eliminate thcm. 
3.2.1 Dctcrminc Mechanisms 
TWO fundamcntal processes probably account for most of the reduction of iron and other mctak 
to thcir clcmcntal state during mcltins carbothcrmic rcduction, both by startcr-path materials 
and by electrodes. and clectrochcmical rcduction on the clcctrodcs. With bcttcr knowlcdge of 
the rclative importancc of the fundamcntal proccsscs, and of tlicir scnsitivity to tcmpcnture and 
iron content of the bath. actions intcndcd to counter thcm (discussed bclow) can be prioritized, 
leading to furthcr rcductions in the mass of mctal inclusions. 
lUcomimu,moss FOR DESIGN AXU OrEHnrrox 1'0 ELIMINATE A~ETAL 
IKCLUSlOSS 
elimination of all metal inclusions may not be possiblebor would bt q u i d  to support h e  PA, La,--.-+ 
m l m b v a n ( 0 ~ e d ~ a s b n a l m *  
1/2MUW 
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The panel rccomnrends Iab-mle testing to quantify the n t e  of formation of inclusions by each 
fundamental mechanism. bccause the cffccts of each mechanism cannot be scpantcd in Iargc- 
scale tats, whcrc it is impractical or impossible to control and measure local conditions 
adequately. 
3.2. I. I 
Tcsts should be designed to quantify the cffccts of the key parameters: iron concentration in the 
glass phaw, melt tempcrature along the starter path, and the graphite surfixe a m  available for 
reaction. 
3.2 1.2 Formatiotl ofmcfd inclusions on graphite electrodes 
Tests should be dcsigncd to quantify the cffccts of key panmeters: 
Formation ojmetaJ inclusions on ~rapIiiteflaRa starter path 
for unpowcred graphite clcctrodn in the melt. tlie key parameters will be iron 
concentration in the glass phase and icmpcrnture at the graphitdmclt intcdacc; 
for powcrcd clcctrodcy iron concentration in the glass pliasc and intcrface 
teinpcniure will be the kcy parameters. along with currcnt density at the clcctrode 
surfacc. DC bias, and frcqucncy of the power supply. 
Note hat the melt is very non-uniformly heated with cylindrical clcctdcs. as tlie melt adjaccnt 
to llic electrode is sometimes seven1 hundrcd d e w s  hotter than thc bulk melt. This 
ovcrhmting is dircctly rclatcd to rlie currcnt density. DC bias arises when tlicrc is an 
asymmctry (gcometric or thermal) between tlie two clcctrodcs. Currcnt dcnsity and frcqucncy 
togctlicr dctcrmine the toial chagc tnnsfcrrcd each half cycle pcr unit nrca of clcctrode sxrface. 
and hcm, the extent to which mctal inclusions are produced by a proccss sometimcs rcfcrrcd to 
as R n d j i c  rcctification. 
3.2.2 
The steps that have already bccn taken to mluce the sizc of the starter path have bccn 
successful. The panel rccommcnds the following aciions, with the most promising l is t4  first. to 
continue this progress. 
3.2.2.1 Elitnitrate iron in starterpath atidfirst bafch oJfeed 
Dccausc the gmphite introduced in the startcr path probably remains in the melt for some time 
bcfore it burns OK tlie fint portion of the fccd should be low-iron. Substituting low-iron raw 
matcrials for Fc-bring soil in the firjt complcte batch of fccd may provide cnough time for 
most of the gnpliite to be climinaicd, bcfore it can contact iron-containing glass. At the time of 
this rcvicw, this action was planned. 
3.2.2.2 Suhfirrt~esitrull~rup~iteplatcs 
The graphite is oxidized citlrcr by radon with rcducible metal ions in he mclt (clearly 
undesirable). or with molten salts (nitntcs, sulfiitcs) in the fusion layer of the cold cap. or wiih 
Kcducc Hole of Startcr Path in I’roduction of Inclusions 
7RMU16 
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oxygcn in the atmo.spherc above the cold cap. Thus, it is hclpful if the p p h i t c  uscd to crcatc a 
conductive path floats quickly to the mclt surface. Substituting plates for at lcast part of thc fine 
graphite flakes prcscntly uscd in starter path should accelcnte the graphite burnout. 
3.2.23 Uve grapltitr-/rpe starter pail1 
It may be possible to start the procas with a paste of ionic sal&. which would form a 
conductive path for initial heating, then decompose or dissolve in the mclt hat forms amund the 
path. Tlic panel considers this to be the lcast likcly approach, and has no .specific materials to 
propose. 
3.23 
It seems likcly that carbothcrmic reduction at tlic surface o f  the clcctrodcs is the major sourcc of 
metal inclusions. Anticipating thc resulb of the tcsting rccommcndcd above to quantify the nte 
of production of inclusions, it is msonable to ;LFsurnc that the key pmmctcr will provc to be 
intcrface tcnipcnture, which is drivcn by cumnt dcnsity. The following actions arc 
rccommmdcd, subjcct to rcsulb of tlic mcchanism tcsting rccommcndcd above The 
approaches arc listed with the casicst to implcmcnt first. 
3.2.3. I Lunw punw inpttpcrr 
Cumnt dcnsity is the most important paramctcr. because highcr current dcnsitics directly cause 
clcctnxlicmical duction, and indimtly cause carbothcrmic reduction by nising the intcrfacc 
tcmpcnturc. lhc  simplest way to lowcr current dcnsity is to lower the total power fcd to tlic 
mcltcr. The obvious disadvantage is tlie rcsulting duc t ion  in melting nte 
The most critical pcriod is tlic initial part of the cyclc. whcn a small volume of mclt contacted 
by a vcry limitcd clcctrode arca is providing thc cncgy to mise the tcmpcnlurc of the cntire 
mcltcr. 
ltcduce Rule of Elcctrodes in Production of Inclusion8 
3.2.3.2 Increasing &ctrode area 
A bcttcr, but more diflicult, way to lowcr cumnt dcnsity on clcctrodcs throughout the mclt 
cyclc is to incrcasc thc surface area of thc elcctrodcs. Two approachcs arc proposcd, both well 
bcyond the AMEC tcchnology base, but the first is well establishcd in commercial electric 
meltcrs: 
Plate clcctrodcs 
Covering tlie cntirc cnds of the mclt chanibcr with grapldtc platcs improves thc dcsign in 
two ways: 
Thc cfTcctivc surface arca of cach ulcctrode would be incrcascd by about 3 tima. 
and plate clcctrodcs would be much casicr to cool. (Tlic back third of a vertical rod 
clcctrode is usually considered to be inactive bccausc of tlic longer cumnt pathway.) 
Electrical connection to the plates could be thmugh the top or through the end walls. 
with mctal-to-enohite conncctions cooled by air or water. 
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InvcrlcdT clcctrode. 
A horizontal graphite bar, placcd across the full width of tlie bottom undcr cach 
cylindrical electrode, would greatly increase the electrode arca during the initial part of 
the melting cycle. The vcnical and horizontal clcctmdcs could be connected cleclrically 
with graphite paste. The panel is unaware ofsuch an electrode configuration in 
commercial cIectric mcltcrs. but this would require fcwcr design changes than the 
prcfcrrcd plate clcctrodc configurarion. 
3.2.3.3 Cool rlrc elec!roddmelt interface 
Uecause the glass is quite clectrically conductive well below bulk mclt tcmperaturcs, reactions 
at the electrode surface can be slowed or nearly stoppcd by cooling the clcctrodcs. Although it 
would be possible to install cooling inside the cylindrical electrodcs, it is more practical to cool 
plate clectmdcs on tlic ends of the mcItcr. A high-conductivity clectrical-insulating refractory 
(c.g., alumina) would conduct heat out of plate clectrodcs to the air-coolcd stccl shcll. Graphite 
paste could be uscd. if nwcssrry. to improvc tlicnnal contact bctwcen the alumina and graphite 
plates. 
12.3.4 P r ~ ~ * t i r  r.lcftroclrrmical reducrion 
Although most of the production ofmctallic inclusions is probably carbothcrmic, thcrc may be 
sonic cIcctrocIicmica1 duction, cspccially early in the pmcss, wlicn current dcnsitin arc 
typically liighcr. Two approaches are available to counter this mechanism: 
Applying a DC bias 
I f  cach clectrode is conncctcd to a small graphite plate clcctrode on the bottom in the 
center of the mcltcr, a DC potcntial can be applicd to ofict  tlic tcndmy, to some 
cxtcnt, to rcducc ions to the metallic state on the cathodic half cycle. The fcasibility of 
this approach would need to be demonstrated on a lab scale. 
Powcring at a higlicr frcqucncy 
Elcctrochrmical reduction with an AC powcr supply OCCUIS whcn thc mctal produced on 
the cathodic Inlf cycle moves out of clcctrical contact with the electrode, beforc it has a 
chance to be re-oxidizcd on the anodic halfcycle. The amount of mctrl produced 
depends on the mobility of tlie mctallic inclusions and isdircctly proportional to thc 
amount ofcharge transferred on each half cycle. lncrcasing the frcqucncy of the AC 
powcr reducer tlie charge transfcmd in inverse prqmrtion to the frcqucncy. Modcmtcly- 
high frcquency(e.g., 1000 112) powersupplier of thecapacity nmlcd for this pmccss 
arc used in some induction-hcating applications. 
A2.3.5 PreJtrred approach to eliminate riictul inclusions 
Assuming 1lmf tcsting dlows that ciubotlicrmic mluclion at the surface of dic clcctrodcs is tlic 
major source of mctal inclusions, the most likely way to unequivocally climinate mctal 
7lzmulJ6 
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inclusions is to cmploy cxtcrnallycoolcd plate clcctrodcs. Technically, the most important 
parameter to contml is the intcrface tcmpcrature, and this approach gives direct and powcrful 
control over that parameter. This is a major change from the prcscnt technology. but thc issucs 
are likcly IO be almost entirely technical and cconomic. Alongside the altcrnative discusscd 
ICX~. wlicre the issucs are technical, cconomic, and especially qulatory, it may not be an 
unreasonable approach. 
3.2.4 
If none of thcabove mcasurcs eliminate metal inclusions, the plan to use native soil as a raw 
matcrial should be rcconsidcrcd. Othcr low-cost raw materials, such as low-Fe clays. sands 
volcanic ashes, and conventional glass-forming chcmicals are msonable alternatives to the 
proposed Pe-rich soil. Their use would give additional bcncfits of flexibility in the SilAl nlio 
(which impacts the maximum waste loading) and in tailoring the fccd for better pcllctiting in 
the mixcrl drycr to oblain a non-caking. frce-flowing feed, which would react more rapidly 
during melting. 
lhe total iron content of the glass should probably be around 0.1 wt. % Fezo~, to obtain the best 
compromise between low raw matcrials cost and high infnrcd trnnsmission in the mclt (better 
licnt imnskr). Process advantages of a low-Fe glass. all resulting from ilie improved heat 
transfcr within the mclt. include: a) better radiative cooling of the clcctrodcs. b) lcss tcndcncy IO 
coring (hot channcls in bath), c) higher mclting rate, and d) more uniform tcmpcnture 
throughout the mclt volume (lcss tcndcncy to devitrification in coolcr rcgions). 
3.2.4. I Cetwral coltsiderations anlscliecliilr implicariorr 
The inhercntly rcducing cnvironment crcatcd by the graphite electrodes and the high local 
tcmpcnture around the clectrodcs as a mull of the rod gcomctty potentially can drivc tlie more 
reducible .spccics prcscnt in the fccd to thcit mctallic statcs. Bccause iron is both suficicntly 
rcduciblc and abundant in the fccd, it dominates the composition of the mctallic phase that is 
obscrvcd. While a varicty of potential mitigating approaches are possiblc, one of the more 
obvious and cffative approachcs is to simply rcmove most of the iron from the fccd. Uccausc 
iron has a vcry low solubility in thecaustic supernate, there is vety little iron in the LAW 
matcrial. Esscntially all of tlie iron (rouling around 4 to 4.6 wt% as FCZOJ in the final glass) 
originates in tlie soil that is used as a glass-forming fccd material. It is worth noting that in 
addition to iron, the Ilanford soil also contains a significant amount of sodium (about 3 wt% as 
NaZO), which ncccssitatcs a rcduction in waste loading for the high-sodium LAW matcrial. the 
cost of which probably will fkr outweigh any savings on raw matcrial costs. Thus, for proccss 
and cost rcasons it may be worth considwing cithcr alternative soils that arc low in iron (and 
prcfcnbly also low in sodium) or, prcfcnbly, switching to more standard glass-forming 
matcrials that would also pmvidc bcttcr proccss control and flexibility. 
An important disadvantage of changing to a low-iron glass composition, however, is tlie rchtive 
paucity of data and the dcpanure from the "main-sircam" waste vilrificiltion cxpcricncc around 
the world, which is dominatcd by iron-containing glass compositions. Altlmugh the magnitude 
of tlic composition change is rclativcly small (amounting to just a fcw wcight pcrccnt), this 
rcsults in significant changcs in propcrtics. such as infnrcd absorption and rcdox chemistry in 
7nonom 
Ucvclop a Low-iron Glass Composition 
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the melt. Conscqucntly, it should be cxpcctcd that such a changc, while likcly bcnclicial in the 
long run. will rcquire its own Icarning curve in tcrms of how it impacts the pmccss. This 
includn a variety of subtle possible consequences, such as cficcts on the bchavior of T'c in the 
absence of iron, which nccd to be considcrcd. Whilc it should be cxpcctcd that there will also 
be changes in product propcrtics, thcrc is no mason to bcIicve that these cannot bccompcnwtcd, 
such that acceptable product quality (as wcll as mclt propcrtics such as viscosity, clcctrical 
conductivity. and phase stability) can still be achicvcd. This is supportcd by results of 
prcliminary studin pcrformcd on low-iron glasses for the BV Project. 
Tlic puncl rccommcnds that efforts to climinate mc!al inclusions, as outlincd in Sccrions 3.2.1 to 
3.2.3, sftould be the pmfcrrcd stntcgy. While the low-iron glass strategy (Section 3.24) has 
lower tcchnical risk and a highcr probability ofsucccss in tams of total elimination of the 
scpantc mctal phasc. it is likcly to take longer to implcmcnt and is also subjcct to risks rclatcd 
to acccptancc (Scction 3.2.4.I), which arc diflicult to quantify at this time. Conscqucntly. it is 
rccommcndcd that the low-iron glass szntcgy be pulsucd in parallcl, whilc thcse risks are 
cvaluatcd. 
3.2,LZ E ~ W I  on Tc rlwmistry und Tc lossfiom the cold cup 
By changing to a low-imn glass. ovcrall redox conditions of the mclt would most likcly change, 
but the multing cff'cct on Tc fate and tnnsport is uncmain. Givcn thc current rcducing 
conditions, the redox change may not be significant with rcspcct toTc spcciation. Possible 
chrmical interactions bctwccn iron and Tc may affcct Tc volatility, tltercby arccling Tc 
rctcntion. If a low-iron glass is adoptcd, thc Iab tcsting propscd above to quantify the ntc- 
controlling parametcn in Tc vaporization from the surfacc would nccd to be expanded to the 
low-R compositions undcr considcntion. 
Z f L 3  Rt~commrt~durioirs for Iowirotr gIass 
As a rcsult of the above discussion, the following mmnicndations are made. Thcsc 
rccommcndations do not preclude starting the DBVS tcst facility, because thcy can be 
invcstigatcd in parallcl with the planned DDVS opcntions. Modifications resulting from thcse 
rccommcndations could be implcmcntcd latcr in tlic test program. 
In tlic long run. the potential advantages of employing a low-iron glass composition 
are sufficiently p a t  that tcsting should be continued to ?;upport a change to a low- 
iron composition. It may be casicr to gain acccptancc of this change in composition, 
if a scrious cKort is made lint to lind thc highest iron contcnt at which mctal 
inclusions arc no longcr formcd in the process. 
Whilc tlicre arc obvious data nccdv in tcrms ofsupponing an appmpriatc glass 
composition-property cnvclopc to support proccsv opcntions. thc impacts on the 
bchavior of the process should not be neglected Suficicnt cnginwring and 
full-scale testing should be allocatcd to support understanding and rc-baselining the 
"normal" proccss bchavior and tlic rcvision of acccptable opcrating paramctcr m g c s  
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In vicw of its importance and complcxity, potential changes in the behavior ofTc in 
a low-iron flow-shcet should be ascsscd. 
It is not rccommcndcd that a low-iron composition be implcmcntcd for the ncxt full- 
scale test, bccause changes in scvcral variables an already planncd. Tcsting of the 
low-iron composition should be conducted as part of a full-scale t a t  program once 
the mommcndcd supporting lab- and cnginccring-scale data become available. It is 
rcmgnizcd that crucible-scale glass tcsting data that have almady brm collcctcd 
support the viability ofsuch an approach to achieve suitable glass propcrtin. 
3 3  RECOlfMENDATIOSS TO COXTROL FORMATION OF BIETAL ISCLUSIONS 
The pancl bclievcs that the primary stratcgy with rcs-t to metal inclusions should be 10 
eliminate tlicm totally. if possible. If the mcthods mommcndcd in Section 3.2 to entirely 
eliminate mctal inclusions in the glass, cithcr by dcsign and operational changes or by a c lmgc 
to a low-iron composition. arc found to be untcnable. the following mommcndations am 
off~rcd to ilsscss and minimize tlic ncgative impact of mctal inclusions on product pcrformance. 
Additional tcsting should be perfomcd to d c t m i n c  tlic key factors that influcncc 
and control: (i) cnrichmcnt of Tc in IIK mctnl phasc; (ii) mass fraction of mctal that 
is formed; and (iii) size and spatial distribution of the mclal phase within the 
product. The rcsults slwuld be uscd to dctcminc the prcfcrrcd combination of 
process changcs to b a t  mitigate the impacts of mctal inclusions. Uased on this 
infonnation, the process opcnting envelope could be defined to cnsure that only 
"acccptablc" inclusions (in tcrms of, e.&, amount. sizcs. distribution, cnrichmcnt) are 
produced. 
Tcsting should be pcrformcd to dctcrminc the cffccts of including the projcctcd TC 
nxyclc strcm into tlic fccd on tlic Tc cnrichmcnt in IIIC mctal phase. 
Modcling should be pcrfonncd to address lhc cxpcctcd impact on Tc release of n 
glass pliasc with Tc-cnriclied mctal inclusions While it is possible that a bounding 
modcl may be suficicnt, the cfKccts of particle size (mctal VS. fractured glass). 
diffemtial thcnnal expansion, and the presence of crystals, should be asseswd. 
Leach testing should be performed on prototypical product material composed o f  
glass, mctal inclusions, and crystals. l l i c  potcntial for enhanced glass dissolution 
rates in the prcscncc of mctallic iron alloy sliould be addmcd.  Tests using actual 
mctal saniplcs obtnincd from the cngincering-scale lest. ES-32B. am alrcady 
planncd. 
4.0 PHODL'CT PERFOH;\lAiiCE 
In comparison to the products from othcr nuclear waste vitrification proccsscs (e.&. the 
Immobilizcd Low Activity Wastc [ILAW] product to be produced at the WTP, glasses producd 
at the West Valley Demonstration Project [WVDP] in NEW York. and the Dcfcnsc Waste 
Processing Facility [DWPF] at the SRS in South Carolina). the UV product is considerably 
7Ror2W6 
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more complex. In addition to t l ~  glass, in which thcrc may be crystals and mctal inclusions, the 
waste package is currcntly cxpcctcd to contain a salt phase plus the containcr, rcfractory lining. 
bmphite elcctmdcs, and possibly the lid structure with associatcd ports and fittings. Issucs 
associatcd with the contributions of each of these components to the ovcrdl pmformance of the 
waste package ye discusscd in his scction. 
4.1 CLUS 
In many respects, the glass rcprcscnts the simplest part of the ovcnll waste package. The glass 
testing program appcars to be reasonable and results to date support the contention that the 
homogcncous glass phase is capable of providing acceptable performance Simple comparisons 
of the compositions with known compositions and propcriics of similar glasscs are also 
consistcnt with this expectation. llowcvcr, thc full-scale proccs may be subject to additional 
complications from effects, such as glass homogmcily (givn the sizc of the waste package), 
thermal history. and rcdox state. Such facton must be addressed through appropriate testing 
and thcir effccts or lack thereof dispositioncd accordingly. 
The graphite clcctrodcs crcate d u c i n g  conditions in the mclt. Tat data indicate that rcdox 
rdtios as high as ~c*'/(Fcz'~ re") = 0.80 have bm found in glass product simples from 
large-scale ICSIS. Such high redox ratios are considcribly above the testing and opcmting 
experience base of other nuclcar waste vitrification pnxesscs (e&, WVDP, DWI'F, WTP 
LAW, \VTP I ILW. Gcrman, French. UK, and Japanese IILW). As a result, tlrcre are few 
product leach tcst data available for such highly rcduccd glasses. Because thc redox state is, in 
many rcspccts, also a composition variable (i.e., in the scnsc ofdctcrmining the rclativc 
proponions of, c.g.. R 2 0 ,  vs. FeO, which have quite diffcrcnt effec~~ on glass properties). its 
impacts on glass propcnics must bcdctcrmincd. and appropriate &ox control ranges 
cstablishcd for the process. Because the electrodes create a localized reducing condition, tlrre 
may be substantial rcdox gradients or inhomogcncitics acros the glass product. Sampling and 
product-quality and pcrformancc-assessment testing of full-scnle producfs should be sunicicntly 
extensive to address this issue. 
4.2 CRYSTALS 
Depending on their composition and thcrmal history, varying amounts and typcs of crystalline 
phascs can form during cooling within the amorphous glass.. In addition, the mclts can scparatc 
into two or morc amorphous phases of differing compositions; this pr0cc.s~ is  callcd amorphous 
phase separation. Thcsc proccsscs complicate the asscssmcnt of the performance of the 
resulting multipliase material, as comparcd with a single liomogcncous glass phase. Wliile it is 
cooling (CCC) licat trcatmcnt profile in an effort to include the potcntial cffeca of thermal 
21 
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history on product properties. The logic bchind the CCC approach, which has been cmployed in 
the United States llLW programs at WVDP and SRS. as well as for WTP IILW and LAW 
products. is that in a glass container that is essentially a right circular cylindcr of large aspect 
ratio (-0.6 m dimetcr by -3 m high), glass near the centerline will expcrience the slowest 
trcatmcnt according to the CCC-profile is ossumcd to produce the greatest cxtcnt of fracturing 
and, thercforc, provides a sensible bounding thermal treatment for the purposes of testing. In 
view of the much larger size and apprcciably diffcrcnt aspect ratio, it is not clear that CCC heat 
trcatmcnt ncccsssrily provides a worst-case bound for the DV product. The sheer size could 
make the cffkccs of the cooling process more susccptible to petlurbations, due to diflicrences in 
the external environment at diffcrcnt locations throughout the containcr. In addition, the much 
largcr horizontal cross-section suggests that the BV container would likely support multiple 
convection cells. potcntially allowing a given volume of glass to experience non-monotonic 
cooling. and perhaps thermal cycling. Such heat treatment schedules can facilitate rapid 
nucleation on cooling followed by rapid growth on reheating, leading to incrcascd 
ctystalliation, a process widely exploited in the production ofglass ceramics. These aspeck3 of 
the cooling process could be usefully addrcsscd by applying fluid-flow models, y c h  as has 
bccn done with theTEMPEST code for the melting process. bis  incombination with thomud 
analysis of the full scale melts can b; used to help dcfcrminc if the CCC approach is adcquat? 
or if altcrnatc cooling cyclcs arc rcquircd to use crucible scale tests to prcdicl devitrification at 
cooling rate. Bccause slower cooling typically induces a larger dcgrce o f ~ ~ t ~ n ~ ~ i c ? . . c . . . . . . . . . . . . .   e- [ bmmmt[lW7Sl:mtclunped- 
p r o m  change I8 ractuany hcormd 
.,. .[comnr.rt[rn77ll chargad I 
Z' fdl =ale1 ........................................................................................................................ - 
Is CCC B requimcnt of LAW glass - if so this is an applicable pangmph. if not I am not surc I 
undetstand the rclevance of this discussion. 
4.3 JIETAL 
perfomiancc of the waste package, many of which WCIC discusscd in Section 3. Although thcrc 
is potential for intmction of the dissolution of the mctal phase with the glass dissolution 
proccss. the principal conccm ~ ~. stems from tlic fact that Tc is strongly cnriched (-IOOx -bcnfy 
none of which include the cffccts of Tc rccyclc, suggcst that 9 to 14 wtYo of tlic total TC was 
prcscnt in the mctal phasc. The prcscnt cmphasis on minimizing the amount of metal that is 
n c  p-ncc o r a  lnctal pllasc brcscntsI~~.m~!jc~!jp.?.~.in.!!ieasscss.~n!.oft!ic.o~~~!! ................... ..~.(canmsnt[FW78J1 changed I 
this -e! b u s h  studyd.!n!hemc!?! ~!!?e-fhe arescnll~.?vailab!e.!c!~!!!?~. . . . . _....-- [ zTdgV'79J$;cW - ] 
roduced is thcrcfore reasonable and appropriate. Ilowcvcr, this must be combined with data to ,_..' [bmmant trn60Jr MQ 1 
idcntificd and implcmentcd to cnsurc that that lcvcl is not cxcccded. 
4.4 SALT PIIASE 
~ ~ l . . ( ! . ~ s t . d ~ ~ ~ . i n d i . . ! c l h 3 1 ~ . ~ O ! t e ~ . ~ U ! ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ! ~ h ~ ~ e ~ O ~ S . o n ! ~ ~ . O ~ ! O ~ ~ ! ~ ~ S . m ~ ! ! ~  .. SUC!! .~!!.... -..-[tannw*I~*'l:(h ngadrdl dasm i onihg 
~I IWCS may incorporde various hcavy metals (particularly chromium) as well as various 
radionuclides (cesium [Cs]. strontium, Tc). which are rclativcly soluble in water. Accordingly, 
thc prcscncc of such a salt phase, if it contains significant quantities of rcgulatcd constituents, in 
the linal product. is undcsinblc. Efforts Iiave thcrcforc bccn undcrtakcn to minimize its cxtcnt 
in thc linal product, including the use of a final "Top OW fccd batch. It should be notcd, 
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although this is a smallcr batch, it rcsults in a reduction in the waste sodium-oxidc loading in thc 
product. Based on the t a t  data rcviewcd and the Test Plan and Test Instructions for the 3 2 4  
large-scale tcst. the nominal total sodium-oxide loading in the targct glass composition is 
20 wt%. Ifowevcr, when the non-waste sodium from the Top-OTI batch, the starter batch, and 
the soil is subtracted, the actual waste sodium oxide in the product is about 17.2 wt%. 
Rcducing conditions, due to the graphite clcctrodcs and the high mclt tcmpcntun, will inclrasc 
sulfur volatilization (tcst data indicate that bbbu(40%~s~~!aincd~:~Some.!~~~!a.~nd~~~~e...~~...... .....- [ C a m m n t [ W R 2 ] r m t c ~ -  
about 20% is rctaincd, but more than 40?? rctcntion was obscrvcd on the most rcprescnhtivc 
cnginccring-scale mclf ES-32B. Much of the sulfur may be captured ils alkali metal sulfatcs in 
the SMR Dccause thcse filrcrs are intended to capture Tc, the solids from thcse filtcn are 
recycled to the f d .  As a result, the conccntntion of sulfur in the fccd will incrcasc (at stcady 
state. 10 2#!imesi!.s..?.sm~n~!~~!ue.b.~~~. on40"/.-~!Cn!~on.andssuminaa!! or!!! e~u!furjs......-.-- . . . -[ccmmmt[~~3l: mtch.ngsd 
rccyclcd; to the cxtcnt that some of the sulfur is prcscnt as sulfur dioxide, it will pass through 
tlic metal filtcrs, rcducing the feed sulfur level). The tendency for sulfate salt formation is 
strnngly dcpcndcnt on the sulfur conccntntion in thc fccd and. thcrcforc. salt formation is likcly 
to be cxaccrbatcd once the rccycle strcam is includcd. Further testing should be performed to 
assess the cxtcnt of this issue and to support the development ofappropriatc mitigation 
strategies. 
4.5 IhLAKCE OF WASTE I',\CIC\CE 
The balance of the waste package consists of various materials, including tlic outcr stccl 
containcr, the internal cnginccrcd refnctory lining, thc lid structure and associated fitting and 
flangcs, and the graphite electrodes. While this diversity of materials and components makc 
this significantly more compticatcd than the prototypical nuclear waste glass package composcd 
of glass in a stainlcss stccl canistcr, thc mom crucial diTIcrencc stcms from the fact that the glass 
is nwl td  in the containcr rather than simply pourcd into it. The g l w  melting process is vastly 
"dinier" than the process of pouring prcmcltcd glass into a containcr. The mclting proccss 
involves the gcncration of dust during the process of fccd introduction; gcncntcs a varicty of 
transicnt moltcn salts and othcr intcrmcdiate phases; and generates substantial volumes of gas 
and various vaporized and cntnincd ked constituents. Tllese processes provide multiple 
opportunities for infiltration, condcnsation, plating, and dcposition of fccd spccics into the 
balance of the waste packngc. This is facilitated by the relative complexity of the waste 
package. which ltas multiple materials. laycn. andseams exposed to the procas. The impact of 
thcse phenomena bhould beundcktood, DS ~hc~.m?~,~m~i!e.mechanlsms.whc~~~~!hck~-.--.-... ...... (comment [ M I :  nad 
contaminants ofconccm (e.g., Tc, othcr radionuclidcs, heavy mctals) arc prcscnt in tlx wixitc 
packagc. but are not vitrificd and. thcrcforc. are potcntially availablc for rapid rclcasc to the 
environment. In addition, distribution of high spccific gamma activity radionuclidcs. such as Cs 
(which is very volatile), to non-glass locations within the waste package can potentially 
compromise shielding cstimatcs. As such, it should be notcd that the data available show small 
fractions ofTc deposits in the CRB. liighcr amounts on the lid (where it can be handled if 
ncccssary), and much smallcr amounts on the glass surface and sand. Accordingly. data 
pcrtaining to thcse issucs arc considcrcd to be a crucial componcnt of the cflort to qualify the 
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A considcmble amount of testing to asscss the likely fate ofTe within tlie waste package and 
the fraction that might be leachable has bccn pcrformcd. The currcnt bcst estimate based on 
cnginecring scale tests [is!?!. 0:?7.wto/oor!helola!.T~..~~ides.~”-!~C.W?lR~~k~~~~eXC!u~~n6.-.--..-.-.’ (m5p I 
tlie lid) in a leachable form. Ilowever, because tfie estimate is derived from tests that did not 
include the Tc myclc  strciun, it is Etcntially~ndcrcs!imaredb~!aboutaC~~o~of!wo ,.-.. ~ ._....._... --I-
mpealed atlsmp( Io ~ ~ b t e  a 
@nuhe p b h m  huanmy I) Um assuming that about 50%of the Te is volatilized (as is indicted by the present test data) and that 
all of it  is captured by the SMF. The best estimate of leachable Te on the lid is approximately 
2+ wt% of tlie total, based on tests that did not include the Tc rccyclc stream; applying the same 
assumptions as above. it is potentially undercstimatcd by about a factor of two. Tlrrcforc, a 
potential estimate of thc total fmction of the Te in a leachable form in the waste package is 
about 4-5 Wl%. 
The above estimates are based on the Tc (or the Re surrogate) that was m v c r e d  in various 
locations. A significant complication, however. is the fact that about ~4.~!%-of~he.Tc-w;ls.~!..-. ...- 
recovered in the engineering scale -. test ._ with .- S-109  .-- . actual -. waste . . . and remainjs unaccounted, ._ _ _  fo: 
~Ioweve< a m& balance for a ppm level trace constituent in a behch scale test that produces 
s e v 4  hundred kgs of test materials is difficult The diniculties associate with the Te mass 
balance wiil require analyses of the non-glass portions of the waste package to ensure that 
leachable Te is not present at unacccptnble levcls ~his.~considc~.!O.~.?~~N~~?!.~~~~e.fO~-. . - . . - . , . , .  
qualification of the product. bgain need to qualify this statement in h e  fact that there is no 
evidence within the DOE system that anyone has dcmonstntcd a mius balance closure p a t e ;  
that was observed at the BV engineering scale with AClUAL waste Tel______________..........__________..-  
5.6 PRODUCT I’EHFORXIANCE ICECOIIXIESDATIONS 
The panel makes the following mommendations regarding product pcrlbnnance: 
The potential nnges of conipositional inhomogeneity, rcdox-state inhomogeneity, 
and thermal histories of glass distributed throughout tlie full-scale container necd to 
bc establishcd. Test data nccd to be collcctcd across and that thecntire volume of 
glass niccts the rcquiments. In particular. bascd upon tlie limited data sct that was 
reviewed by the pancl, it is not clear that glass samples that we rcprescntative of the 
most rcduccd state found during pmccss tests have been tested. bccd to take credit 
for the de-conshktion of cnginecrindargc ka l e  containers and extensive sampling 
that was completed and which will be used as the basis for a statistically defendable 
sampling plan for DW ................................................................................... 
fntcnctions of the glass product during leaching should be assessed for all of the 
waste-package materials, including the rcfmctories, metal inclusions. and graphite 
clcctrodes. Dccausc of the complexity of the BV waste package, this issue is likely to 
vitrificd 1ILtV. WTP LAW). 
be greater than that required for more conventional waste packages (e& canistcred 
!f ~8IJIk~ah;gaaaI lop down { 
khe cxpcctcd range of crystal contents and types of hascs nccd to be determined 
and Uc depcndcnce on process conditions assessed. ~ ~ . ~ ~ d ~ n ~ h . ~ e . ~ ~ u ! ~ ? ,  __.____________ I.- ’ ..-* Cwnment~1~9Ut911: mado - h8 cwnm(Klt ID vald.nochange and thb 
appropriate opcnting panmetcr nngcs nccd to be establishcd to ensure that tlie mraomoh !a vald and not 
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impact of crystallization on product quality is properIy bounded with rcspcct to 
likely process variations. 
The appropriateness of the CCC heat treatment as a realistic wolst case needs to be 
cvaluatcd. Fluid flow modeling o f  the waste-package cooling process may be 
helpful in making this assessment and in identifying representative bounding hcat- 
trcatmcnt schcdulcs. 
e The composition o f  the mcycled solids from the SMF needs to be dctcrmined. with 
panicular cmphasis on sulfur content, as well as halides and Tc. The impact of 
inclusion of this stream into the feed and the tcndcncy for salt formation nccds to be 
addrcsscd and mitigation stntcgics dcvcloped. 
e The mount  of leachable Tc in the waste package nccds to bc bcttcr .. undcrstood -. . and . 
the e f k t s  of Tc rccycle need to be included filosukof the Tc mass balance would 
provide confidcke in thc&matcs of (he-amount of leachable Tc. What is the 
benchmark that die Te m balance is to bccomparcd to: specify/quaiify hml.-..-..d..---' I''sm'''-w 
lhc distribution of high scpccific gamma activity radionuclides, such as Cs (which is 
vcry volatile), to non-glass locations within thc waste package needs to be 
dctcrmincd. because this can potentially compromise shielding estimates that assume 




5.1 TEST PROCRAIl 
FllOCESS INTECkL\TION ASD RELATED ISSUES 
The test program pcrformed to date appears to have bccn well cxccutcd, and much uscful 
information Ius bccn collected. At the same time, tlic extent of"ncw discovery." with 
conscqucnt changes in the base process, apparently has becn gmter than was anticipated. As a 
result. while the process itsclf is still evolving in rclativcly major ways, the prcscnt schedule has 
only thrcc additional full-scale cold tests planned before the startup of a series of 50 full-scale 
radioactive tests at the DDVS. 
The pancl docs not believe that full-scale radioactive testing is the appropriate whicle for 
mitigating the majority of the rcmaining risks, but nthcr, should be viewed primarily as 
con firmat ion testina.!n~~Cw.*r~hC~.~Ommi~s~0"~"6CO~!~ond!hC s~C"!~C?.mp.!~~aliO"S..--.-..- ._...--.' 
haw becn appmpriatcly mitigated. The limited number of test runs that have becn performed to 
variables bcing changcd concurrently from one test to the next. OfIcn, the key variables with 
mpcct io mitigating a givcn issue remain unidcntificd. This siluation is much lcss desirable 
with respect to bcing able to identify key process-control variables and sct corresponding 
opcmting ranges for the pmcss. In cases in which a pmicular issue appears to have bcen 
mitigated. it is often unknown whctlicr the fix is tcnuous, in the scnsc of being vcry sensitive to 
process variations, or robust. 
presented by radioactive testing, such testing should procced when the rcmaining technical risks .-'-.... 
date, COUPlCd F.i~!h.!.~!!.?iC~!~~~UCS ?.h.!h..eb..I?.Ji.~!l~S.~U!!~.~~.~~~C.~!~C~~ ........-..-.. 
rsPmCl m* v*w 
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The pancl is unawarc o f  adequate tcit  data using simulant f d  for tlie following key unit 
opcrations and proccss subsystems: 
SMF -This is a key component with rcspcct to tlie fate of Tc and the disposition of 
secondary wastc. 
+ Intcgntcd off-gas system - All tcsts p c r f o m d  to date have cmploycd a now 
prototypic off-gas system. No tests have bccn pcrformcd on tlie bascline off-gas 
treatmcnt systcrn. 
Intcgntcd fccd s p c m  - While vcndor testing of the dryer has been pcrformcd, all o f  
the vitrification tcsts to date have bccn performed with a non-prototypic fccd system. 
Prototypical fccd matcrial- All full-scale tests performcd to date have bccn 
pcrformcd with a clicmical simulant o f  the f d  matcrial produccd by mixing tlie 
requisite clicmicals as opposcd to drying a wct LAW simulant with soil and adding 
glass-forming additives, as wil l  be the case for the production system. The 
diffcrcnccs in physical form and pmpcrtics are likcly to produce significantly 
different matcrial flow and fccd-mclting bchavior. 
Rccyclo None o f  tlie tcsts periormcd to date has included tlic projcctcd rccycle 
stream from the SMP. Because this stream is likely to be rich in Tc and sulhr, both 
crucial proccss constituents, this rcprcscnts an important omission. 
Fully-intcgntcd systcrn - No tests Lave bccn pcrformcd to datc on a prototypical 
fully-intcgntcd systcm as per the basclinc dcsign. 
Instrumcntation and controls - I n  view o f  the considwibIe difkrcnccs bctwccn tlic 
test systcrns employed to date and the bascline dcsign, prototypical insmmcntation 
and control systcrns nccd to bc dcvclopcd and tcstcd. 
I n  view o f  thcsc nthcr cxtcnsivc information nccds, the pancl rccommends sumcicnt non- 
ndioactive tcsting(frorn small-scale through full-scale at tlte DUVS) be conducted prior to 
initiation of radioactive testing. Radioactive tcsting should only proceed when tlie remaining 
tcchnical risks have bccn appropriately mitigated. We also suggest that bccausc fcw o f  the sub- 
systems have bccn tcstcd, adcquate time should be allowcd bctwccn tests to implcmcnt systcm 
changcs and modifications that are likcly to be ncccssary. 
b BV4I.S ..__! \ ...._. DE\lOYSlHATIOY :_._ 2 ............... !....... SYSTEM *._._ ._.___._ 0x1 4 Y-TIM PIIILtCRAPII ADDS h’OTlIISC TO ~ ..-. 
The oKCgas strcam from the UV container i s  passed through two stage of  a 316-stainlcs stccl 
SMF. which are planncd to be opcntcd at 300°C. The l i l lcr clcmcnts are o f  a tube-type 
gcomctry and the process flow is  from outside in. The clcmcnls are clcancd by applying a 
sonic- gas back-pulse of low volumc, but high pressure. While these are commercially 
available filters, no testing has bccn pcrformcd in this specific application. 7hC gas strcam 
exiling the filters flows tlirough a wet quenclicr-scrubbcr system, the liquid cmucnt firn which 
7na9cw 
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is dimtcd to the site liquid cmucnt treatment facility. Accordingly. the scrubber cfflucnt must 
mcct tlie waste acccptance criteria (WAC) for that facility. Thus, thcre is a crucial process 
rcliance on the pcrformance of the SMF to: 
decontaminate the om-gas stream of radionuclides and hazardous mctals to 
sufficiently low levcls to ensure that the liquid effluent from the scrubber mccts the 
necessary WAC; and 
capture Tc (as wcll as othcr ndionuclides and hazardous mctals) in a form that can 
be rccyclcd to the feed in ordcr to compcnsate for the rclativcly low fraction of Tc 
(-50 %) that may be rctaincd in the glass product. 
In view of thc importance of thcse functions, we considcr the fact that no proccss tcsting has yct 
been performed to rrprcsent a considerable technical risk. The ability to rcliably blow-back or 
flush and mycle the deposits collcctcd from the om-gas is obviously crucial. 
The nominal opcrating icmpcnturc of 300% has bccn dclibcntcly chosen lo be high in ordcr to 
minimize the chances of condensation in the filtcn. Condcnsation can lead to blinding of the 
filtcn, which is not easily blown-back and can provide a mcans of transport of soluble spccics 
(such as Tc and Cs) through the filters. In addition. bccause thc LAW materials can contain 
significant amounts ofchloridcs, which will produce IICl gas and alkali chloridcs that will 
dcposit on the filters. any moisture can lead to rapid corrosion of the filter clcmcnts. The high 
soluble salt content of tlie material that will collect on tlie f i l~cn will also significantly incrcasc 
the boiling point of any absorbcd moisture, ncccssitating temperatures of significantly above 
100°C. IIowcvcr. tlicrc are also potcntial issues associated with opcntion at high tcnipcnture. 
In view of the high contents of sodium, sulfur, halides. boron, nitrates, ctc.. it is not 
inconceivable that low melting cutcctic salt mixtures could be formed on the filters. Such 
molten salt would almost certainly prc,scnt a considerable corrosion issue 
l h c  panel rccommcnds considcration of an alternative SMF material, such as one of tlie 
lnconels or Ilastclloys. if available to addrcss the conccrns above. In addition. the SpcctNm of 
potential Cs and Tc compounds should be reviewed to cnwn that none are sufliciently volatile 
at 300°C lo prcsenl a significant mcans of lransport through the filtcrs (as notcd in Scction 2.2.2 
the proposed Opc171Iing tcmpcrature is disturbingly close to theTcz07 boiling point of 31 1°C). 
5.3 FLOW-SIIEET .\IODEL 
An intcgriitcd flow-shcct modcl, which includes a11 sccondacy waste and rccyclc streams nccdz. 
to be dcvclopcd. hlihough such a modcl is apparently under dcvclopmcnt. in view of tlie lack 
of prototypical proccss tcst data discussed above, the ncccssary dccontamination factor (DF) 
support asscssmcnts of what DFs are rcquircd for each unit opcntion. It should be notcd that 
some fraction of volatilc spies, such as chromium and selenium, may pass through the SMP; 
thus. tlie impact on tlie ability of the scrubber ellucnt to mcct the ncccssary WAC should be 
ilsscsscd. 
cmWncnt[FwJ9l: notehangad- 
data for each of tke unit owrations ~a~.no!.av;iil3b!c~.l!owc~c~,.such. 1.?19?e!.c~n.~uscd~o..~.......---( (h.daUencbartynolmibbbnorr 
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5.4 r\IAXISIUM ACIIIEVABLE CONTROL TECllXOLOGY COMPLIAKCE 
The BV systcm will be rcquircd to mcct the maximum achievable control tcchnology (MACT) 
standards. Uascd on the rcsults of extcnsive testing performed to invcstigate MACT compliance 
for the WTP vitrification system4 it b a y  bca challenge for the b.~tDBVSd~i~n-!o.m.~~-..~. ..-.-.~~tmlool:chlng.d 
the MACT roquiremcnt for 99.99% destruction-removal efficiency (DE) for organics. In,thq 
drycr, all of the allyl alcohol and a portion of the naphthalene will bypass the melter and be 
&atcd only by the carbon bed and the SCRj Consequently, the melter will contribute little 1; 
the ovemll DRJ2 for the bypassed organics. The off-gas stream from the dryer cumnil3 
bypasses the wet scrubber and there is no thermal catalytic oxidizer (TCO) in the DBVSoGiG 
train. As a mult  much of the 99.99% DRE rcauirement is borne bv the carbon bed and the 
1 
entire load oforganic absorption, it is recommended that he cxpcctcd systcm pcrformancc ba 
revicwcd against the MCT requirements to ensun that the carbon bed is adcquatcly sized and, 
that provisions for replacement and disposal an in place as the material becomes exhausted. lo 
addition. the available capacity of the units can be expended on a variety of compounds that a$ 
present in much grater conccnkation than are the target organics. Flow-shcct evaluations arc 
eithacomplcted (S-109) or underway to determine if the system, as currently designed. will 
mcd MACT rcquircmcnts, and if the carbon bed is adcquatcly sized with provisions foi 
rcplacement and disposal in place. If thcse evaluations or DBVS MACT testing show t h t  thi  
off gas design is not adcquatc as confiyrcd, the fultsfale production opentions will need to 
reconfigure the off gas sys tm (e.g. flow the dryer outlet through the wet scrubbcr) or add 
additional unit opentions (e& add a TCQl .................................. 
5.5 FATE OF CESIUM 
Cs, a high specific-gamma activity ndionuclide that is also rclatiwly volatile, is quite readily 
incorpontcd into many aIuminosilicate rcfnctories, particularly as polucitetypc phascs 
(Bucchelc et al.. 1998). Cs volatilizcd during tlie melting process will likcly dcposit in the 
coolcr arcas of the waste package. As previously indicated, t l im  are wcll-known intcnctions 
of Cs with Tc. which result in cnhanccd volatility through the formation of Cs pcrtcchnctatc. 
Tllc p a d  understands that Cs and Re (or Tc) have bccn uscd in tests since 2003 to ensure that 
the poicntial interaction is obscwcd. PNNL has already conductcd engineering-scale tats to 
detcnnine the intenction ofCs with Tc in terms o f  potential for incrcascd volatility. The results 
of this work should be revicwcd, and if nccessary, further tcsting should be pcrformcd with both 
of tlicse spccics prcscnt. The conscqucnccs of thcse intcnctions should be cvaluatcd in terms of 
their impact on the estimated dose from tlie waste package and the assumptions that are made 
with rcspcct to shielding. 
5.6 COSFIRllATION OFTEClf  SETIUXI DISTRIBUTI0.Y 
The prcscnt smicgy with rcspcct to denionstration of the fate of Tc and, in particular, tlie extent 
of lcacliable Tc species in the waste package. rclics on a conibinaiion ofenginccring-scale and 
full-scale tcsts in combination with radioactive tcsts with Tc and a Re surrogate. Data from 
enginwring-scale ICSIS that includcd both Re and Tc have bccn uscd to ntablish empirical ratios 
of the fmction of leachable Tc to that of Re. Full-scale tcsts have bccn pcrformcd with Re and 
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distribution ofTc. Finally, in the DBVS tcs& that will include Tc from the wastc, a Re spike 
will be added. A single core saniple will then be taken from each of the SO boxcs that arc 
produced and tlie distribution ofTc and Re will be used to validate the expectations bawd on 
tlie non-radioactive full-scale tests containing Re where morcextcnsive sampling was 
conducted While this logic is reasonable, the panel is unaware of a contingency plan to addrcss 
the possibility that the singIe core samples from the radimctive tesl~ do not valicfutc those 
expcctationr In one scenario, it may be ncccssary to perform extensive core sampling of the 
radioactive boxes in order to properly disposition I_ Ihcm. b & d  to include the currcnt'&$iGi 
- - .. -. __ 
rcgimc that w i t s i t  thiistitistid hsis for future sampling Pctiviticsl _______________._________________..._._I.. 
Finally, while the use of the ratio of Tc and Re leachable fractions is reasonable, it is iul 
empirical approach. The undcrlying physicochemical explanation for tlie obscrvcd valucs of the 
ratios is lacking. The considcrablc disparity (about factor of fivc'v&f~ the source of this 
leachable fractions for Tc and Re further highlights this issue. Conscquently, testing is 
rccommendcd to provide a more fundamental understanding of the h s i s  for the obscrvcd 
lcachable fnction ratios, as noted in Section 2.1.3. 
.... .._ . . . 
=timate if it is til ~ - ~ ~ ~ . ~ ! ~ c e n I h c m ! ~ o . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r e ! c n t i o n s j n S ! 3 s s a n d ~ ! ~ ~ r . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  _.__....._._-. __ .'~commenc[FwloI1: changed I 
6.0 OTlt EIt HECO.\l,\IE1YDr\TIOSS 
6.1 FEED PREP,\\IL\IION 
6.1.1 Eliminate Zirconia Srgregntion 
Zirconia and Zr-containing mincnls (e.&, zircon) tend to scpmte during the early stages of 
melting and settle to the bottom of the melt. oncn forming high-Zr sludge on tlie mclter bottom 
Their high densities and low solubility in silicate melts make thcm more prone to this melting 
scgrcgation than most othcr fccd matcriak This tendency can be ovcrcome by ensuring good 
contact with fluxes, by selecting compounds rhat dissolve more readily. and by selecting finer- 
grained matcrials. Some or all of thcse ideas either have bccn rcccntly compldcd or arc planned 
for 2006. 
6. I. 1. I Add ;irconia with sui1 in miwr 
Tlic ordcr of addition is imporlant to the contact bctwccn fluxes and thc niorc rcfractory 
components in the feed. Dry mixing the zirconia with the soil bdorc adding high-soda liquid 
waste will cause the alkali to be uniformly distributcd ovcr the zirconia, cnsuring that zirconia 
will dissolve quickly in the moltcn glass, which forms in the fusion laycr of the cold cap. 
Only tlie hygroscopic boron sourcc nccds to be kept out of the dry mix to avoid making a 
. bmmSnt[FwlOSI:changed gummy batch when the liquid wastc . .  is added. )"NL is c u k t l y  pursuing thisoption wid 
preliminary I r d s  look very PromlsIng4 ............................................................................... /' 
,.e' I 
6. LI.2 SihvtituteJine ;hen for :irconia 
Zircon (Zr silicate) dissolves faster in the silicate mclt than zirconia bccause, in tlie pmcnce of 
alkali, the zircon dissociates into vcry fine zirconia crystals disperscd in silica. These fine 
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bcncfit of using zircon is even grcatcr if the particle size is small. bhe project has deployed this 
recommendation in the latest large sale test 38C.- analytical results pending ICV box d 4  
connstruaionJ ..........__.___________________________..-..-..-.. _. _. .. .._.. __. ._______ ____.___.__________. ... . _ .._ .  
.,(cannmnt [Fwlob]:Changad I 
...e 
6.1.2 
Pneumatic fccdcrs have several wcll-known problcms: scgrcgation and panicle-size rcduction 
of the fccd tnnsponcd through them. excessive mlcase of particulates into the olTgas, and 
abnsive wear-dated maintcnance problcms. Because of these potcntial problems, a gnvity- 
fccd systcm is likely to be a more satisfactory dcsign. 
Considcr Gravity Feed from Mixer/drycr into Mclter 
6.2 MELTEK 
6.2.1 
Electric mcltcrs can fail suddcnly ifconductive paths are creatcd bctwecn the bath and the steel 
shcll in two or more locations. I h l  gcncratcd by currcnt flowing through such a path is 
dillicult to dissipate, .so the area heats up quickly. Thc process is exaccrbatcd by the fact that the 
elcctrical conductivity of the rcfhctory (like the glass mclt) incmws with increasing 
tcmpcmturc. lhc  rcsult is the rapid formation ofa namw channel hot cnough to mclt the 
rcfractoly and steel. Typically a hole l q c  cnough to dnin tlic mclrcr in a shun time is 
produced. Considcring the complcxity of the rcfractory lining. it is not unlikely that minor 
lcakap of hot glass into joints could produce at lcast two clcctrical lcakage points in a mcltcr. 
For~unately, the proccss dcscribcd above can be dctcctcd in its early $*ages by a decrease in the 
clcctricil resistance bctwccn rhe power circuit and the stccl shell. This normally provides 
sufiicicnt warning to allow the hot spot to be located and cooled from the outsidc, or at lcast to 
turn oll‘the powcr. A ground fault dctcction systcm should be in place on any clcctric melter. 
Add Ground Fault Detection System 
1 Dclcte this section -project is comfortable that the c u m t  ICV box dais i&d it’s lay& 
construction providcs adequate secondary containment to comply with RCRA roquircmentd 
s= Co-=nt on 6.2-2 above.: 1 ......................................................................................... 
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Comments and Response Summary 
( f h b  Is a summary of team responses to slgnlflcanl comments in Appendix C and Is organized 
by response number) 
FWI: A general comment on the repeated reviews and revisions of this report: 
An attempt has been made to Incorporate all the changes suggesled by the project staff. A number d 
changes, however, have not been incorporated, in some cases because the review team feels Ihey are 
outside the scope of our review (e.g.. plans for future adlvities. which we were not given the opportunity 
to review). In othw cases, the changes suggested seemed lo Indicate a desire lo minimize or Ignore a 
potentially important problem of crystallization of glass during cooling after melting. 
The review leam considered thal our principal duty is to provide technical rewrnmendalions to address 
the three specific problem areas highlighted in Ihe SOW. We did not see it as our duly either to criticize 
or praise Ihe project team for their efforls. Rather. we took a snapshol of the technical issues as lhey 
stood in January, 2006. based on a subset of the then-available reports and presentations. and made 
technical recommendations ulat we hope will be helpful to the project team in resolving lhose problems. 
FW6 The word Sianificantly is not changed in the text - this Is a quole from the SOW, and we have no 
data lo assess it. 
FW7: The statement regarding the issue of metal inclusions is not changed to incorporate a stalemenl 
regarding recent data- this section is simply a list of issues, not a discussion d an relevant facts. 
FW11: The text is not changed lo add 'due to the limits of analytical capablitie$ - this is not the only 
reason for the gaps in knowledge of physical and chemical properties of Tc - the topics listed in the next 
sentence simply have not been addressed yeL 
FW12 The statement that recycling of Tc from the off-gas filler system may change the amuni and 
form of Tc is not changed -4he recommended change is not relevant to a review of BV. 
M 1 6 :  The text is not changed -a lengthy discussion about a material balance is beyond scope of 
Exec Summary. 
FWX): The text Is no1 changed - a discussion of planned testing Is too detailed for this summary. 
FW21: The lex1 is no1 changed - a discussion of planned testing in 50 box melo is too delailed for this 
summary. 
FW2& The text is not changed -for reasons explained in the r e m  we believe the goal should be to 
eliminate metallic indusbns, not just reduce them. 
FW27: The text is not changed to add 'during starbup and operations' -when wwld one control current 
density and bath temperature other than during slart up and operation? 
FW31: The text is no1 changed to add 'minimize metal indusions' -goal should be lo eliminate 
inclusions. 
FW44 The text is not changed - the suggested change is not relevant to the discussion of this 
paragraph, and probably lnaccwale if the large scale tests were properly sampled -it is ridiculous (and 
lotally unnecessary) to imply that the BV process produces no devitification. 
FW45 The tent is not changed - the water of concern here is groundwater to which the produd will be 
exposed during long-term storage, not water in the melL 
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W 4 6  The lex1 regarding sulfur volaliliation (40% retained in Iha mell) is not changed -the range is 
supported by the data provided lo us. 
W51: The text is not changed - The review learn fully recognizes lhe value d and need for hot lesling. 
but believes that too many issues have not yet been investigated with sirnulank lo justify starting hot 
testing now. W e  are concerned (hat plans are based primarily on the hope that all will go well with (he 
hol tests. making lhe simulanl ksting unnecessary. and not on solid results showing that success is 
likely with full-scale hol tesb. This seems lo us impdent  
F W M  The report Is not changed - lhe learn inlended only lo subjectively pioriliie lhe 
recommendalions. 
FW55: The lext is not changed - il is not lhe purpose of lhis review to explain all lhe fulure plans of lhe 
projecl team. 
W 5 7 :  The lex1 is not changed to add reference lo other radioactive glass products - 11 should be 
abundanUy dear lo any reader that lhis review Is confined to lhe BV pocess. 
FW68: The discussion of recommendations for miligalion of Tc loss is not changed -As explained ai 
the end of Section 1, some of the recommendalions are inlended lo raise possibilities, the pracliility d 
which lhe review panel was no1 provided wilh enough Information to assess. 
W 7 0  The lex1 is no1 changed to indicale lhe eliminaliin of ingots in recent lests - the ingots were not 
eliminated in lhe tesl results presented lo us. 
W 7 3  The text is not changed lo discuss any requiremenls regarding removal of metal indusions to 
meel PA - no1 relevant lo the discussion ai vlis point 
Fw74 The lex1 regarding multi-phase malerials and prcdud qualily requirements is no1 changed - the 
leht proposed for delelion is facluaily correct, and is focused on a lopic of considerable importance to lhe 
question of glass performance. 
FW7s: The lex1 is no1 changed lo replace lhe term @eviIrificalii wilh fraclurinq - proposed change is 
fadually incorrect. 
W 8 2  The concern lhal f c  is slmngly enriched in the metal phase is not changed - 1 is based on dam 
provided lo us. 
FW85 The statement regarding sulfur wlalilizaliin - lhal aboul40% is relained - is not changed -and 
was addressed by a previous response (FW84) lo comment. 
W86: The stalemenl regarding Ihe imease in concentralion of sulfur in lhe ked is not changed. 
FW89: The text is not changed lo add the word potentially lo the discussion of an eslimale of Tc fate - 
repealed altempl lo understale a genuine problem is contrary lo the besl interests of DOE. 
FW90 The text discussion of an eslimaled percent of Tc recovery is not changed - a range better 
indicates Ihe level of uncectainly 
FW96R95 No lex1 change made regarding the need lo determine the range of uyslal conlenls and 
lypes of phases - lhe comment is valid. 
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FW101: The lext is no1 changed - IF DVBS is purely for demonstralim, then lhal implies that it will not be 
buill until a fully satislaclory process is faund by other testing. That is dearly not the present situaliin. 
Thus, OVES wilt eilher be used lo continue testing, or it is premature lo be designimg il now. 
FW103: The text regarding the cumenl lack of dewnlamination fador dah far each of Ihe unl 
operations is no1 changed - Ihe dala are clearly not available now. 
FW107: The lext is not changed lo discuss the slatistical basis for fulure sampling activities - this is a 
bpic for a fulure project report. not this review. 
FWlI l :  The lext 1s not changed -the purpose of curbs or a trench Is to reduce the cost and exposure lo 
workers involved in deaning up aRer a penetration of Ihe shell, no1 lo meel RCRA requirements. The 
possibility of penetration is real In spite of the layer constnrction, sin- the mechanism of failure 
(electrical leakage through the rehaclories producing a hole In refractories and shetl) is unrelated lo layer 
smclure. 
